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LOCAL AFFAIRS.
NEW

The Burrill National Bank
gas the Patronage

of

H J Mill Aen—Notice of foreclosure.
New England Tel A Tel Co.
Herman D Smith -In bankruptcy.
Exect notice-Est of Frank P Wood.
Clifton Woodward—Dog found.
Fred L Mason—Piano for sale.
Bangor:
Eastern Trust A Banking Co.
Bucksport:
Hattie M Mooney—Notice of foreclosure.
Portland, Ma:

TwoMerchants

Nearly

Ellsworth’s

thirds of

of the Facilities offered—Central
Location,Convenient Business Hours.Offlces Equipped with every Convenience and Safeguard.

give

We

careful attention to all banking
mail.
Your account solicited.

the

Same

by

Open 9 to 4 daily. Sat 9 to 1

23 Main Street.

From
From

m.

Registered mail should be at postoffice half
hour before mail closes.
No 8unday trains.

an

Open that Bank Account Now

tion

our

(666,000.00capital, supius

profits

and

ford. For your money's sake, ask
for detailed information.

af-

TO-DAY

us

Postofficc open

j

on

Sunday from 9 to 10

a

m.

j

1

j

3

a

j
;

%

visit with relatives in Dexter.

Mrs. G. Porter Smith.

guest

The

day

Sheathing Paper
Ellsworth.

now

in stock the

following

I

well-

HAYNES &

CO.,

ELLSWORTH FALLS. MAINE.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN

EHaworth.

Maine

OROANI2ED

1673

Saving Money
*s

8imply

fortune

NEW BAKERY

a

matter of

growth.
a

have

building

leased
on

Stuart

the

Waterstreet,

three

doors below the postoffice; have
entirely remodeled it for a
modern bakery, and am

OPEN for BUSINESS
new Middleby oven has been
installed, and all cooking and
mixing are done in plain view-

A

no

If yon form the habi‘,

partitions

or

draperies.

Bread, Roils, Cake, Pastry, Fancy Baking

will grow from your
to Order for Lodges, Parties,

savings just

as sure

grow from the

Waddings.

as trees

BAKED BEANS AND BROWN BREAD

sapling.

GEORGESrOBER,
blacksmith
Horse Shoeing and Jobbing
of all kinds.

8ATURDAY8

August Holz,
WATER ST., ELLSWORTH.

Water Street, Ellsworth.

LUNCH COUNTER C. C. Burrill & Son
1 have opened
lor ladles and

M E a i_
s

-te

a

lunch counter

gentlemen.

SERVED

w. t. THOMAS.
Slfwt- °PP. BUan Laundry,

KlUwortb

Dr.H.W.OSGOOD
Location Manning Blk.
JwD*y*

all-around hustler for the up-river
was in Ellsworth yesterday.

not

turned in Friof

the firemen

needed.

A full attendance is desired at the regular meeting of Irene chapter, O. E. S., next

Friday evening,
business

to

as

come

there

will

before

be

special

the meeting.

Circle supper at 6 o’clock.
Miss Ella M. Crowe, who has been employed in the Hancock county registry of
deeds for some time past, left Saturday for

BANKING BY MAIL to meet your convenience.

Money to Loan
ON

Productive Real Estate;
Collateral and Commercial Paper

Improved,

in

the

was em-

shoe

dead at his

Hachael Wardwell and Mrs. Amanda Danforth.

At

conference of gentlemen interested
held at the office of John A. Peters last
evening, the matter of an organization on
the lines of a Y. M. C. A. or a Y. M. C. U.
were discussed.
The meeting was a unit
as to the desirability of some such an institution in Ellsworth, but many ideas
were
advanced, and it was decided to
a

leave the matter in the hands of

submit

a

com-

definite plan at a
committee apmeeting.
consists
of
Rev.
E. D. Kizer, Rev.
pointed
P. A. A. Killam, Roy C. Haines, E. F.
Robinson, jr., and Percy E. Higgins.
mittee to
future

some

The

of George A. Parcher on High
street was damaged by fire to the extent
of about fl,200 last Thursday forenoofa.
The fire caught in the partitions on the
second floor from an overheated chimney
The home

which

burned out about

an

hour

before

the fire was discovered. The fire followed the partition up to the attic, where

through the roof
necessary to put a conof water on the fire, and

it broke out and burned
in

places.

It

was

siderable amount

Methodist vestry. There will be a
cooked-food sale in connection with the
installation.
the

on

IK

Municipal aad Other Boads
of approved legality and ascertained
Wk*
5 TUESDAYS anl
FRIDAYS
strength.
ELLSWORTH. ME
B»«Ior OHice: 12 drove St.
1« STATE STREET,

Bishop Hamilton In Ellsworth.
Rt. Rev. John W. Hamilton, D. D.,

LL. D., resident bishop of New England,
being
was in Ellsworth last Sunday, preaching
planned by the ladies of the Congrega- at both
morning and evening services at
tional church, and was to have been given
the Methodist church. In the afternoon
about the piddle of February, has been
he went to Surry to officiate at the dedicapostponed, and will probably be given tion of the new Methodist chuich
there, a
sometime in April.
report of which may be found in Surry
There will be a public reception and ex- news items.
hibition by the pupils of Miss Emtlie
There were good-sized congregations at
Young’s dancing class at Odd Fellows both morning and evening services here
The reception
hall next Friday evening.
In the morning Bishop Hamilton spoke on
to the class will be from 7 to 9 o’clock, folthe “Salvation of the Jews”, tracing the
lowed by social dancing. Music by Monadevelopment of the Christian religion from
four
pieces.
ghan’s orchestra,
its origin to present timeB, and its relaThe basket-ball game between the Boy tion to problems of to-day.
Scoot teams ot Ellsworth and Franklin at
In the evening he spoke of "Epochs of
Hancock hall last Wednesday evening Christianity”, and devoted a large part of
was well played and closely contested, the
to the
his
remarks
emancipation of
game being a tie at call of time, and over- women, citing numerous instances from
time waa necessary to decide it. The visit- his own experiences in this country and
ors finally won by score ot lij-13.
abroad in illustration of his subject.
The democrats of Hancock county bad a
Bishop Hamilton while here had a good
The word to say for Kev. Edwin D. Kizer,
conference in Ellsworth yesterday.
fall county committee and prominent whose selection for the church here was
democrats from all parts of the county to his own. He said be had put Dr. Kizer up
the number ot about fifty were present. against a difficult proposition in Ban FranThe political situation in the county and cisco, and he bad made good. He called
him from the West to Ellsworth, and so
the new primary law were discussed.
as he could see, he had made good
Officers of Blanquefort commandery, K. far
here. In this latter opinion the people of
T., will be installed next Monday evening
the Methodist society here, heartily agree.
by Fast Grand Commander Arno W. King.
Hamilton would not promise that
The installation will be public to wives, Bishop
would Velum Dr. Kizer 'here for anunmarried daughters and minor sons ot he
al her year, intimating that he might need
knights. There will be a banquet at 6.30,
him elsewhere.
installation at 8, followed by dancing.
Incidentally, Bishop Hamilton gave a
The contract for building the extension
flnanclal lift to the chureh here, subbig
In
Ellsworth
has
been
to the poatoffioe
aggregating nearly fl,000 being
scriptions
to
the
Bros.
Lowawarded
Conners
Co., of
raised-sufficient to wipe out practically
the
contract
price being |33,37S. -all the floating indebtedness of the church.
all, Maas.,

entertainment

which

is

Work will begin as soon as weather conditions permit, and, under the terms ot
the contract, meet be completed by Jan.

1,1913.
ALSO DEALERS

Call

investments,

or

or

Write

UNION TRUST COMPANY
ELLSWORTH FOOD FAIR.

NICOLA.
as

Willard Lockings, who is employed at
Bangor, spent Sunday at his home here.

Two weeks from next Monday the doors

Fred Starkey spent Friday and Saturday with relatives in Brewer and Hamp-

General Program For Week Same
Last Year.

will open for the third annual food fair

auspices of

under the

tho Ellsworth Mer-

chants’

association.
The management
this year’s fair shall surpass
the big success of last year’s exhibition.
The program for the week will follow
the same general outline of last year’s
fair. There will be music afternoon and
means

that

evening by Monaghan’s food fair orchestwenty pieces, dancing every evening, daily awards of gifts and many
special features.
tra of

The decorations of the hall will be
elaborate and novel. Those who remember the line effects obtained by last year’s
decoration committee, look for something

original

den.

Elmer Bodge, wife and two children, of
Brewer, spent Sunday with Sidney Moore
wife.

and

Mrs. Robert

York and daughter MilHampden, spent the past week
with her sister, Mrs. Sidney Moore.
Mrs. Maynard Salisbury, of Bar Harbor, has joined her husband, who is stopping with his brother James of this place.*

dred,

of

There will be an entertainment and soschoolhouse Thursday evening, Feb. 1. Home-made candy will be
for sale.

ciable at the

and effective.

DOLLARDTOWN.

The Bar Harbor & Union River Power
Co., w’ith its usual generosity, will contribute lighting and electrical fixtures as
usual.
The company will also have an
attractive display at the hall. The people

Mr. Sawyer, who is working for J. L.
Floyd, had his foot severely cut one day
last w'eek.

Miss Effie A. Barron, who was called
EllBworth, and especially the Mer- home by the illness and death of her
chants’ association, appreciate the evident father, returned to Lowell, Mass., Saturdesire of this company to help in the day.

of

_

“boost” movement in Ellsworth.
Practically all the exhibitiop spaces are
sold. The Walter Baker Co., whose exhibit has contributed so much to the two

previous food fairs, will again occupy a
double space with an attractive exhibit.
Among other out-of-town exmbitors
will be Bower-Bartlett, teas and coffees;
the “Jello” people; Clement, the Bar Harbor music dealer; the Florida Land Development Co., with exhibition of-iruits.
There will

probably

be

a

cooking

connection with the fair.

in

stock,

who has

become

a

school

Miss Com-

favorite

with

Ellsworth cooks during her previous visits
here, may not be able to come this year,
but will send an assistant. Miss Helen
Welch, of Boston, an Ellsworth girl, who
has made a specialty of dietetics, will
probably give three talks on that subject
connection with the cooking school.
The poster contest for pupils of the Bar
Hartfor and Ellsworth high schools will

in

Boom Brooksville.
West Brooksville, Jan. 29 (special)—
At a meeting of prominent business and
To

professional

men

of this

town

held at

Brooksville last week, an organization was formed under the name of the
Brooksville Civic Improvement association.
The objects are to call attention to the
advantages of Brooksville as a site for industries, and to unite for the advancement of the tow n in every way possible.
The officers of the association are: M-

South

D. Chatto, president; A. A. Goodell, vicepresident; Lauchlin Davis, secretary;
Ralph Condon, treasurer; Franklin Farrow, Ernest Babson, Deforest Gray,JElmer
Orcutt and Oscar Lym burner, executive

committee.

t

Sound.
Smallpox
Mt. Desert Me., Jan. 29 (special)—Leroy
Wasgatt is ill of smallpox. The disease
is believed to have been contracted from a
at

Moulton, where she will be employed
stenographer in the law offices of Madigan the house was thoroughly wet down. close next week
that of Bar Harbor
Most of the furniture was removed, and school on Wednesday, and of Ellsworth
& Madigan.
child who came here from Rockland, and
The Boy Scouts will elect officers next was but slightly damaged. The loss was school on Friday. The posters will be ex- who, it is believed, bad the disease, though
covered by insurance, which was satis- hibited and
prizes announced February 10. in a very mild form.
Friday evening. Officers will be publicly
installed Friday evening of next week, at factorily adjusted Monday.
Prizes of |3 and |2 are offered in each
Dr. J. L Grindle, of Northeast Harbor*
as

The

I

any information regarding banking
TRU8T COMPANY.

—

_

==Bank=

fair,

were

DELIVERY.

Hancock Co. Savings

and

an alarm being
day forenoon. The services

Town Talk, William Tell, Radiant
WHITCOMB,

evening, at the parsonage, are proving
most interesting and instructive.
Harold M. Kenniston, secretary of the
Northern Hancock Agricultural society,

the crfUse of

Winter Wheat flour:

PROMPT

vestry
Wednesday evening,
Feb. 7, from 5.30 tc 7.30 o’clock.
The lectures on English literature given
by Rev. R. B. Mathews every Tuesday
next

A threatening chimney Are at the home
of Ralph B. Cushman on the Surry road was

Patent

Fancy

G. of H. class of the Methodist Sunserve supper at the Metho-

school will

dist

WE WISH TO ANNOUNCE
have

ployed

factories, dropped
home in Verona Sunday afternoon of heart failure.
He was sixty-four
o’clock. All members are requested to
years of age. He was married twice, his
furnish food.
second wife being Mrs. Trueman Frazier,
The high school basketball team went to of Ellsworth, who died about four months
Franklin Saturday evening for its first ago. He leaves two brothers—Capt. Melvin
game of the season. The score was 14-3 Abbott and Lyman Abbott, of Vinalhaven,
and three sisters—Mrs. Sarah Faire, Mrs.
against them.
Wro. H. H. Rice relief corps will serve
supper in G. A. R. hall to-morrow at 6

ROCK SALT
Kerosene Oil rjC'’

known brands of

If you wish for
to the UNION

apply

Those present be-

worth, where for several years he

Hoy.

we

It yon arejtbinking o( opening a bank account, subject to check, or it
open a savings account that draws interest, apply to the
UNION TRUST COMPANY.
If you wish for RELIABLE BONDS for investment that will pay from
4 per cent to 6 per cent, you can always find them at the UNION TRUST
COMPANY.
you wish to

Capt. Roland C. Bonsey's seventy-third
birthday anniversary was pleasantly
observed last Thursday by a family
Miss Bernice Eldridge left yesterday for gathering at the home of his
daughter,

away,

that

estab-

stability
beyond question.

Ellsworth friends of C. P. DeLaiftre and
of Aitkin, Minn., will be interested
to know that they are spending the remainder of the winter in Los Angeles,
Cal. They went by the northern route,
visiting Fargo, Spokane, Seattle, Portland
and San Francisco. In the spring they
will return by way of the Santa Fe route.

Roy C. Haines has been confined to the sides Capt. Bonsey, wife and daughters
were Capt. Alexander Bonsey and
bouse for several days by a severe cold.
wife,
The boys of the F. L. C. class of the Edmund Bonsey and wife, and Mrs. Charlotte
Clement.
Baptist Sunday school will serve supper
in the vestry this evening.
Several Ellsworth people attended the
Burns wedding at St. John’s
| Mr. and Mrs. Austin K. Russell are re- Cqllins
Catholic church, Bangor, last Wednesday
| ceiving congratulations on the birth of a afternoon.
The bride was Miss Julia
daughter on Sunday, Jan. 28.
^
Agnes Collins, sister of Edward J. Collins,
Schuyler Higgins and family have moved of
Ellsworth, who was one of the ushers.
into the bouse recently purchased by him
The groom was John Francis Burns, of
of the Watts estate on Court street.
Albany, N. Y.. Mr. and Mrs. Burns will
Miss Ruth Goodwin is visiting in Port- reside at
Albany.
land for a week.
While Miss Ruth is
Thomas L. Abbott, well known in Ellaher mother is the
of her son

Bangor. Main*.
Branches at Old Town, Mao hi as and Dexter

C. W. GRINDAL,

has

lished its

Ex-8beriff Forrest O. Silsby, of Amherst,
was in Ellsworth yesterday.

EASTERN TRUST & BANKING CO.,

Amitite Roofing.

organization,

wife,

FOSTOFFICB

Going West—10.80, 11.30 r m; 6.16,9 pm.
Going East—6.45 a m; 8.45, 8 pm.

while you KNOW it will be * big protection,
saving and convenience lor your lands. And
open it with this inetitntion, because of tbe opto-tbe-time facilities we can {offer you, the liberal interest we pay on deposits, and the protec-

OF ELLSWORTH

Noted for its stability and integrity. An uninterrupted business career marked by distinctively conservative policies since it's

Announcement is made of the engagement of Miss Bessie Mason Joy, daughter
of Capt. and Mrs. Henry J. Joy, of ttils
city, to John Stanislaus Kearney, of Minneapolis, Minn. The wedding will take
place in the Universalist church of St.
Paul on Feb. 6. A wedding trip East will
include a short visit in Ellsworth.

hRCRIVRD.

MAIL CLOSS8 AT

UNION TRUST COMPANY

croopy condition

The literature club met with Miss M. A.
Monday evening. Two interesting
papers were read—“A Visit to Washington, D. C.," by Miss Eva E. Affcen, and
“The Story of the Indian and the Negro
in America", by Miss Mary Ann Greeiy.
The next meeting will be held Feb. 12
with Mrs. O. W. Tapley.

effect Dec. 3, 1911•

Wkst—7.18 a m; 4.14,8.25 p m.
Bast-11.06, 11.57 a no; 5.47,10.52 p

a

No. 5.

Clark

8CHEDULB OF MAILS

MAILS

when

1912
abbmitmrau.

tended was fumigated Saturday, and
books used by her were destroyed. Dr.
Woodruff, of the board of health, advises
ail parents to watch children carefully
when ill at this season, and to be particu-

larly suspicious

AT ELLSWORTH POSTOPFICH.

In

afternoon, January 31.

exists.

Erlick’s—Hair goods.
Brockton, Mass:
Jesse A Case—Rheumatism cure,
Quincy, Mass:
Domestic Supply Co—Post cards.

•

Evident proof

*

ADVERTISEMENT* THIS WEEK.

Agricultural Ins Co—Insurance statement.

ELLSWORTH

OF“

Wednesday

s

The two children ot Henry A. Colpitts
at Grant's corner are ill of diphtheria.
Both are now doing well. The board of
health has taken prompt measures to prevent the spread ot the disease.
The
school which one of the children at-

The first installments on these subscriptions will be due February III.

“Me,wolfe wus radin’ out o’ the new
Woolard buk lahst noight,” said Mike,
“an’ it do be sayin' that there’s sermons in
Now what d’ye think o’thatT”
stones.
“Well, 1 dunno,” replied Pat, “but ’tis
not surprisin’ at si), fur there's often convincing’trgyment in a brick.”

school. The posters may be of original
drawings or combinations. They may be

any color of cardboard, but must be of
uniform size, 14x22 inches. There must be
at least ten contestants in each school, but
each conteafent may submit as many de-

on

signs

as

he

pleases.

The

posters

must

charge of the present case, called
R. L. Grindle and F. R. Ober in consultation, and all agreed in the diagnosis
af smallpox. The physicians and board
who has
Drs.

of

health have

against
there is

“Ellsworth Food
the words:
and will be judged on artistic and

the

no cause

every precaution
of the disease, and

taken

spread

for serious alarm.

contain

Fair,”

COMING EVENTS.

advertising merits.
The Maine
same

fair week.

The

ELLSWORTH.

uentrai ranroaa win oner me

reduced rates of last year for food
_

Ellsworth’s First “Pop".
concert given at Hancock hall

“pop”

Wednesday, Jan. 31, at Baptist vestry—
Sapper by boys of F. 1>. C. class of Baptist
Sunday school.
Thursday, Feb. 1, at G. A. K. hall—Supper at 6 p. m. by woman’s relief corps.

Tickets 15 centi.
Friday evening under the auspices
benefit of the Village improveFriday evening, Feb. 2, at Odd Fellows
a
hall—Reception and dance by Miss Emilio
ment society proved true to its name
popular affair. In spite of the ten- below- Young’s dancing class. Tickets, 35 cents.
zero weather, more than 400 turned out to
Feb. 7, at Methodist vestry,

last

and for the

—

hear the band

play

and

join

in the dance.

given by the Bangor
regiment, national guard, of the
band,
State of Maine, Adalbert W. Sprague, conductor. It consisted of eight numbers of
The concert

was

Wednesday,

7.30—Supper by G. of H. class of
Methodist Sunday school; 15 cents.
February 19-24, at Hancock hall—Ellsworth food fair, under auspices of Ellsworth Merchants’ association.

5.30 to

high-class popular music, and every numThursday, Feb. 22, at Odd Fellows hall—
ber was admirably rendered. Conspicuous
Masonic district convention.
men waa Herbert
the
twenty-four
among
Friday, March 22, at Mechanics’ buildF. Monaghan, an Ellsworth boy now of
Bangor, who played the clarinet. Th® ®n- ing, Boston—Ellsworth reunion.
tire program was thoroughly enjoyed.
As soon after the concert as the floor
Advtrtiaing bring $ the customers and
could be cleared, dancing began, the mu- aaaiata the aaleaman.
sic for that as well as for the concert being furnished by the band. Contrary to
custom, the opening dance was a waltz
Instead of the usual grand march and
circle, this being the thitd on the dance
order in the form of a grand march and
Portland fancy. The dancing was kept up
until after 12. Refreshments were served
in the cloak-room in the rear of the front

’SbbntiuoaaUk

Have

P

Prescript

gallery:

The affair was under the direction of the
January committee of the Village improvement society, of which Mrs. H.
E. Davis was chairman. The committee
reports that the net proceeds of the evening were f66.75, and it desires to express
its (patitude to the public for its generous
patronage.

Your

tions
*

Filled

at

Parcher’s Pharmacy

officers were ably instslied by Deputy
of East
Heath, assisted by Jessie Gray,
of l*keEddington, and Leslie Johnson,
view grange. A short literary program
Torrence
included a vocal duet by Helen
with encore,
and Amy Dole; piano solo,
Maurice Milby Jessie Gray; recitation,
ler; read i ng, La ura Cook.
disThe matter of a parcels post was
a
cussed by E. W. Burrill and others, and
collection taken to aid in establishing

..-L

tftiunt ttolumu.

stiatuui

BY “AUNT

EDITED

[tn

Topic.—Christian Endeavor Ideals —John

1-S. (Christian Endeavor day >
by Rev. Sherman H. Doyle, D. D.

Helpful

MADGE*’

and

Hopeful.”

The purposes of this column ere succinctlj
stated In the title and motto—it is for the mutual
benefit, and alms to be helpful and hopeful
Belqg for the common good, it Is far the common use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for thelnterchangeof ideas. In this capacity It sollclt-

Prayer Meeting Topic For the Week
Beginning Feb. 4, 1912.
xv.

Motto:

"

Edited

The thirty-first anniversary of the
Christian Endeavor movement may
well be kept by the consideration of
Christian Endeavor ideals. For uearly
Endeava third of a century Christian

unlcations, and Its success depends largelv
Comou the sup}H>rt given it In this respect
munications must be signed, bat the name o<
•* On
writer vlll not os printed etcept by pern,
Communications will be subjeot to approvalor
rejection by the editor of the column, but non*
will be rejected without good reason. Address

comm

existed. and the oue prominent
characteristic of the ideals of the organization is their permanency. It is
not too much to say that the spirit of

or has

all communications

to

The American,
Ellsworth. Me.

Christian Endeavor is exactly the same
today as it was upon that night thirty-one years ago when it first came
into being under the guiding and inspiring of its still great and houored
leader, the Rev. Dr. Francis E. Clark.
There have been many varieties of expression of Christian Endeavor activity in the years that have seen its worldwide and wonderful growth. Without
sneh variety in forms of expression
stagnation and death would have resulted. Yet amid all the changing
scenes of the years the underlying
principles and the youth inspiring
ideals have ever remained the same,
and they still exist and still inspire to
deep devotion and consecrated Chris-

irniratarmnua.

s

by Lydia E. P:nkham’s
Vegetable Compound.
Ottumwa, Iowa. —“For years I

everything

name

of

was

Mt. Desert Ferry, Jan. 18,1912.
Dear Aunt Madge and M.
As I am up alone to-night my thoughts turn
to the column
his name is not John—
My
has gone to bed. I would like to know all the
nieces by their own names. I know wbo Sister 0 is.
When I got the picture of the reunion I thought 1 didn’t see how any one
could help joining the M. B.’s so as to go to
the reunion, for they nit look so happy. I
think Are must have^had something more
than usual to have her.look so very smiling.
I will send the way I^make
—

Pickled Apples
Two quarts of apples;
after being ready, put them on iu a very little
water to cook (sweet apples are best).
While
they are cookiug, take three cups of sugar,
one cup of vinegar, some cloves; let it come
to a boil, put the apple In aud cook till thick,
then can. We think it very nice.

_

You will

over.

letter

nor

The supreme exaltation of Christ and
His church could not but develop another Christian Endeavor ideal—namely, worldwide Christian fellowship,
leading to unity in spirit and co-operaIn Christ there is
tion in service.
neither nationality nor denomination.
Each branch is in vita! connection with
the vine, and by this union with the
vine each branch is in vital connection
with every other branch. Christ being
the vine and each Christian a branch
bound to Him all must be bonnd together. Out of this idea? there necessarily grew international and interdenominational
fellowship and cooperation in Christian service, two of
the most outstanding of *.11 Christian
En d ea vor c h a ra eteristics.
Around these ideals of an exalted
Christ and a real worldwide Christian
unity in Christ all Christian Endeavor
activities and achievements have been
centered. Such an exaltation of Christ
could not but lead to the desire to win
souls for Christ, to increased loyalty to
the church of Christ and to manifold
activities to make the world better and
happier for Christ’s sake and In the
name of Christ.
All these Christian
Endeavor has done, and the verdict of
the passing year can only be that it
has been well done. But there should
be no satisfaction with past accomplishment However glorious the past,
the future may be even more glorious,
and each record of another year’s
achievement should only be an inspiration to increased attainment “Thanking God” for the past let us “take courage” and face the future with renewed
devotion and increased consecration.

could

see

gee

I committed neither the

the poem to the dames, if you
the collection of letters and

clippings received
nephews, you would
a

thing it is for

me

receive from then.
for

some

particular

fr©ra tny nieces and
uuderstand how hard

destroy anything I
Why, 1 begin to look

to

letter

or

matter saved

for

reference, and the handwriting of M.
B5s is so familiar, from “Alexia” to **X. Y.
Z”, I recognize each at once.

Dear Aunt Madge and Muluale:
Have been thinking ever since the Christmas rush was over that. I would send a line to
the column, and I want to tell “Dell” now
that I feel just as she does about abrevi&ting
Christmas—that it takes away the real meaning of the word, and although I have sometimes been guilty of writing it that way. 1
have never liked it, bat didn’t know others
felt as 1 did about it.
1 want to thank Aunt Madge and others of
the column for the kindly greetings and
good wishes I received from them at Christmas.
Wasu’t it a great day, though’ The
weather so delightful and the return of some
of the dear ones and the many kindly remembrances from them and the absent ones that
couldn’t he with us. The sweet memory of it
all will linger until another Christmas; yes,
as long as any reminder of it is left.
Aunt Madge suggested we speak of some of
our gifts in the column.
I have so many
things that I prize so much, aud not among
the least aril the many sweet messages that
came to me on the Christmas cards.
I do enjoy them so mach, and keep them separate,
where I can read them over and over again
through the year.
I also enjoy my dear little gifts from my
grandchildren, that they make themselves.
One calendar in the form of a stocking with
decorations on either side, and inside the
childish handwriting: “A stocking full of
love, from Norman,” is among my prized possessions. for as it is often said, it is not so
much the gift itself as the love that prompted
it and the personality one puts into it.
I enjoyed your letter, “Irish Molly,” last
BIBLE READINGS.
week, very much; was also glad to hear from
E. again. Was sorry to hear she has been ill so
Prov. xi. 30; Zeoh. iv. 6; Matt,
long, but glad to know she is improving. Am
v, 10; vii. 12; xxv. 31-4G; John xv.
also following Susan in her (?) trip, and think
10-14; xvil. 18-23; Kom. xlL 1. 2;
it she hadn’t missed the reunion her trip
I Cor. 111. 9-23; lx.' 19-27; Eph.
would have been complete.
iv. V-6; Gal. 3ri« 1-10.
“All Done,” I congratulate you on having
conquered the coal fire. I had a little experi| ence with one two years ago, and learned
Young Egyet.
something about managing one. There are
In the American mission. Cairo. queer experiences sometimes for starters
Egypt, there is a young men's Chris- along that line. I heard a young married
tian Endeavor society wbicl added woman tell of some of hers. One was. she
twenty-five new names to its roll last make a cake and put it into the oveu and it
A membership contest proved took it a half a oay to cook. I suppose they
year.
are all right when one knows just how to
that it is possible to win young men.
manage them, but good, dry wood is good
should
the
men
in
pot
our
Why
young
enough for me, especially if a quick heat is
American societies have contests for wanted.
more young men?
It can be done in
1 have just finished this evening Harriet
Cecil Magee's hook, “Saved to Serve,” an^H
many places.
These Egyptian Endeavors have a li- think you who have read it will all agree
brary of 265 books, besides magazines, with me that it is a grand book; there are so
which they Keep la constant and useful many lessons in it and so many beautiful
sublime thoughts that it almost seems to me
circulation. Many of them give away
I could ponder them a lifetime, and yet not
their own papers to Acquaintances.
take them all in.
The audiences are at times cosmoHow many of the sisters are going to make
politan. The average attendance dur- rugs this winter and early spring? You may
hear
from me sometime later if I succeed in
ing the year is about .fifty, including
Protestants. Copts. Mohammedans, doing anything along that line, which 1 would
Jews.
Egyptians. Englishmen and like to. It strikes me there are a number of
sisters that we haven’t heard from for some
Americans.
time.
I have received a number of inquiries who
wrote up the report of our last reunion, and
Christian Endeavor's Influence.

believe In Christian Endeavor be-1
cause I have seen It train children into
Christian life in a sawmill village that
was without any other service* until
when a pastor came eleven were ready
for church membership and live took
their parents also to the altar.
It
changed the lifeless prayer meeting in
a prison into a lively band of Christian
workers. It brought to those men comfort and strength to bear their condition. I have seen It sustain for years
Tegular services In a rough community
without a pastor —& M. Sloan.
I

1

while I do not know, I guessed it was “Narcissus”. Now, speak right op and own np like a
man., if f have gussed right, for it was nothing
to be ashamed of. Don’t know but I would
offer to report for Aunt Madge sometime if I
could do as well.
Well, my John has gone to bed, and no
doubt yon will all wish I would if I don’t stop
As I have no recipes to *end will say
soon.
“good night” with all good wishes to sick
ones for their speedy recovery, and for the
well ones that they Jktep so. I am, as ever,
8. J. Y.
truly yours,
A

hearty

receive.

welcome does year

good
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J. Y, to make the next report.

held
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cold there
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success
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were

and

third

degrees

were

con,Vrred

381, NORTH 1’BNORHCOT.
Ian. 28, with
»»d thirty-five
worthy
members present. The lecturer presented
a fine program of rvad.u.s, stones and
music.
grange met
master in chair

A prominent citizen of
Eranerfll.
Ind„ writes:—"I was
m
for
months with a pulmonary
trouble, iu
had the beat of doctor*. I had
h«noa
rhages and was In a very bad
the
advice
of
a friend i
Through
Vlnol. and I feel that It saved m- mT
It Is all you recommend It to ba
believe It Is the greatest medicine n
earth. I have advised others to
tn
Vlnol, and they have had the

trS

V

results."
quest.)

candidates, after which t fu 1 cturer presented a pLas.-ig program. i"he fourth
degree will be conferred at ihe text meeting.

colds,

pulmonary troubles, to
and get a bottle of Vlnol.
;
If It does not go to the seat of tin*,
hie, heal the Inflammation and stop
the cough. *we will cheerfully rotors
every cent paid us for It. This shots
our faith, and proves that you take
no chances.
U A. Parchkr,
Ellsworth, Me.
coughs,

or

come

Pauper Notice.

A VINO contracted with the City of Riu.
worth to support and care for those
may need Assistance daring the next fi*.
▼car* and are legal resident*
Us»« nh
forbid a!) person* trotting them on m? u
conut. as there it plenty of room anti
rotations to care tor ihem *» »he ritt rtnl
m. .1 u,
*»>«•«

H

»Cco»I

„y«v*

GKottutAffA:
i don't like vour rook book
recommend Gold Medal Flour

bv Hoy Lee 1),
Cl pi.iga were re
Zelma Hutchins. Jenn,
Bridget, Elbel
a*,
Hutchins, Nells Bridge* Slid Lena Perkins.
fourth iiegrt>e», and u harvest supper was
The lecturer appointed Bros. Hoy Leach
is
due
the
com-!
credit
to
served. Much
and Leon Perkins to act as captains in the
for
the
manner
in
mittee of young people
brown-tail moth contest, which will hegin
which they served. The young people next week. Toe defeated side will furand
the older nish a
will fill the chairs Feb. 9,
supper. Castine and Halcyon
patrons Feb. 16. Each set of officers will granges have been invited to meet with
HURRY.

I

Arbutus g’a ige held its regular meeting
with a larg- attendance,
Friday even
i’wo candidates were given itie third and

you,

*

work

one

degree and present

a

scran's trip.
The ones whom the judges consider do
Dear Annt Madge:
the work the best, are to be treated by the
Before boarding another train or electric
others. The young people will have to
car for a trip, I desire to wish you and all our
sisters “Merry Christmas".
I trust you all “hustle”.
will experience the beat Christmas ever. BeHARVEST HOME, 403, WEST ELLSWORTH.
fore you see this good wish in our M. B. C.,
Harvest Home grange met Jan. 27, the
Christmas will have come and gone, but the
joys that came with it will remain with you master presiding. One application was
through life. And these good things which accepted by ballot. At reoeM F. W. Rolremain are of priceless worth to us.
May we lins instructed the members in singing.
hold fast to the good and let go of the evil;
After grange had reopened, the brownthen shall joy abound with us a! way.
tail moth contest came up as a topic for
lu my last I left you at Malden. Mass. It
discussion. The brother or sister who
was yesterday.
This is June 12.
Last night
I was very tired and sleepy, so retired at 8 gathers the largest number of brown-tail
o'clock. This morniug I am feeling a good moth, web-worm and gypsy moth nests
deal rested. Now, a friend from Boston has will get a prize of |2.50. The program was
called to see me on a little matter of busi- tabled for next meeting. Members
presness. and besides, we are having a friendly
ent, twenty; one visitor from Alamoosook
chat.
grange.
Before daylight there was the sweet music
of the patter of rain on the roof, and the
SEDGWICK, 244.
murmur of it tricktiog down the window
Sedgwick grange met Jan. 26, worthy
at
but
time
for
the
sun
to
be
it
was
pane,
up
master in the chair.
One brother was inall over, except there is mist. It's cool.
It is
dark and gloomy withal.
1 prefer the sun- structed in the third and fourth degrees.
shine of southern California.
To-morrow it ! One was received by ballot and one by
demit. Three applications were received.
Let us hope for it.
may be very pleasant.
This evening it drixzles rain. We sup with The lecturer presented a short program of
1 friends, find so it is
very fair and pleasant in
music, readings and conundrums; also the
; the house; the five children make merry mu*
question: “What share, if any, of the income
of the farm, should belong to the
sic.
!
June 13. Another stormy day—just a nasty wife exclusively?” Discussion was opened
Sister
LIU Thurston. There will be a
by
drixzie, au uncomfortable day, it would seem
roll-call of members next Friday evening.
to be, yet these days are doing their good
The brown-tail moth contest is progresswork for the benefit of us all. We are a little
ing finely.
dull and stupid in our viaiou and understanding, that’s all.
MASH A PA QUA, 477, SOUTH BLUEHILL.
June 14. Rain still on. I go down street a
little way, at a small shop, and do a little
Massapaqua grange met Jan. 25, with
tradiug with a Maineite; find him to be a forty members and one visitor present.
He is worth Ail the officers were present, and an invery interesting entertainer.
while, especially for a day like this. He car- ; teresting evening was spent. The lecturer
ries in stock, besides stories of “down east
presented a fine program of readings
around ah >ut Winter Harbor”, milk, cracksongs, quotations, a story, and the quesers, bread, cakes, doughnuts aud pies, and as
tion: “Which is’The most profitable inhis shop is near it is very handy to ruu to for
vestment, |75 in cows, hens or swine?”
things for a light breakfast.
It has been so long since I have seen the Grange was closed in form.
sun I wonder if he has not gone on a
trip to
some ofher system of worlds and forgotten to
NEW CENTURY, 356, DEDHAM.
come back to us. O, I hope not; I guess not.
An enjoyable occasion was the
all-day
Ou this walk down town I meet bevies of girls
session of New Century grange Jan. 27.
and groups of boys going to school. Herein
Although the day was exceedingly cold, a
lies the b *pe of our country’s growth and adgood number assembled. At the morning
vancement in civilization
we ate not yet
fully civilized. The school is great help, session a class of six took final degrees,
after the mother has done her good work with the unwritten work being finely
exemplithe child, but the most useful knowledge, fied by
Deputy Norris L. Heath, of Penobmost of it, does not come via pedagogue aud
scot.
schoolroom.
A communication from R. F. Leach, secAt uoou to-day it does not rain, but it is still
retary of Hancock Pomona, notifying the
overcast and dreary-like; nevertheless,
my
boiled dinner and bread-pudding de»aert make grange of its action in offering prizes to
me happy.
This dinner was gotten up for granges collecting the largest number of
brown-tail moth nests, was considered,
our special benefit and reminds
us of old
times in our Kew England homes.
and remarks on the subject were made
by
At 2 p m., the sun comes out. the air is soft
and
warm.
We take a Maiden-Stone bam- Deputy Heath, who aaid the moths were
Woburn electric car, going through all the
rapidly increasing in the southern parts of
places named. The scenery of hill and dale,
of He'd aud pasture-land, of the garden for the county, and that all means for their
the home, aud truck patch for the market is extermination
should be
used. He was
very beautiful. I see some women gathering
and stripping rhubarb,
putting the same into followed by Gerald Thompson and L. R.
boxes. Others are picking pens.
also reporting increase of the
pest
In Woburn I see many sides of patent Black,
leather out dryiug. The place seems to be a in their
The grange voted to
home of pateut-leather making. Malden, I I enter the
contest.
see, has a large rabber factory.
We enjoyed
Dinner was enjoyed at 12.30, after which

|

—

orchards.^

Penobscot at their next meeting, Friday
evening, Feb. 2.
Proceeds of the evening, fl3 50; attendance, forty-two.

program.

CfgHMAN, 371, OOl'I.DSBOBO.
regular meeting of Cushman
grange, Jan. 24, there were thirty-two
members present, with viaiton from Lincoln, Good Will, Riverside and Greenwood granges. Three candidates were instructed in the first and second degrees.
One application
was
received. It was
voted to invite Green Mountain Pomona
to meet with us on the last Saturday in
April.
Instrumental music, Helen
Program
Steven*; recitation, Linly Rose brook;
Annie
reading,
Tracy; song, Vera Haalem,
Annie Tracy, Fred Tracy and
George Wilkinson; reading. Grace Holt; reading,
—
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Otis L, and Charles O. Faroham
Benjamin Nicbols are employed on

steamer Anna

and
the

weat

Vice President At General Maosger
Portland, Maine.

Rastern SteamsbiD coipd;
lteduced Winter Fares.
Bar Harbor and

bay.
Capt. Ira Varnum, ol Castine, was in
town Saturday,
making arrangements for
the funeral of his

Buxton

Bluehill and Bouton

brother-in-law, Chpt
Augustus Darby. Capt.'Darby was acci* w
Steamer Booth bay leaves Bar Harbor
dentally killed by falling into the bold of Monday and Thursday for Seal Harbor, North*
bis barge at Norfolk, Va.
His remains will I east Harbor, Manset, Southwest Harbor, !'*»••
i
come here this
evening. Capt. Darby was Harbor, Stonlngton, North Haven and Hockland, connecting with steamer for Boston.
a native of this
town, the son of Ckpt. j
Elisha and Eliza Perkins
Steamer Mlneola leaves Bluehill 9 a «
Darby. He is
survived by a widow, seven
children and Monday and Thursday for South BluefclU#
one sister-Mrs. Ira
Brooklln, Sedgwick. Deer Isle, Sargfu;sills,
Varnum, of Castine.
1

Jaa 29,

__Tomos.
OTTER

A social time
house Saturday
were

served.

CREEK.

days

with

to attend

a

Turbin*

E. L.
A. M.

at

recent sue its at

Hnunahlp Krlf*>

SMITH. Agent. Bar Harbor.
Hrbkick. Agent, Bluehli

afternoon

*

Banking.

Q

MT. DESERT FERRY.
Elizabeth Jellison and
Madge Moon
closed their schools last
week.
Frank Trundy and
wife, of 8orrento
were
W. W

M«*l

Leave Boston 5pm Tuesday* and Friday*
for Rockland connecting with steamer leaving
Rockland, 5.15 a ro, or ou arrival ol steamer
from Boston. Wednesday and Saturday, lor Bar
Harbor, BluchlU and Intermediate landing*

are

house-warming

home next
Friday
and evening, if
pleasant.
Jan. 29.
new

in

Mrs.

The friends of Mr. and Mrs.
Grover

their

Rockland,

RETURNING

held at the schoolevening. Pie and coffee

Mrs. Cora Walls
spent three

invited

Mouth BrookHvllle, Dark Harbor and
connecting with steamer for Boston.

was

Bangor last week in company
Moon, of Bar Harbor.

I* what your money will

earn

It

WKH to ehareeel the

Harvard Carter’s.

Jellison and wife, Walter
Moon
and Wife, Frank
Colby ,nd Madge Moon
attended the Christian
Endeavor local
union at Lamoine last
Friday
Jtn-29c.

rheumatism of the muscles du*

*5? ®*njpiy

A NEW SERIES
I*

now

open.

Sham, II each; moat hip pa*
manU, II par shore.

WHT PAT
when

RENT

can borrow .a your
a first mortgage and
reduce it ererr month? Monthly
payment, and Interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying lor
rent, and In about ten year, you
will

you

share,, ulre

Chamberlain’s

aU*ealers.*y

CinimenT frMl»T..APply

K‘V68

»«•»■

•lOO Per plate

OWN

TOfcrR

For

kidney and bowel disorders
Only 25 cts at all druggist*

eT..1 ****• liver*
EMJ’
Bur*-

5

1
j
i

!
1
I

j
j
|

1

BeUe.

The steamers Golden Hod and Anna
Belle did not make tbeir
landings in Belfast Saturday on account of ice in the

f

f Daily

except Sunday.
j
Dally except Monday.
Geneva Wilkinson; parting
Trains
leaving Ellsworth at 7.13 a m and t %
hymn, grange. I
A treat ol candy, cookies, crackers and p m, and arriving at Ellsworth 11.06 s m. 10 51
p- m. connect with Washington 1 o. Ky
cocoa was served.
l Stops on signal to conductor.
-S-—
fStops only to leave passenger* from point*
on Washington County Railroad
WEST BROOK8VILLE.
Passengers are earnestly request!)- to pro*
Keuel Hawes, a native ol Ibis tow o, died cure tickets before eutering the trams, ana
tspecially Ellsworth to Falls and Fail* to
»t suteo Island, N. Y„
Ellsworth.
recently.
H. D. WALDRON.
The telephone men are in town again,
General Fassrugtr Agent
and are boarding with Fred J. Perkins.
MORRIS MCDONALD.
The ladie'scircle will have a
quilting bee
at Mra. Maggie
Blodgett's Thursday.
Feb. 1.

j
I

^A&BOR.

At the

|

m<w«h,

MAINE CENTRAL RAILED

...

450.

on r*

Bniltoah* tmh Sttatnbo.v.e.

Leav h.

__

ARBUTUB,

eaaj

furnished

We want every one In this
vicinity
who Is troubled with chronic

PKNOBKT »T, 210.

Penobscot grange field a regular meeting Friday evening, Jan. 28. Although
the evening was cold, t here was a good attendance, including visitors from Halcyon
and Castint grange*. One application for
membership wm* received. A rising vote
of thinks was extended Pint M »t«r Leach
for Uitbful services rendered the grange
while he acted as mutr. Remarks were
ran If by Sijter ti.awi L ach and Uru. H. F.

two

(Name

_

_

letter

W6en “M. G.” readB it, «he wii!

GREATEST MEDiSIHE OK EMy

financially.

HIGHLAND,

several

on

and

socially

both

Highland

forty*>ne. viswire

each

There was a short program of music and
recitations, followed by games and dancing. Ice-cream was served.

HORN.

tntain

from

member.
The grange held a parcels post social,
Saturday evening, Jan. 27, and it was a

natrons from Oceau View and Hay Viewgranges. It is hoped they had a good
time and will come again. The second

the next

on

was

present— member*,

reunion, and we hope to see her there.
You guessed correctly on the reporter of
reunion.

severe

questions, lecturer; “chip#”

Ellsworth granges. Alter tbe
program of a farce, music and

regular meeting of

grange

native roots and herbs, has for nearly
forty years proved to be a most valuable tonic and invigorator of the feWomen everywhere
male organism.
bear willing testimony to the wonderful
virtue of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.
If you want special advice write to
Lydia E. Pinkham Mediciue Co. t andential) Lynn, Mass. Your let; r <:i
be opened, read and answerer h.
woman and held in strict eonfl

the

lecturer

hundred patrons were present, including
Penobscot, Hedgvisitors from Cssiine,

given Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound a fair trial.
This famous remedy, the medicinal ingredients of which are derived from

to attend

was

346, NORTH Ht.URHILL.
At tbe regular meeting ol Halcyon
were installed in
grange. Jan. 20, officers
an able manner by Deputy Norris Heath,
Tbomaa Urieve, jr., and Eunice Dunbar
acting as marshals and Carrol Dunbar and
Jennie Wescolt as assistants. About a

til she has

ever

It

Feb. 1.

grange so-isble

readings was enjoyed by all.
Consider Well This Advice.
No woman suffering from any form
MOUNTAIN VIEW. 484. "
of female troubles should lose hope un>t

than

of the

inattendance. Two candidates
structed in the first two degrees, and the
following program was given: Headings,
Cora Stover and Grace Wilbur; piano solo,
Villa Orcutt; humorous selections, E. E.
Bragdon and L. E. WUbur; historical

HALCYON,

uompouna
all the doctors. I feel it my duty to tell
you these facta. My heart is full of
gratitude to Lydia E. Pinkham' Vegetable Compound for my health.”—Mrs.
Harriet E. Wampler, 524 S. Ransom
Street, Ottumwa, Iowa.

more

Heath and bia assistants

381. SULLIVAN.
John Dorlty grange met Jan. 28, and in

candi-

One

balloted lor and elected.

invited. Tbe
are cordially
presented a abort program.

nas none more iorme man

want

Deputy

work.__

JOHN DORITY,

IH1.K.

All

that was
horrid. I tried many
doctors in different
parts of the United
States, but Lydia E.
Pinkham’s VegetaDie

was

voted to have

—

If you burn this, do not burn the poem.
M. G.

Hancock

grange with Brooklin grange,
Friday, Keb. 16 Meeting of Green
Mountain Pomona with Mountain View

were

weakness, dizziness,
depression, and

man,

Colby,

Tuesday, Feb* ft-Meetin.*

almost a constant sufferer from female
trouble in ail its

Vote no! and the white-waged angel, Peace,
Shall dwell in the drunkard's home.
And beams of temperance, truth and light
Dispel the withering gloom.

Iu the name of God and the
Let every vote be no.

for the
l»ATIC*.

my body, sick
headache, spinal

By your cherished heart's most bitter wrong,
By the spirits bitter woes,

such

Pomona

over

leap

post in this country. Suggestions
were made by
good of the order
and N. B.
Deputy Hesth, L. M. Blood
and a rising vote of thanks ex-

editor,
good reason.

dreadful forms;
shooting pains all

Oh! then, by the life which Ood hath given.
By your powers to curse or bless,
By your fears of hell or hope of heaven.
Let not your vote be yea.

tian service.1
The glorification and exaltation or
Christ have ever been a Christian Endeavor ideal. This is vital and fundamental and absolutely necessary to the
permanency of any Christian "organization. To bring the young into vital
union with Christ and through this
vital union to Him to service in the
church of Christ was the supreme purpose of the first Christian Endeavor
society, and no society today is worthy
of the name unless it has the very
To accomsame purposes in view.
plish this dual purpose Christ had to
be exalted, and He was. Pledged service was Conditioned upon personal
trust in Christ.
Supreme importance
was attached to complete obedience to
Church loyalty was emphaChrist.
sized upon its only true basis—the relation of the church to Christ. Moreover. this supreme ideal was summed
up In the society’* motto. “For Christ
and *the church.” Little wonder that
such an ideal intelligently and attractively presented has fired the zeal of
millions of young people the world

pecially

Freed From Shooting Pains,
Spinal Weakness, Dizziness,

Vote yes! and the lava-tiJe of death.
Over the cottage, hall and bower
Shall roll its dark, blood-crested wave.
While madness rules the hour.

Vote no! and the mother** heart will
The sister’s eye be dry.
The poor inebriate clasp his hands
And raise his voice on high.

This column it devoted U> tht Grunge, esto the grunge* of Hancock county.
The column is open to all granger* for the
discussion of topic* of general interest, and
for reports of grange meeting*. Make letter*
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but name* will not be printed exAll comoept by pe*mission of the writer.
munications will be eubject to approval by
the
but none will be rejected without

IOWA WOMAN
WELL AGAIN

LICENSE OB NO LICENSE.

Vote yes! and the care-worn heart will break,
The pale lip hush its prayer;
The wretched drunkard downward baste
To realms of dark dispair.

the

Among the Grangers.

OWN HOME.

particular. Inquire ot
O. W. Iitur, See’y,
First Nat’l Bank Bldg.
A. W. Koto, President.
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BROWN-TAIL MOTHS.
State

Department

PENOBSCOT.

Sends Out Circulars.
State department of agriculture
last Friday sent out its annual circular to
towns and cities calling attention to the
brown-tail moth law. There is no doubt
that the brown-tail moth la in Ellsworth;
in fact, it is evident that the pest is constantly gaining ground here.
Anyone
familiar with the nests can count dozens
of them on shade trees along the streets,
especially in the vicinity of electric lights,
and every group of apple trees bears its
crop of nests.,
•■IOwwonia#
The letters from the agricultural deTHB WOHLU’f QulATEST HAR OF COBJT.
order
the
municipal officers to Yaristy—Palin's Corn Flake Yellow.
partment
(Named
cause to be deatroyed before Feb. 16,1912,
after winning the W. K. Kellogg $1,000
the brown-tail moth neats, which may be
trophy.)
found within the limits of their public A Hybrid— The seventh year production.
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“An ounce of prevention •
is worth a pound of cure”

Do not let another dav pass withgetting a bottle of Tuttle’s
Family Klixis.
Bathe the limbs well after hard work
or violent exercise, and you will l>e rewarded by a healthy, natural circulation, You little realize how much
better you will feel
out

to

an

pr.ve you of

good

health.

pure food laws.

Com-

powd of gums, oils and
vegetable extracts.
Aik your druggist. If he
eaoc-ot supply you, send us
Wctnt* in dtanipa, together

With his name, and we will
•e tui y ia
promptly, prepaid,
lirve me bottle. Money
hack d imsatislactory.
* Tuttle Elixir Co.
11
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Ahagail Wilson died at her home
Jan. 23.
She had been ill
since early last summer.
Mrs. Wilson
was in her ninetieth year.
She is survived
by eight children Mrs. Anna Blodgett,
Josiah and John Wilson, of this place;
Mrs. Abbie Douglass, of Brooksville; Mrs.
Add ie Leach, of Bucks port; Mrs. Matilda
Hutchins, of Everett. Mass.; Miss Frances
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were no more

story

as

he told it himself:

November, 1910, and we were
just harvesting our crop. The weather
bad been good, but we were a little late
“It

in

was

with the harvest. The men were going
through the fields with the wagon in the
usual way gathering the corn, and the
harvest

was

promising

a

“We have

sort of

a

one.

corn

show

at

|

my

time, and* there is always an
irs of corn
award for exceptionally good
—ears sufficiently true to type to permit of
their being exhibited. There is a small
corn wagon in which the
box on
farm all the

is an excellent remedy for sprains, bruises, sore throat, asthma.
No rubbing necessary—you can apply with a brush.
At all dealers. Price9 25c. f 50c. & $1.00.
Sloan’s Book on Horses, Cattle, Sheep and Poultry sent free. Address

Dr. EARL S. SLOAN. BOSTON. MASS.

most

evt^ry
perfect ears aro thrown. These,
properly selected, constitute the
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NAHONALCORN TROPHY

upon the
for me to

ears,
room
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put away in the seed house.
‘Well,’ I said, ‘do you think you’ve
got a good ear there?’
‘It looks to me like a good ear,’ he
take and

portions of
previously b.en

from

the northern

part
infected, particularly
of the State, and including Penobscot and
Franklin counties and one town in Aroostook county.

[]

‘What do you tbink'of it?’
“I picked it up and looked it over.
‘Well,’ I said fiually, ‘1 think it is the

said.

was

confident Wie moment I
over, that

I

■

.C.^

ing erected for the exposition, the main
building to |pe 400 x 167 feet, ground

saw

measurements. The show will last ten
The state of South Carolina has appropriated ?40,000 for the expenses of the
exposition, and the prosnect is that Dixie
will “do herself proud” in an effort to
make this exposition the greatest of its
kind ever held.

days.
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WE
WANT
A
GOOD
AGENT
IN
Many
,ww«r
prosperous farmers
^ Parts °f New England attribute
their success in a great measure to the use of

CUCPY
LI LI I I

broader in
make this exposition much
scope than any held in the past, and consequently a longer time will be required
for preparation. Special buildings are be-

held, the

in my hand, so much so,
that when 1 left for Omaha to exhibit the
ear, I took it out of my grip aud showed
it to the station agent with the words.

.MADE BY TIFFANY"*

Twice Awarded. To be Com
peted for again at the next
o m Show at COLD M D1A ,S

ARE PROFITABLE

TOWN
lUll II

’n

Parmenter & Polsey Fertilizers
P. & P. Fertilizers are powerful because they contain
the plant food in its most concentrated form. They are
productive because each brand is specially prepared to meet
the requirements of the particular crop.
NOW IS THE TIME FOR YOU
to consider this fertilizer for yourself on your own farm. Youcan
raise the best crops with P. & P. Fertilizers because they have
been adapted to the requirements of the New England soil. The
right selection of a fertilizer is an important factor in yoursuccess.
Write for our Crop Rook. It will help you in many ways.

Parmenter & Polsey Fertilizer

They have accomplished more than others because
they meet the peculiar demands of the New England
soil. They are rich in organic animal matter, elements
in run down land, and supply them in needed

H. B.

Company, 41 North Market St., Boston.

Phillips, Agent, Ellsworth.

lacking

I

Select the brand best suited to your needs and you’ll
why Swift’s Fertilizers are profitable—they produce

see

\\X
\ \)

COUNTY NKWS.

400 lbs. of your
planted 4 sore. of potatoes thislaet Spring, using; t
of first
8p«oi-il Potato Fertilizer to the acre, and harvested 9fi0 bushels
bushel. 1 conI

W

a bushel less than $1.00 p«r
to gr-.w when you can get that yield and I
for the past four years or rather since I
if
have done that
or «ton*thronffh
began using Swift's Animal Fertilizers. I shall order 5 Greenville,
N IL
your agent this coming season. —Liman fc. Metcalf,
The
Corn.
41
fine
Ensilage
The pant season I had a field of 12 acres of
16 «• ■“**■ “d
Crop
New listen, Conn.

«/**,, tubers and haven’t sold
best crops
/{aider it one of the not
better
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Por «iy desired information address our local agent

or

write direct
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H. B. Moore, Ellsworth.
Geo. E. Davis, Ellsworth

NORTH SULLIVAN.
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Rev. Mr. Harrison and Rev. Mr. McClare, of the Bangor theological seminary,

to us.

SWIFT'S LOWELL FERTILIZER CO..
40 NortH MorKet S*., Boston.
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A. W. Lay of Lafayette, Ala., writes:—
l had rheumatism for five years. I tried
doctors and several different remedies but
/I they did not help me. I obtained a bottle
of Sloan’s Liniment which did me so much
good that I v/ould not do without it
for anything.”
Thomas L. Rice of Easton, Pa.,
I have used Sloans liniwrites:
ment and find it first-class for rheumatic pains.”
Mr. G.Gr Jones of Baldwins, L.I.,
writes:—“I have found Sloan’s LinI have used it for broken sinews above the knee
imcnt par excellence.
eat satisfaction I was able to resume
cap caused by a fall, and to my g
alter the accident.'’
my duties in less than three weeks

tha tro-

FERTILIZERS
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M
CO.,

411
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tion, which will be held in February,
1913. at Columbia, 8. C. It is planned to
Cl

OR. J. F. TRUE a
Auburn, M«.

'/,}
jjk

trophy will be
corn

and the common ills of
childhood will be avoided.
It tones the stomach—
purifies the blood—expels
waste and poisonous matter— gives strength, vitality and aids a proper development. l\xpels worms.
Ail dealers. 35c., 50c..$1.00

Sloan’s Liniment is good for pain of
w ithout rubbing,
any sort It penetrates,
through the muscular tissue right to the
bone—relieves the congestion and gives
relief.
permanent asAvell as temporary

grown”.

national

The Family Laxative
and Worm Medicine

quickly relieved
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Rheumatic Pains
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Dent, but not

their heart's
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Children a Tonic!
j
Children in their tender years often
need the strengthening influence of
a mild tonic.
Give them

Wilson and Edward Wilson, of Portland.
AH the children w* -e here for the funeral,
which was held Friday.
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one

proof of this fact than
the bare story of the development and discovery of the champion ear, it would be
enough. And in proof of this fact, here id
there
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Methodist church

Jan.

cargo

getting into
“Johnny,
you’re pretty dirty!” “Yes,” replied
Johnny, “I missed the train last year.”
content. As

The annual meeting and election of officers of the ladies’ aid society of the
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wrest the honors from
this

Wardwell has returned from
visit in Belfast with her
daughter, Mrs. Arthur Stantial, who has

presiKellogg Toasted Corn Flake
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go into his cornfield and by a piece of
luck pick out an ear which nature has
fashioned even more perfectly and with it
cannot do
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a
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at a cost of id.000.
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awarded in annual competition for tbe
best single ear -f corn until won tw ice by
tbe same producer.
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perfect ear of corn 1 ever saw. It’s
good enough to win the W. K. Kellogg
fl,000 trophy this year at Omaha.’

a

the road

on

.salesman, when he took

corn

perfect

A

quested.
an

value of $200,000 with
rocks
York

Thursday for $950. The
steamer was sold for $45C, thirty carloads
of potatoes brought $226 and 1,100 tons of
paper were sold for $226.
were

Jan. 24, at the home of the president, Mrs.
Newtown,
B. H. Cushman. The following officers
foct of farm land in his life, and the 300were elected:
Mrs. Helen Sellers, presiacre farm on which tbe champion ear of
dent; Mrs. Mary Varnum, vice-president;
corn which won the Kellogg trophy was
Mrs. Una Bridges, secretary and treasurer;
grow n is a rented farm.
Luella Snowman, Arenda C unman, Ruth
Mr. Palin’s real experience as a farmer
Smith, Sopbronia Bridges, Ella.^Leach,
t>egan about sixteen years ago. He had committee on work.
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tells it

farmer, and
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going to

tendance of all

for seed

infestation appears to be toe worst in
central Maine, and reports of infestation

»

Hoosier
nrofeese*

plain

a

openly

I’m

a

Superintendent Haskell, of
Once a year the newsboys of London are
the last quarterly
given an outing some place on the Thames
for the

So there’s tbe story of the champion ear
an Palin told it
himself. And on the
strength of it, who will say that Fred C.
Paliu doesn’t justly merit the title, “The
Man who Knows Com”?
But that’s not all of Palin’s story. He

ard.

Commissioner Buckley state* that there
appear to be more brown-tail moth nes»s
in the State than ever before, and that the
inaects are much more advanced in their
development than in previous years. The

Guaranteed under the

as

he

ear

Representing

her cargo before she struck on the
cf Metinic island Jan. 10, the New

will hold

church

distinction than to be

or

hat's the

Gold

amount,

for other necessary

drawbacks which do-

lar

J

TO CARIBOO.

The Standard Veneer Co.'s plant, one of
the principal industries of Stockholm,
was burned Friday.
Loss $50,000.

freight steamer

trophy with.’

j

It shall be the duty of the commissioner of
agriculture t • disseminate Information concerning the brown-tail aud gypsy m »ths, dan
Jose scale and other injurious insects.
Cities and towns may raise the sums necessary to carry out the provisions of this section
iu the same manner in which money is raised

keeps the muscles pliable and reliable—
produces a quick, speedy and permanent
relief from rheumatism, sprains, bruises,
v>re throat, toothache,
lumbago and many simi-

District

two years he planted
Yellow Dent, then

tax.

Tuttle’s
Family Elixir

per

the

meeting of Penobscot chapter, O. E.

Ellsworth,

—

greater honor

while

however* not exceeding
one per cent, of the assessed valuation of the
The amount so
above-named
properly.
assessed shall be collected in the form of a

doing,

a

known

presence

-

8

Ralph Emerson,

8.,
Saturday evening, Feb. 3.
It is hoped that a large number will be
present, as important business will come
before the meeting.

whose service* are greatly in demand as a
judge of corn exhibits, Mr. Palin asks for

this appropriation.
Whenever a city, town or plantation is notified by the commissioner of agriculture of
of the brown-tail moth or dan
the
Jose scale, the mayor of each city, the selectmen of each Utwn and the assessors of each
plantation shill notify each owner of real estate located therein, requiring him to destroy
the above-named l u seat* in hi* orchard aud
shade trees within a specific time.
If the owner fills to destroy the abovenamed Insects before the specified time t|en
the city, town or plantation, subject to the
approval of the commissioner of agriculture,
shall destroy them, and shall assess upon
»ueh aforesaid real estate the actual cost of so

<

per cent.; cob,

92

Mrs.

will be held

that’s all,” is the
countryman
way the grower of this remarkable ear of
corn, Fred C. Palin,
styles himself.
Though he is adtnitled to be one of the
leading corn Experts in the country, one
“Just

as re-

Mum l<1 any person in the State suspect the
presence of browo-Pail moth or 8«n Jose scale
preyiiik upon trass, shrubs or vines in his
pt»«Hessir>n or within his knowledge, he shall
forthwith notify the commissioner of apiculture to that effect; and it shall be the duty of
said commissioner to cause the said trees,
shrubs or vines to be inspected.
If sufficient cause be found, the commissioner of agriculture shall forthwith notify
the ruuu)cip*l officer* of the city or town
where such pests have beetj found- Municipal fthers thus notified shall Immediately
cau se to be
destroyed snch of the abovenamed* insects In their different stagej as may
be found within the limit* of the public
streets ami park*. Said iim^tto •.-■tend to the
distance of sixty feet from the centre of the
publ.c streets or highways and include all
trees and shrubbery growing thereon.
dhould such municipal officers neglect or
fsi> within a reasonable time to perform the
dutU'» herein imposed upon them, then the
commissioner of agriculture shall order r-uch
city, town or plantation to proceed to destroy
the shove-named insect* in accordance with
methods to be prescribed by him. and to
spend such an amount in the above-named
work as he shall deem necessary.
If any city, town or plantation shall fail to
comply with the direct! >ns of said commissioner in the perform ince of said work and
the expenditure of such money witnin the
time specified by him, then the commissioner
of agriculture shall cause the said work to be
done, and shall charge the actual expeuse of
the same to said city or town; such aiuoaut
to be collected as a State tax and credited to

Is Good for

Children

portions—corn,

lows;

Liglit Cake

A

7| inches; number of rows, 20; length
of kernels, J of an inch: width of kernels,
about ) of an inch; thickness of kernels, 1-6
of an inch.
Arrangement, very uniform,
kernels running in st>aight rows the entire
leugth of the ear without a misplaced grain,
holding their length well to the ends of the
ear, tip being well covered
with dented
grains. Weight, 20 ounces. Estimated pro-

The commissioner
of agriculture is
sending out with each letter a copy of
section 7 of chapter 15 of the public laws
of 1907, as amended by chapter 34 of the
public laws of 1909 and chapter 84 of the
public laws of 1911, which reads as fol-

r-aMgaBWBt-yUK * <jj!r-|j|

rr

of

sister,

past week.

ence,

i
real estate located in their municipality i
to destroy the moths iu all their stages ;
within a specified time, and that the time j
limit given real estate owners should be
j
early enough ao that id case the owner
should fait to destroy the insects the work
them

of her

—

j

the municipal officers

of

Miss Hortense Ward well has returned
from Bluebill, where she was the guest

Parent Plants
Male, Retd’s Yellow Dent;
female, Alexander's Gold Standard.
Dimensions*- Length. 10$ inches; circumfer-

limit to extend to

sixty feet from the centre

KITTKKY

Mrs. Annie Davis and da jghters Hazel
and Helen were the guests of Capt. C. M.
Perkins and wife a few days last week.

Agricultural

of

who
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the

pal pit

the absence of the

Jan. 14

and 21

Jan. 29.

M.
________________

regular pastor, Rev.

The

is at

a

JOHNSON’S

only place to get bargains
for your trade.

**trm*i

the

store that advertises

i

Cats, Bruises, Stiff Joints, Swellings, Sore Throat
and
Colds, £ou;e/ Troubles—both outward
inward ailments are cured by

in

Frlgh ful polar Winds
blow with terrific force at the far north and
play havoc with the akin, causing red, rouah
or sore chapped hands aud lips, that ueed
It
I liuckleu’s Aruica Halve to heal them
makes the skin soft aud smooth. Unrivaled
1
for cold-sores, also burns, boils, sores, ulgers,
cuts, bruises and piles.
Only .85 cents at all

\ druggists.

Mr. Brotherston, preached able and helpful sermons which were rpuch enjoyed.
The marriage of Miss Agnes M. Robertson to Richard B. Bowden took place at
Ellsworth .Jan. 23.
They went to housekeeping at once in a neat little home
Both young people
fitted up for them.
are well and favorably known, aud hosts
of friends extend congratulations for a
long, useful and happy wedded life.

Constipation is the cause of many ailments and disorders that make life miserable. Take Chamberlain's Stomach and
Liver Tablets, keep your bowels regular
and you w ill avoid these diseases. For sale
by all dealers.

Liniment

Be prepared for emergencies. No
other liniment so effective, no other has
such a record. Sold by dealers everywhere
25c €tnd 50c Bottles*
1. S. JOHNSON Jk CO., Boston. Ml

J

|

~

®l)c <£ll£su)ortf)

American

H. E. Hamlin, of this city, are urging
him to enter the field, and should he
decide to do *o, he i* sure of the
united support of Hancock county

LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
PUBLISHED
y

A

EVERY WEDNESDAY

AFTERNOON

AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

for

a

starter.

BY THE

We print on page 8 of thia issue a
summary of the annual report of the
county commissioners and treasurer
of the county of Hancock.

F. W. Rollins. Editor and Manager.
W. H. Titus, Associate Editor.
00 a year; 91.00 ior six
months; 90 cents for three months; if raid
strictly In advance, 91 50, 75 and 88 cents
respectively Single copies 5 cents. All arrearages are reckoned at the rate of 92 per

Subscription Price—92

UOSSIP.

COUNTY

▼ear.

Advertising Rates—Are reasonable and will be
r<ade known on application.

organized* a

BrooksviHe has

boom

so-

ciety, under the name of the BrooksviHe
Crvic Improvement associstion.

Business communications should be addressed
to. and all cheeks and money orders made payAble to Thk Hancock County Publishing
CO., Ellsworth. Maine.

brown-tail moth contest inaugu-

The

rated by Hancock Pomona grange is makNearly all the subordinate
ing a bit.
of
The
edition
This week’s
have entered into the contest for
granges
American is 2,350 copies.
the cash prize to be awarded by the Pomona grange to the grange collecting the
2,362
Average for the year of 1911,
like
greatest number of nests. This looks
a grand good suggestion for the at riculWEDNESDAY JANUARY 31, 1912.
tural department of h^aine. Why not use
some of the money eveileble for fighting
the brown-tail moth in good-sized cash
Gov. Burleigh for Senator.
brief but prizes to the Pomona grange sending in
In a characteristically
This
nests?
number of
pointed letter addressed to the re- the greatest
start a State-wide campaign, and
oublican party of Maine, ex*Gov. E. would
we doubt if by any other scheme could
C. Burleigh announces that he is a
the same amount of money “spread so
candidate for the United States senamuch bread”.
________

torship.

long, faithful and conspicuously
able public service entitles one to a
continuation in it, then Gov. Burleigh
is justified in aspiring to the office of

of smallpox is reported
from Sound, in the town of Mt. Deeert.
The phj siciens end board of health bave
taken ail precautions against the spread of
the disease. With the present-day knowl-

senator.

edge

If

career

as

a

public

as land agent back in the
8tate treasurer in the ’80s;
as governor for two terms; as representative in Congress for seven consecutive terms, be has proved him-

official

’70s;

—

as

useful and honorable
public servant, loyal to his country,
inate, his party and bis friends,

self a

faithful,

herefore has the unbounded confl.i- nee of the people of Maine.
A-i Gov. Cobb ha9 formally anan

i

:

single

A

case

disease, and the efficacy of
vaccination, it is one of the most easily
controlled of all contagious diseases, and
the panic of alarm felt by many people at
of this

the mention of

smallpox

is

entirely

un-

warranted. There is more danger to a
community from one case of consumption
improperly cared for, than from a case of
smallpox. When this fact becomes gen-

erally recognized,

t here will be

hope
campaign

some

for ultimate victory in the
against the “white plague”.

ELLSWORTH WATER.

ed that be is not tobeacandioate, the fie Id is now occupied by Gov.
Burleigh and Judge Powers, the latter
having made formal announcement of
his candidacy some time ago.
n

ii

Gov. Burleigh’s announcement is
follows:

Jan.

as

To the Republicans of Maine:
I have decided to become a candidate for
the office of United States senator, and trust
that each one of you will regard this public
statement as the equivalent of a personal
communication.
My strongest claims, perhaps, to yonr
favorable consideration must rest upon whatever measure of success has hitherto attended
my efforts on behalf of the people of Maine,
my personal attention to the needs of my constituents, the experience I have gained in association with the leading men of the nation,
and my wide acquaintance with the departments and bureaus of government.
I would not claim that it is wholly because
of the urgent requests of many friends that I
come again before the people, but would
frankly say that the fourteen years which I
have already
to Maine's interests at the
seat of national government have awakened in
me a strong desire to complete, so far as possible, the work which should be done for our
State.
With these things in mind, I am asking you
to frankly express your judgment of my canEdwin C. Burleigh.
didacy.
Augusta, Me.. Jan. 27, 1912.

^jven

Analysis by Director of State
I
laboratory of Hygiene.
Another analysis has been made of the
Ellsworth water by H. D. Evans, director
of the Maine laboratory of hygiene at Augusta. Tne analysis, the figures of which
are for parts in 100,000, is as follows:
Another

Date of collection,
tion, Jan. 17.

Appearance

For Sheriff.

wil] meet with any serious opposition
within his party.
Mr. Silsby is the logical candidate
for the office. The unanimous choice
of the last republican connty conven-

Turbidity,

1912; examinasediment,

0;

0;

Odor—Cold, none; hot, grassy.
Residue on evaporation—Total, 8.10; loss
ignition. 0.90; fixed residue, 2.20. *
Ammonia—Free. .0026; in solution, .0104.
Chlorine—0.32.
Nitrogen—Nitrates, none; nitrites, none.
Oxygen consumed,

0.44.

last

with Uen. Montgomery, with only
1,000 men, besieged the city for three
weeks. At last it was decided to hazard
an
assault. In the midst of a terrible
snowstorm they led their forces to the attack. Thomas Kench is said to have been
one of the few who reached the top of the
wall, but was knocked down. They were
defeated and returned homeward.
“Thomas Kench

support him at the primaries
This may not be good
June.
politics, but I am not so anxious for the
nomination as to sacrifice my idea of what
is right to obtain it.
In the first place I am in favor of the
enforcement of all laws until they are repealed. and that the chief executive
should be held more accountable for the
enforcement of the laws than be is at the
present time. M he is restricted in any
way, why not remove the restriction! If

died, aged ninety-four years.
waa
Ranch’s mountain, In BrookavMe,
named for him.
If this old soldier’s grave is unmarked,
I am sure his great-great-grandson. William E. Morris, Jr., of Bedford Park, New
York city, would be glad to know it, and
would see that it was properly cared for.
N. V. Tibbetts.
115 7th St., N. E.

bill which

‘Except

was

an

I take this

“covered bridge” when the
specifications of said bridge
called for an open steal bridge.
|
I believe in the retention of the prohibition amendment for the following reasons: !
It entirely prohibits tbe manufacture of
drink.

In

a

great

something

ing

as a

State,

I believe if there had been

water.

LiKKWOOD.
Garland

is

at

work

for

Moore is

politics

a

to enable

to

Ellsworth.
Alfred Garland has been hauling wood to
Ellsworth.

for

and

Believing

For

to the Editor

of The American:

At the approaching primaries of the republican party, among other nominations
to be

made is that of

one

member

of the

has

names

as

sheriff and hie

popularity throughout

the

John A. Moore and

county ing

to assure his renomination by
the republican voters in the primaries.
He was defeated in the State-wide
revolt of 1910, bat it was a defeat with
honor. He polled the third highest
vote of any republican on the ticket,
rnnning 123 votes ahead of the head
of the ticket.
seem

the stavewood

son

Cecil

are

the land of

clean-

sons

which

I believe

Harold

move

every

man

in

SUFFICES

Republican.

on closer acquaintreflected by the vote in Ellsworth, bis home during hie official
term, where he was the only republican to carry the city, his
plurality be-

popularity

ing thirty-six, while the oity gave
Plaisted, the democratic candidate for
governor, a plurality of seventyeight. Mr. Silshy is not an unknown

quantity; he has been tried, and not
found wanting. He has the confldence of the republican voters of the This is something that the oldest inhabitants have

county, and his nomination will give
strength to the whole ticket.

record of.

POLITICAL NOTES.

Republican.
Siltby.Amherst

Forrest O.

Democrat.
Othm H. Jeliison.Ellsworth
Burke Leach.Bucksport
FOB RROISTER OF PROBATB.

Republican.
Timothy F. Mahoney.Ellsworth
Democrat.

j

John A.

Cunningham.Ellsworth
FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER.

Republican.

|

Fred R.

|

Henry J.
Henry E.
Hollis B.

|

Fage.Bucksport j
Joy.Ellsworth
Davis.Ellsworth
Estey.Ellsworth

Democrat.
John E. Doyle.L...Ellsworth
H. Fremont Maddocks.Ellsworth

I present my

name

to the voters of the

republican party because it is the politic*!
party whose principles have met with my
approval, and with which I have acted and
voted for more than forty years, but as a

advertisements, bought

land in Alathere to inspect
it ought to be a lesson to others. According to our Southwest Harbor correspondent, they returned “much disappointed and thoroughly disgusted
went

He says: 44I am
not a candidate for senator, but I shall
enter the primaries as a candidate to represent the classed towns of Bluehill,
Surry, Brooklin, Brooksville and Penobscot in the house of representatives.”

nomination of senator.

MA

Maine?_

]

-grew

2to»irtlBtnant*.

UARDWOOD—We

Are

n

in the market for

could furnish, and coosnlt with us in regard
to our requirements for sixe and quality of
wood to be furnished at these prices
EllaWORTH HaRDWOOO CO.

Special Metier*.

W ben

one can

Remedy

Cure.

boy gold dollars lor 9fty

it is a good time to porcheee.
In ordering a 80c bottle of Dr. Howard’■
celebrated specific for tbe cure of
con»U|».
tion end dyepepaia at 26 cent*, G. A. Pitcher i* giving one of tbe greatest tnde
cbance* ever offered to tbe people of Elbtents

worth.

If food doee nottdigeet well, if then «
gat or pain in tbe etomacb, if the tong*
is coated and the breath bad, if then
conepitatlon and etraining, Dr. Howard!
specific will cure you. It U doss not you
have Druggist Parcber's personal guarantee to return your

money.
specific gives .)Uick relief
and makes permanent cures ol
lonatijstlon, dyspepsia and all liver troubles.
These are strong statements, hat Mr
I’arcber giving his customers a
bsnee to
prove tbeir truth at just halt the rvgulu
price-sixty doses for 25 cents. It thej
ur. Howard's

are

CARD or THANKf*.
wi*b to extend our mrnt grateful
thank* to the friend* and neighbor*
who *o kindly gave a* thetr help and sympathy in the lo** of our beloved father.
Mm. Mildbbd M Htbvbxbon.
Mb*. F.ya C. Hop*ins.
Mas. Ina B. Lynch.
Mas. Katie L Wa***n.
Vi:rnon C. Mooaa.
Haholo V. Mooaa.
Ellsworth Fall* Me Jan. 90. 1912.

Bl’NINggg

Halt Price and Guarantees

Jot Salt-

white birth, yellow birch and rock
maple, to be denvered at our factory tbe com
log winter. We have decided to pay for No. 1
woods. geJO per cord. For No. 1. WOO Mr
For No. H, TVSO per cotd, delivered in
cofd
the yard at oar factor). All who wish to fornish us with a quantity of these woods, we
would like to have call at tbe factory office as
early as possible and state the amount you

IK)

G. A. Parcfcer Sella Reliable
at

not found true, all you havi

do is to

■.

ask for your money.

WE

SbOrrtiBmrnt..

Wm. O.

The

sufferer

EMERY

TITLES
ELLSWORTH,

MAINE

Searches made and abstract*
and coplea furnished on «hort
notice, and at 1US0SAIU FYKES

|

OFFICE:

Quick Relief for Biliousness,

MORRISON. JOY & CO. BLOCK.
•TATA

from

this distressin
complaint is only too familiar with a
its disturbing symptoms:— losa of aj
petite, headache, dizziness, nausea an
vomiting, oftentimes meaning prostn
tion for two or three days and the cor
Bcquent loss of time from regular dt
ties.
Such attacks vary in frequenc
and duration with different individual!
but there is really no occasion for thei
to occur at all.
That old reliabl
household medicine “L. F.” Atwood'
Bitters, taken in teaspoonful dose
morning and night, rareiy fails to who
ly prevent an attack of sick headach
or
biliousness.
If this preventiv
measure has not been adopted, a de:
sertspoonfnl when the first symptom
appear, will almost Invariably ward oi
a severe attack.
It may be obtain*
In large bottles, of any dealer, fo
thirty-five cents, or sample free for th
asking. L. F. Medicine Co, Portland
Maine,

Jr

ITRIET.

TlllAlsi. 125 2.

t. %

As. m.

‘You talk *bout pouter* ana your ao*. upon tM
fence,
But they Ain't the kind o* medium* that appeal!
talk About your dodger*,
circular* And *oc!».
Eat I calculate they don't aa-Ut is

an 1

mar

a

classes

so

|

much;
And

especially In winter, when the
the ground,

*nowt»o#

I wonder where your potter* nnd your dodgeri
oan be found?
Bat wlihtu the coiy bo me* lead, when th.e parlor
■tore'* aglow,
Phe newspaper l* read aloud to everyone w«
know.*'

the

BOSTON Mm

primaries in above
are aa follows:

Class 1.
William

aUftmiwmtnts.

Thomas Kench.

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

Cures all humors, catarrh and
rheumatism, relieves that tired

feeling,
cures

restores the

paleness,

appetite,

nervousoiess,

btilds up the whole system.

Get itrtoday In usual liquid form or
chocolated tablets called Sarsatabflt

DON’T

TO THE

far announced

IF YOU

WANT

NEWS,
humor,

FEATURES
L

V

CLEAN AND FIT
FOR THE
HOME

yoar

irerther

yourself

Cranberry

Candidates in

|

to common mrm;

Tou

blind

moine. Mt. Desert Rock and Marshall island.

Henky J. Joy.

Washington, D. C., Jan. 21,1912.
To the Editor of The American:
Thomas Kench is another old RevoluHow's This?
tionary soldier who lived to be over ninety
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
years of age. He applied for a pension in
any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
He served
Hall’s Catarrah Cure.
1818, which was granted.
no industrial schemes to warrant setF. J CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O.
throughout the Revolutionary war; was
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
tlement”. What’s the matter with
Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him in the battle of Yorktown at the capture
perfectly honorable in all business trans- of Lord Cornwallis.
action s, and financially able to carry out any
He served in Capt. James Swan's comobligations made by his firm.
has
anNow that Qov. Burleigh
Walmng, Rinnan A Marvin,
pany, commanded by Col. Thomas Craft,
O.
Wholesale
Druggists, Toledo,
nounced his candidacy for the Senate,
lBt Massachusetts regiment; also Capt.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, actthe field is clear for aspirants for the ing directly upon the blood and mucous sur- Burbank’s company, the regiment comsent free. manded
nomination for representative to faces of the system. Testimonials
by Col. Henry Knox.
Price, 75*. per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Dr. Small, in his history of Swan's
-Congress from the third district, and Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
with the boom circulars which induced them to waste good money on
worthless land in a swampy district
largely covered with water, and with

JR

Herbert L. Graham.Bar Harbor

A. Ricker, rep .Castine
Kicker, of Castine, has an- voter only up to this time. I
present it in
Clast 6.
nounced his candidacy for the republican
this way because I could not, if I would— Dr. Otis Littlefield, dem.Bluehill
nomination for representative in his class.
and I frankly nay I would not if I could—
Dr. Otis Littlefield, of Bluehill, writes make a personal interview canvass.
The more eyes an advertisement eatehes
to correct the published statement that
With this brief statement I leave the re- the more dollars it is worth.
he is a democratic candidate for the sult to the
counting of the ballots.
William A.

The experience of two Southwest
Harbor young men, who, lured by -the
blandishments of skillfully written
bama, and then

no

^uj’

GOOD WAV TO

N-To make small too.* and take cars of
Hkwktt A
lathes In novelty shop.
WaioHT. Bristol. Vt.

•

FOR SHERIFF.

^

EDWARD T. FINN, late of
ELUtWOWll
in the county of Bancock.
given bonda aa tbe tan direct*
•on* having
demand* againal thT
of an id deceased an desired to
the aame for nettlnmnnt. and *u
thereto an requested to malt r.,,
p—

Jljclp Q£ant&

—

ms

ance was

trator

over

becoming a candidate for public office:
FOR TREASURER.
Moore.
(1) I would like (and need) the yearly
Republican.
Mrs. Charles Garland, who passed her salary of |750; (2) I would appreciate the Charles W. Joy.Ellsworth
ninety-third birthday on Jan 17, is in very evidence of trust and esteem in being se- Boyd A. Blaisdell.Franklin
Democrat.
lected as one of three men to superintend
poor health.
Frank L. Heath.Ellsworth
Clarence Garland and father are lumber- the county affairs of the 35,000 and more of
FOR REPRESENTATIVES.
ing on the lot which they purchased this my fellow-citizens.
Under the apportionment by the laet legislaThe duties and powers of a county comfall of Eogene Hale.
there
are seven representative classes in
ture,
missioner in Maine ore many in detail,
Hancock county, instead of eight, as follows:
There will be quite a landing on the
but in general in Addition to sitting as a
Class 1
meadow this spring, as there are tour difBucksport, Orland, Castine, Dedmember of a tribunal of three to pass ham and Verona.
ferent parties hauling in there.
Class 2— Ellsworth, Trenton, Aurora, Amupon questions of damages to property,
herst, Otis, Mariaville. Eastbrook, Waltham
Charles A. Garland is hauling wood to and
equalization of taxes upon appeal, and Piantationf
83, 8 and 21.
Ellsworth. He has made a big improve• they relate chiefly to
codhty
Class 3-Eden.
estimates,
ment in clearing a piece of land here.
Class 4 -Stonington, Deer Isle. Sedgwick,
public ways, and management of county
Isle au Haut, Eagle island, Hog island. Butter
Charles McFarland, of Trenton, was
property—court-house, jail, etc.
island. Pumpkin island and Long Island,
here Sunday. Mrs. McFarland, who has
I have passed the meridian of life, and plantation.
been here the past few days with her
am hardly equal
Class 5— Oouldsboro. Sullivan,
to a young man in
Franklin,
aged mother, Mrs. Charles Garland, reHancock. Winter Harbor, Sorrento and
turned with him.
capacity for physical labor, but with fifty Plantations
7 and 9.
in the affairs of men in
Class 6—Bluehill, 8urry, Brooklin, PenobExtremely cold. The stream here above years' experience
this and other countries, I feel warranted scot and Brooksville.
the bridge has been frozen so solid that
Class 7-Mount
loaded teams have crossed on the ice. in attempting to fill this office, if elected. Harbor. Swan’s Desert, Tremont. Southwest
Island,
Isles. Laon

office.

fcolrt-

far

will

board of (3) county commissioners for the
FOR COUNTY ATTORN BY.
Miss Lena Hoyt is working for Mrs.
county of Hancock. There will probably
George 9. Foster, at Ellsworth.
Republican.
be several names to be balloted for,
among
Irving Wilbur and Granville Tate are which will be my own. I should like to Harry L. Crabtree. Ellsworth
tion, party precedent under the old
E.
Goo
George
gins. Bar Harbor
be chosen to fill this office for the two reasystem would entitle him to renomi- cutting stavewood for Alfred Garland.
Democrat.

nation—his record

at Amwkican

Moore‘sdrug stors. just vaF cated by B. T Sowle; hot water beat and
let. Inquire of K. Q. Moo a a. Ellsworth.

for

so

A. E. Farnsworth .Brooklin
Melvin D. Chatto.South Brocktville
Democrat.
Joseph C. Harmon.Stonimrton
Dr. C. E. Waagatt... Deer Isle
Byron H. Mayo.Southwest Harbor

the

County Commissioner.
Eluswobth, Jan. 29, 1912.

Owner call

iMMt benny give, notto.'^
be h»» been del? appointed

TBBof tbe estate of

FOR SENATORS.

the State

better laws.

f\ LOVE—Tan glove, right hand. Found
IT Thursday night. Jan 1* at foot of Bridgs

hill.

and demo-

nomination

crats.

the

power of the political “boss” to nominate
bis candidate
by intrigue and backscratching is doomed, I welcome the prilaw
and
mary
publicity, and solicit your
support.
Respectfully,
Melvin D. Chatto.

Norris

hauling hardwood

republican

appear on the official ballots
primary elections to be held on
Monday, June 17. There will undoubtedly be several additions to this list. The
American will be glad to add to it on
notification the names of any who seek
nomination, either republicans or demo-

debt from
time to time. If I am elected 1 shall d all
in my power to see to it that the interests
of Hancock county are looked after, and
do my duty to tbe State.
I am in favor of woman suffrage, believing it would have a tendency for cleaner

Moore.
W. S.

list of

for the

_

Aby

Primaries June 17.
a

candidates

rum-shops, and

sufficiently

treasurer to reduce

■JThe analysis shows the water to be in good
condition to use for ail domestic purposes,
including drinking. There is no chemical or
bacterial evidence of contact of this water
with sewage wastes of fany kind. The water
contains a little less dissolved vegetable
material than it usually has at this season of
the year, but is, otherwise, in its usual condition. It would be considered a first-class

Nominations

doubtless

very essential to oar standand a great benefit individu-

within bounds

Dr. Evans says;

cratic

Seek

announced^

drunkards.! These
industries have been shown up to us

for the manufacture of

The State appropriations should be kept

analysis,

at
Below is

Who

it

measure

the way for the manufacture and
sale of alcoholic drink.

the

_

Candidates

j county office, whoseandcandidacy
whose
“cuts out” the establishment of bar-rooms been
alcoholic

D^^OO—Brown

respectfully

to

FOR COUNTY OFFICES.

a

and

plans

opened

accompanying

opportunity

request the consideration and support of
alt republicans at the coming election.
Yours very truly,
Botd A. Blaisdrll.

give tbe people a voice that they do not
have at the present time in the enforcement of laws. It might make some men
their statements in
more careful about
reference to

lfjal hotter*

»n<i whirr polnlrr. youn«. «nOwner may h»,e
iriri tn n,m« "Spot'
••me by proving property sort paying cotta.
Clifton Woodwaid. Ellsworth.

HA

appointment to fill the
vacancy until the next State election be
mt^> by tbe governor.
I dim see no injustice to anyone in a law
similar to the Eaton bill, and it would
and

*

founti.

PIANO—Ivers

a

office,

WO LIME PHOSPHATE

VALENTINE

legists-

to the

presented

ALUM,

For County Treasurer.
POST CARDS.
Something
new.
Special package of 10 for *0c.
Franklin, Me., Jan. 28, 1912.
Domsstic ScrrtT Co., Quincy.
Send this ad
To the Editor of The American:
Mau., Box Hi.
This is to announce that I will be a canA Pond upright, nearly new:
didate for the republican nomination for
a bargain.
Inquire of *r a an L. Mason.
treasurer of Hancock county at the priEllsworth.
June
17,1912.
mary election
Y—AbouM tons of Hungarian hay. AdI will not be able to see personally all
dress “A”, care Amkbican office. Ellsworth.
but
trust
voters
of
this
of the
county,
those who do not know me will look into
QEantfto*
my record as a public official in this town.

few years ago, advocating the removal of any sheriff or county attorney or
other officer who has violated his oath of

tare

WO

until he

by impeachment,” which is not resorted to, no matter how much an officer may practice
nullification, I believe this detect should
be removed by a law similar to the Eaton
duty,

among this small

Swan's Island to Brooksville, where be
bought 100 acres of land fronting on
Buck’s Harbor for |100. He lived there

the governor has not the power to remove
an officer of the State or county who is not
his

was

band of survivors of this most dreadful
campaign of the Revolution.’’
In 1796. Thomas Kench removed from

next

doing

The only Baking Powder made
from Royal Crape Cream ofTartar

tion

not to

or

POWDER
BAKING
Absolutely Pur*

Arnold up the Kennebec river and across
the wilderness to Quebec in 1775. During
this march the soldiers suffered terribly
from exposure snd tor want of food.
in conjuncWhen they arrived, Arnold,

American that I am a candidate for the
office of senator to the State legislature
from Hanocok county.
My personal belief is that a candidate to
represent the State, or any part of it,
should make a statement to the people
that they may better determine whether

cursed influence of the

Iron—.011.
Lead—None.
Colon bacillus—None.
Bacteria, per c. c.—120.
letter

our

“yes”
majority when we last voted upon this
have
us
of the
it
would
deprived
question
right to protect our homes from the ac-

Hardness—1.15.

a

after

soon

ROYAL

Harbor island.
“He was a Revolutionary soldier in the j
service of the A men ran Colonies, and was
one of those who accompanied Benedict

opportunity to reaffirm the
previously made by Tbk

take this

I

ally.

Alkalinity—0.40.

In

ticket

statement

as
on

j

county convention, and as the procedure
of nomination tor all State and county
officers has been changed by the enactment of the Davies primary law, requiring
a majority vote of the party represented,
for a candidate to be nominated, thus
bringing the nomination ot State and
county officers directly before the people,

two

color, 1.7.

drinking

The only candidate so far in the
field for tfie republican nomination
for sheriff at the primaries next June,
ia ex-Sheriff Forrest O. Silsby, of Amherst, and it is not probable that be

—

Jan. 18,

1

26,1912.

To tho Editor of The American:
Having announced my candidacy for
State senator from this county upon the

republican

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.

Throughout his

For State Senator.
Sovtb Brooxsviixjc, M«

a«b'rt.stmmt

Island, makes quite a hero of this old soldier. He says: “Thomas Kench was the
first settlor within the preaent territorial
He was an Englimits ot Swan's Island.
lishman by birth, and came and settled on

Comsponomct.

formal announcements may be looked
for soon. The many friend* of Col.

j

■

—'

mbbrrtiatmnitt.

atifatrti*rmrnt*.

‘jfbutrttcraunt*.

BOOST! Ellsworth Food Fair. Feb. 19-24, ’12.
-—-

VKW BOOKS.

OPR LIGHTHOUSE SERVICE.

Addition* to KHiworth’s Ricetlant Public Library.
!»• H»t ot book» recently
^ following
to the Ellsworth public library;
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E A Sewyer
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Dudley School,

Harmony Hell,
The

annual

report
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Commissioner

divided into nineteen districts and provides over 12,000 aids to navigation along
our entire coast line and
principal interior
rivers, exclusive of the Philippines and
the Panama canal zone. This number includes a net increase of 475 aids established during the past fiscal year.
Besidee the administration of t)>e service as usual, various modifications in the
business methods have been made which
involved the introduction of a cost-keeping system, a general lighthouse Inspector
and an examiner, or traveling auditor to
go systematically from district to district
and examine both technical and business
methods, the maintenance of vessels, etc.
The importance of improving the service in Alaska was also recognized, and a
separate district created for that purpose.
The number of lights there has been
doubled, so that it now reaches seventyfour, and two unlighted beacons, twentytwo buoys, and one fog signal have also
been added to the old inefficient equipment.
Preliminary arrangements have
been made for the installation ot twentyseven
additional lights for the establishment of a first-class light and fog signal station at Cape St. Elias during the
current fiscal year. There are now 236 aids
to navigation in Alaska.

Hlghwsy.

Welles,
Badge »* Camp
tiothrr Carey's Cbiokeo*.
Yellow Star,
fllrU «l

f Prom the Marine Journal.|
The

Kathleen Norris
M E Weller
P H Smith
Margaret belaud

Shadow of Islam.

the

Retirement and
Pension Provision.
a

George K. Putnam, of the bureau of lighthouses, tor the fiscal year ended June 30,
1911, shows that the service now employs
H'»rrLK>»U 5,500
persons, and is more extensive than
any other organization ot its kind in the
O Henry
world. The lighthouse service is now
William I>e Morgen

g'.nedy*!"*"’’
Women.

Jeeey,
Pb®b*

Urgent Plea lor

Aeropiene et Bilrer Fox Perm,

Jemee Oita
Kenneth Brown
Car>
IVo Bor. In e Gyro
J P True
Horn* Horry.
gcontins with Ught
Hi" Summer Awakening. C K Teylor
Milt
1 Wllllnm Adnme
Todoflm*.
8 K Whit*
Adrentoree of Bobby Ordt.
A H Mile*
Sword.
The Sweep of the
J B Hale
Femou" See Fights,
F
BleladeU
American History SlAry Book, A
Francta
Storr
Hero
Tele*,
Hell e Hundred
Andrew Lang
All Sort, of Storle* Book,
A A Chapin
loelg.kinder,
Krebblel
Pianoforte end Its Music.
Kenyon Cox
Classic Point of View.
H
lout*
Hourtlcq
Art in France.
Cbnrlen H Ceffln
Story of French Painting.
Winslow
Homer.
of
Works
end
Life
William H Dowoea
8 Relnech
Apollo: A menus] of art,
E Thompson Seton
Arctic Prairies.
.Lillian Whltiog
Perl, the Beautiful.
H K Daniels
Home Ufe In Jforwny,
E Cnrtle
Wllllem
See.
Blech
the
Around
Z D Ferrtmen
Turkey end the Turks,
Pierre Poneddlne
Life In the Moulem Bust,
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Herbert M. Salsbury and wife were in
Brewer Saturday to see Mr. Salabury’e
mother, who ia 111.

Hattie Carter, who has been

ill of grip,
slowly improving.
Percy Quptill has been ill of grip and
The remains of Walter Doyle, a former
chickenpox for several days.
resident here, were brought here Monday
James W. Carter and Henry
Higgins
morning from Fort Fairfield, where Mr. have their ice-houses
filled.
Doyle died of typhoid pneumonia. FuClara Carter insulted the officers of Lake
neral services were held Monday
morning View
grange Jan. 25, assisUd by Miss
at 10 o’clock, at the
church, Kev. O. J. Emma A.
Heed.
Guptill officiating. Those here from out of
Mrs. Kate Hooper, who has been
town to attend the funeral were his wife
caring
and her Bister, Mrs.
Doyle, of Portland; for Mrs H. P. Carter the past week, has
George and Fred Doyle, of Orono, and Al- returned home.
is

fred P.

Doyle, of Bar Harbor.
Mise Millie A. Treworgy is home from
the Eastern Maine general
hospital at
Bangor for a few days.

WEST

There will be a “peculiar kind of a sociable” in the vestry Wednesday evening
which the public is urged to attend.
Further details are being withheld.

The remains of Capt. Augustus
Darby
have been placed in the tomb at Belfast.
Jan. 30.

_Tomson.

Monday.

would

taren Franklin and family, who were
burned out last week, have rented the
house of Edward Hamilton and moved in.

f

Five Great

j

Philosophies of Life,

William De Witt Hyde
American Woman Abroad,
Blanche McManus
Henri Bergson
Creative Evolution,
F W Taussig
Principle* of Economics,
Universities of the World. Charles F Thwing
F J Stimson
The American Constitution,
The American People, Vol II, A Maurice Low
An

;

[

DESTROYING

shown.
In submitting the feport, Commissioner
Putnam earnestly ilrges the great need of

provision by law for the retirement of
employes who, after long service, have
lost their ability for active duty by reason
of age or disability incident to their work.
The average annual pay of a lighthouse
keeper is but fflOO, and it is estimated that
fully three-quarters of the employes of
the service perform hazardous deeds annually in connection with their duties;
yet if they meet with injury w hile so employed, or become incapacitated through

DERELICTS.

What the Government la
this Line.

Doing In

[ From the Marine Journal. J
The Marine Journal haa printed much
in the interest of freeing the pathways of
commerce from dangerous derelicta,and it
was a source of great gratification to it
when Congress authorized the construction of a vessel especially designed for
this

|;

purpose, and which has

now

been in

commission three years.
One of the most difficult duties in
nection with destroying derelicts

qoently
some

is

locating them,

such method

as

has

and

been

exposure or old age, there is no alternative but their dismissal.
This in not only inhuman, as Commissioner Putnan says, but it is short-sighted on
the part of the government, as it defeats
its aim to get efficient service. England,
Germany, France, Denmark, Holland,
Norway and Sweden are all w iser than we

con-

frt*

in t his respect
making retirement provisions or giving pensions direct to the
in

without

developed

for the tarrying out of this work, search- personnel of their lighthouse services.
ing far them is indeed like looking fora
wedle in a haystack.
There are several
The Prayer of Old BUI Brown.
method* of cruising to cover a given area
Perhaps of all the characters
in which a derelict is to be searched for.
Of round about In town.
Was one up by the mountain
One is to steam in a aeries of concentric i
Called by all, Old Bill Brown.
aqosres or rectanglas with the last reported position of the derelict as a center;
He was odd, he was eccentric,
Never did much harm or good,
mother is to cruise in a spiral about the
Lived alone up by the mountain,
reported location of the derelict, and still
Where hs gained a livelihood.
mother method consists in cruising in a
eerie* of partial rectangles along a lin*»
which is assumed to lie in the direction
that the derelict has drifted.
*^o matter

what method

ib

chosen,

how-

ever. it is usually weary and uncertain
work so (ar a*
finding the derelict goes,
while the searching vessel must also be
careful uot to come in collision with it.
When found, the next problem i» to dispose of
to be

derelicts. Frequently they have
bat sometimes they are
capable of being towed into port. For instance, from 1887 to 1893 forty-one abandoned crafts were salved in this way.
The manner of destruction of a derelict
ha* to be given considerable
thought, and
tb»
advisability of the partial or complete
destruction by fire, if practicable, is
caoally adopted. For instance, a vessel in
ballast burned to the water’s edge would
certainly sink, but if the destruction by
fire is
can be used

destroyed,

incomplete, explosives

toflniBhthe work. Of seventy-six derellcta set on fire from 1890 to
1893, seventytwo were
thereby destroyed. Badly
waterlogged craft do not, as a rule, yield
readily to this method, however. In decoying derelicts by explosives, the most
violent, of course, are the most effective.
i«, however, involves safety in handling
cod
storing such dangerous material.
No greater service can be rendered to
•
ipping than to keep ocean pathways
ecu of this
danger, and navigators are to
*
congratulated on the effective work
aot ia
being done along these lines at the
Present time.
Here

is one

where the husband had
last word and
possibly scored a point,
a
little
during
spat. Uis wife had
n
talk*»g for ten minutes without a
•op and the end came
only when sue
•werted
vehemently: “There, I hope I’ve
made myself
plaint”
“Made yourself
my dear!” he replied. “Why, bless
®*rt»1
didn’t know yon bad anytK8
do with it. 1
thought yon ware
oorn that
way.”
e

^

case

But, to come down to my story
Of how he gained renown;
Twas on Thanksgiving eve in the vil-

|

lage—
In the church, down in the town.
Twas on Thanksgiving evening
At the Baptist church, they say,
That the parson asked all present
To stop, and think and pray.
Then up Jumped Deacon Simpkins,
Who prayed so load and strong,
All knew him to be a Christian,
But vowed he prayed too long.
Then up

got Bro. Thompson,

and devout—
And as he prayed in metaphor.
We knew not what ’twas ’bout”.
A

good

man

Sister Johnson followed closely;
For the heathen she did pray.
She believed In foreign missions,
And was somewhat -‘cracked”, they say
in

soon

after,

Others joined
Twas the same old prayer, we see—
Twas pray to save your neighbor.
For all Is well with me.
But hack in the dark, secluded.
Was a man whose heart did beat.
He staggered, then he caught himself,
And half regained his feet:

OBITUARY.

Tile community was shocked to learn of
the death of Fred Moore, who took his life
by hanging in his barn at about 5 o’clock
last

Friday

afternoon.

Mr. Moore had been in failing health
recently his mind had
been affected at times. He was apparently

as

well

usual

as

Friday,
He

and

was

bad

doing

SMITH—At .\ft.
Fred P Smith,

porous plasters are something
new.” “As to how?” “After they have
be put on
been used as plasters they may
We h*v”
the pianoU dpd «U1 play » tunethe
belladona pi.iters oomprtiing all
popular ain.”
These

Ellsworth

Foundry & Machine Works,

Water Street, Ellsworth, Maine.

GARAGE

and every tool needed to do

—

a

son.

“It is

good

to be sure;
it is better to be
it is best to be insured” with

C. W. & F. L. MASON
GENERAL INSURANCE AGENTS.

REAL ESTATE DEALERS
story house, shed and large stable, all connected with city water and electric
lights, an d> bout 1 acre of land. A bargain ou easy terras.
Two
|

EZL-L-SWORTM,

Heating,
Jobbing.

Guptill officiating.
Juniper cemetery.

at

Interment

NORTH ELLSWORTH.
J. H. Nason

was in Bangor Saturday.
Mrs. Lizzie Nason is employed at J. H.
Nason’s.

Herman Scaramon, of Ellsworth,

Sunday.
Howard Moore, of Lakewood,
ing at E. H. Moore’s.

was

j

Herrick, aged
yeais.
MARTIN—At Hancock, Jan 13, Guilford D
Martin, aged 65 years, 9 months, 28 days.
MILLS—At North Castine, Jan 29, Harry
Mills, aged 78 years.
Fred Moore,
MOORE—At Ellsworth, Jan 26
aged 61 years.
At Ellsworth,
Jan 25, Estella C
8TUART
Stuart, aged
year.
WILSON—At Penobscot, Jan 28, Abigail Wilson aged 89 years.

Mrs.

Herbert Strout and wife

have

SfCbbmisrmnUa

Ellsworth Falls, where they have

CURE YOUR

RHEUMATISM

com-

housekeeping.

menced

play and
evening.
the

dance

at

PAY, NO

WA8HKB.”

ELECTRICAL
Ful

and

AND FIXTURES.
Wiring and Supplies Cheerfully Given

on

ANDREW M.
Estey Building, siue St..

For quality and price mv
stock cannot be excelled.
OBITUARY.

Wall-salactsd line of Neckwear being dosed out cbei,

Lucy A. Maddocks, for many years
a highly-respected resident of this community, died early Wednesday morning,

Clothing Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired

"

Mrs.

Jan. 17.

She had

health this

winter,

been in

Anyone

came as

great shock to her family and friends.
She was born in East Sullivan, June 4,
1840, the youngest child of Abial and
Elizabeth Aeh Pettee. Her childhood was
spent at the old Pettee homestead there.
She was twice married. Her first husband was Josiah Hanna, of East Sullivan.
Most of their brief married life was spent
at East Machias, Mr. Hanna dying a few
years after their marriage. The second
husband was Alexander H. Maddocks,
of North Ellsworth, with whom she spent
a

thirty

years of

happy

married life.

Mr.

Maddocks died five years ago.
Mrs. Maddocks was the mother of four
children—Edward and Helen Hanna, Hallie and Harold Maddocks. Edward died
at the age of nine, and Hallie, always an

invalid,

when about six.

Mrs. Maddocks was always an interested church worker, a woman of loving
disposition and Christian character, deMuch trouble
voted to home and family.
and sorrow came into her life, yet she was
always patient and cheerful, living in the
thought that so many loved ones waited
“on the other side”. She was ready for
the last

years Mrs.
North
at

can

JESSE A. CASE
the man that conquers Rheumatism.
This photograph shows me as I am
over 60 years of age, in perfect bodily physical condition, ABSOLUTELY F REE FROM
Rheumatism. I wish it were possible to
picture my condition 7 years ago. For over
20 years I suffered with Rheumatism, and for
more than h <lf that lime I could not pen a
letter.
See my hands as they are to-daydo yo': want more proof of what my Rheumatic Specific does? If so write at once for my
FREE book on “Rheumatism—Its Cause and
Don’t send a stanp— it’s ABSOCure.”
LUTELY FREE. JESSE A. CASE.
Dept 157. BROCKTON', MASS.
The most wonderful book ever written—
medicine ever comthe most wonderful
I

by tbe Wood Bishop Co.
Bangor. Sold by

J. P.

ELDRIDGE,
Ellsworth

Main Street.

Human Hair Goods
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
Fine quality only, sent on approval to responsible parties, at the lowest prices for the finest

goods.

CARLES HAIR STORE,
Si5 A Congress St.,
Portland, fie.

FURS!
Bring,

send your Furs by express to
us, and get highest market prices from reliable people. Write us what you have.
or

BANGOR TALLOW CO.,
146 Broad Street.

Bangor, Maine

Cotmmaaum

JRetcjjant*.

advertisements^elow

The
represent some of
the lead ins houses of New
England. Our
readers will doubtless find them oi value.
.—~

—"

--—=

BOSTON

COMMISSION MERCHANT

M A

WANT

obtain a cure.

APPLES

litoftaBianal

CarB».

Poultry and Eggs

POTATOES

niu

to-day,

pounded.

ONE

|

F°R

(7
241

M ORRISON, M. D.
State St., Bangoi, Me.
SPECIAL WORK ON

EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT.
LARQB ASSORTMENT OK GLASSES.

Office Hours: 9

J)R.

to[S p. m.
Sundays by Appointment.

a. m.

C.

E.

HOLT,
Dentist,

Bangor,
OFFICE
23 Hammond St.
Olfice hours

:

Maine.

RESIDENCE ;
25 Fourteenth St.
9 to 12.15 ; 1 to 5.

Evenings by appointment

I YOU ALICE

SCOTT

H.

SPECIALTY MADE OF

Guaranteed
solid sterling
silver picture
frame, with
child. Size 3 x 2 1*2 in.

Maddocks

established some five years ago. easel, for man. woman or
Harold E, a Sect postpaid for 36c.
8he is survived by a son
Mrs. Helen N. Nason, three
daughter
sisters—Mrs. Rose J. Morton, Mrs. May H. Hooper Co., 50 BromfleldSt., Boston, Mass
Rand, of Winter Harbor, and Mrs. Lizzie
Thompson of Milton, N. H.
Funeral services were held at the home
Friday afternoon, Rev. Henry W. Conley
S
FOR LADIES and MEN
officiating. Among the floral offerings
The very lateet style., artistic work- W
and roses
K
was a sheaf of wheat, pinks
manship. Prices reasonable.
■
Write us your wants at once.
from Nicolin grange, of which the deM«.
grown
Portland,
ERLICH'S,
I ceased was a member. Interment was in
! the family lot at Nicolin.
route

“Clarion”, it is

Made

Write with stamp to Mrs. Warren
Hutchinson, South B rooks ville, Me.

Ellsworth,
postmistress
serving in that capacity until the R. F. D.
was

a

to meet every requirement.

troubled with

EL C Z

summons.

seventeen

sure

DAVID FRIEND.
Main Street,.Ellsworth

unusually good

her death

and

Whether it’s a range or a furnace—if it is

MOOR.
Ellsworth

—

CLARION.

C OATS

FUR

Bayside Thursday

THE

WIRING.

Lines of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Estimates

wife, Frank'
Moore and wife, Mrs. Inez Smith, Miss
Bessie Patten and Forrest Moore Attended
McGown

Wallace

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
H. B. ESTEY Sl CO.
Ei Is worth. Me
Estey Building. StateSt..

is work-

moved to

ELLSWORTH

All kinds of laundry work done at short notice
Goods called tor and delivered.

in

Lizzie Maddocks is with her niece,
Nason, for a time.

Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 6-6.

—

town

Mrs. Eda

EDWARD F. BRADY,

‘MO

MAINE:

....

PLUMBING,

was

insured;

—

rected.]
He leaves four daughters —Mrs. Mildred
Brewer, Jan 21, by
M. Stevenson, of Bangor; Mrs. Eva C. 1 SWEETSER-AVERY-At
Rev George W Avery, Miss Marie Louise
Sweetser, of Stonington, to Edward Crocker
Hopkins, of Trefiton; Mrs. Ina B. Lynch,
of
Avery,
Brewer._
of this city, and Mrs- Katie L. Warren, of
j
Otis; also two sons-Vernon C., of Lynn, j
Furnace
Hot Water
1HKD.
Mass., and Harold V., who lived at home :
Work and
Verona, Jan 28, Thomas L Ab"
with his father; also three brothers-A. E. : ABBOTT—At
bott. formerly of Ellsworth, aged 64 years.
Moore, of this citft W. H. Moore, of Ban- BLAISDELL—At Waltham, Jan. 29, Martha L HONEST
WORK;;HONEST PRICES'
Blaisdell, aged 74 years.
gor, and Martin M. Moore, of Port TownJan 28, Mrs Lucinda P
Castine.
COLSON—At
send. Wash.; also two sisters —Mrs. KathColson, aged 66 years, 11 months, 28 days.
Twenty Years' Experience.
erine Staples, of this city, and Mrs. Adelia CONNER-^At Castine, Jan 20.
Capt Ezra 8 Personal attention to all details. Telephone
7o
6
months.
Conner,aged
years,
Webber, of Bar Harbor. The funeral was
or mall orders promptly attended to.
held at the residence Monday afternoon, j HERRICK—At Seal Cove, Jan 21, Mrs Loren ]
about 48
Rev. O. J.

repairing with all speed.

Desert, Jan 22, to Mr and Mrs

BUTLER—RICHARDSON
At North Hancock, Jan 24, by Rev P A A Killam. Miss
Helen L Butler, of North Hancock, to
Everett W Richardson, of Bar Harbor.
DODOE—STINSON—At Deer Isle. Jan 16, by
Rev H VV Collins. Alice P Dodge, of Deer
Isle, to Ste*ling B Stinson, of Stofnington.
MASON —HILL—At Orland, Jan/ 24, by Rev
William Forsythe, Miss Bernice E Mason,
of Orland. to Wilbur T Hill, of Bucksport.
ROBERTSON-BO WDEN-At Ellsworth, Jan
2 by Rev P A A Killam, Miss Agnes McQueen Robertson to Frederick Richard
Bowden, both of North Sullivan. [Cor-

ago.

For

Bluehill,

5 Models —$850 to $1,800.

MARKIKD.

been

A stillness fell on the people,
Some eyes, they said, wan’t dry,
They knew that prayer was answered
As it went ap on high.

South

________________________

the

“How Joyful is the thought that lingers,
When loved ones cross death’s sea,
That when our labors here are ended,
With them we’ll ever be.”

Nov. 26.1911.

«•

Dorothy.]

several months and

“Oh Lord, I ain’t much on prayin’,
But I'll do the beat I can;
Just fill my soul with Thanksgivin’
And make me live—a man.”

So the old folks here now tell us.
Of the few that’s left in town.
The greatest prayer they ever beard,
Was said by Old Bill Brown.
#
-L*. JET. 3.

COMPLETE LINE OF- LIOHT DELIVERY TRUCKS

COLLINS—At Surry, Jan 23, to Mr and Mrs
Bert Collins, a son.
GREENE—At Deer Isle, Jan 28, to Mr and Mrs
Frank L Oreene, a daughter.
JORDAN—At Hancock, Jan 15, to Mr and Mrs
Humphrey M Jordan, a son.
RUSSELL—At Ellsworth, Jan 28, to Mr and
Mrs Austin K Russell, a daughter. [Irene

is

effective July 1,1910, through an act
of Congress, placing it under a simple
bureau form in the department of comThis has resulted in a
merce and labor.
saving in personnel, rents of offices and
docks, and lighthouse tenders, yeL the
service has been considerably extended as

a

BORN.

train.

afternoon chores.

came

you punctuaU ‘The wind blew

$5 bill around the corner.’ ’’ “Why,
daughter, I would simply put a period at
the end of the sentence.” “I
wouldn’t,”
Walter B. Cram and wife, of Bangor, said Alioe, mischleveously, “1 would make
a
dash
were here Wednesday afternoon of
afUr the f5 bill.”
last
week, returning home on the evening

Mr. Moore was born at Ellsworth Falls
being made of the availability of
April 22, 1861, son of Edward and Rebecca
wireless telegraphy for fog signals.
Moore. He married Monilvia E. Staples,
This report covers the first year of the
of Penobscot, who died twenty-four years
service under the organization which be-

gation

The celebrated Buick car for 1912 is on the market with FIT E
MODhliN—two runabout; three touring car. We are selling
agents. The features of these cars are such that no intending
purchaser should fail to become familiar with them. We are
prepared to show every detail.

“Father,” asked eight-year-old Alioe,
returning home from school, “are you
good at punctuation?” “Yes,” replied
the father. “Well, tell me,
please, how

The Infant street school, which was
closed last week on account of the illneas
of the teacher, Miss Nina
Franklin, opened

in the
complished during the year in investigabarn only a few minutes alone when his
tions
and experiments in developing imArxeutine end Her People pf To-day,
daughter found him. He was removed at
Jfevin O Winter proved lights and apparatus for the seronce to the house, but life was extinct.
W
and
have
been
R
taken
for
the
17W-1HW.
vice,
Jelfery
steps
New
The
Europe
Mr. Moore was prominent in this commuimprovement of fog signals, particularly
Ufe end Time* of Cnvonr,
and was universally liked; he will be
wuiiam Koscoe rnayer
with a view to having them souhded in- nity
missed.
H Barry O’Brien
John Bright,
stantly on the approach of fog. Investi- greatly
Preserved Smith
Martin Luther,
Charles Darwin and Other English
8 Parke* Cadman
Thinker*.
A C Benson
John Raskin,
Conflict between Individualism and
Collectivism in a Democracy,
Charlea W Eliot
Fran* Boa*
Mind of Primitive Man.
Bolton Hall
01ft of Sleep,

BKOOKSVILLfe.

Oapt. George H. Tapley will observe his
eightieth birthday Feb. 6.

was

typewriting, accounting and
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Union Safe Deposit St Trust Co of Portlaud, for furnishing Probate and Surety Bonds
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore’s Druf
Store). Ellsworth. Me.

—

—

I

HAIR GOODS
block,

I
|

WALLACE

R.

HINCKLEY

ARCHITECT
Offloas,

Bluehill,

Maine

Phone 3-il

The merchant who does not advertise in
a dull season makes it more profitable for
those who do advertise.

Dressed Lambs and Calves
Shippers. SEND US
APPLES
POTATOES,
FANCY HENNERY EQUS.
Top Market Prices
Prompt Returns.
To Ellsworth

BERRIES

—

WITH AN APPROVED HOUSE
CHAPIN BROS.,
107-109 So. Market St., Boston.
Ask for free stencil. We will send market
quotations on request

DEAL

LAWRENCE & CO.
Established 1863

Who'esale
OULTRY,

Commission
ECUS. FRUIT.

Merchant*
PRODUCE

APPLES A SPECIALTY
Boston, Mass.
on application.

Faneuil Hall Market,
Stencils, etc., furnished

Hall tV Cole

Fruit and Produce Comiss on Merciiants
Applts, Potatoes and Cranlnrrins
our

Specialties

BOSTON
100-102 Faneuil Hall Market,
Send for Stencils and weekly market report.

MAINE
a

HAY

Specialty

SHIP A SAMPLE CAR TO
W. J. PHELPS,
Chamber of Cwmmerce Building. Boston,
Reference. Benenn Trust Company.

Mans]

Subscribe tor Thjc Am a mo a»

FRANKLIN.

SWAN’S ISLAND.

ing for a long time with a rheumatic
trouble, and bis death was not unexpected. He bad always followed the sea,

H. P. Blaisdeil has filled his ice-house.

lliss Meta Springer returned Saturday
Aroostook county to resume teaching.

S. Morse & Sod cat and

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS.

week.

100 tons of fine ice last

He
was
Capt. Fred Kent loaded fish from S.
making Castine his home.
of agw. He leaves five Morse & Son and sailed for Gloucester,
a
years
Bar
seventy-eight
of
A.
Harbor, opened
Joy,
George
Eben M. Mills, of Oampello, Mass., last week.
dancing school at the town aall Monday children
Roland H. Mills, Hison, Wash.;
Mass.;
Deep Sea lodge, K. of P., held a special
evening.
Ina Cressey, Glenburne; Annie G. Clay, meeting Tuesday to confer the rank of
The Franklin A. A. played the EllsHelen B. Grant, Big Lake, Knight on five candidates, after which ofworth high school basket ball team Satur- Bucksport;
Wash. Mr. Mills was a helpful and re- ficers were installed as follows: C. C., W.
Score, 14-3 in favor of
day evening.
spected member of Castine grange. He A. Stanley; V. C.,John Kent; prelate,8. J.
Franklin.
was
the kindest vf neighbors, always Stinson; K. of R. and S., Ernest McMrs. Sarah Bunker and sister, Mrs. Adeready to give his assistance when in his Henan; M. of F., H. J. Gott; M. of E., O.
laide Dunn, visited friends in Brewer last
power. He will be greatly missed by all. L.
Milan; M at A., William Holmes;
week.
Sympathy is expresred to his children in I. G., William Harvey; O. G., George
Boyd A. Blaisdeil, who is a candidate for their loss of a father. The funeral will be Turuer. After the installation, scallop
the republican nomination for county held on Wednesday.
stew was served.
treasurer, is one of Franklin’s rising
Jan.
Capt. Freeman Kent met with a serious
29._G.
young men, and worthy a place among the
accident while coming from Rockland
SOUTH WEST..H ARBOR.
county’s officials.
Jan. 24 in
to

FINANCIAL 8TANDING FOR PA8T YBAR—

pleasant event Thursday evening
party planned as a surprise at

A

home of
of

our

The engagement is announced of Miss
Rebecca B., daughter of G. H. Gilley and
wife, to George E. Dunton.

was

JAIL

gathered

for

a

delightful

many

from

twnnty-five

time.

social will be given at the MethoRefreshdist vestry Feb. 15, at 7.30 p. m.
ments free. Singing, recitations, quotation hunt, and other amusements are the
Ice-cream will be
order of the evening.
A dime

B.

Jan. 29.

CASTINE.
are spending a
Bangor.
Weeks, Ned Coombs and J. C.

Carl Wardwell and wife
few

days

in

J. Walter
Gardner went to Ellsworth Monday to

M.

attend

a

democratic

meeting.

In the absence of the
was

sermon

pastor of the Con-

Sunday morning, a
by Mrs. George Benja-

church

gregational

read

min.
An informal reception was
dormitory Saturday evening.
lections and

held at the
Musical

recitations made up

a

se-

short

ShDtrttsnntms.

of

They

ing

the J. C

cough today,

AY YE CO

Lowell.

Friday

wife

On

entertained at

were

the

illness,

of

account

Roger
Hodgkins was unable to have his birthday
party Saturday, for which invitations
were out; but his little friends are looking
forward to Wednesday afternoon, when
he hopes to have the postponed party.
Jan. 29.
R. H.

Sidney Wallace is hauling ice for Guy
Parker.

ice for

Haas.

May

Mrs.

Johnson

is

visiting

her

Eljava Norwood,

Mrs.

Kidneys.

week

you down to the
before you know the

When you seem unable to pin
your mind to any task, your back aches
and you cannot do an ordinary day’s

right?”

on

Bangor

in

visiting

bor,

are

Fred

Murch.

Alice
bor the
and is

Minton,

in

bad

strongly.

too

The

thia

their

use.

I

Ingalls

lumber and
mill.

other.

Five Minutes

Capt.

leecm-

were

the

recently.

The

extended to B.

mortgage

on

for the

sum

and

Harold

(

the
he

pocket. They
mended for nervousness, sleeplessness,
bad dreams, constipation, dizziness
and biliousness.
I

floors.
interrupt the

George

Hardy,

bought

of North Deer

Walker

Rackliffe,

Mrs.

a

Isle,

was a

will leave this week for
a

business college.

of Seal

Cove,

the winter at Oceanville
Mrs. Charles

with

spending
her sister,

is

Webb.

Harry Stanley, who ha9 been in
Appleton since Christmas, has been called
Mrs.

proprietor. The loss is covered by insurThe flames broke out in a bathroom
on tbe second floor of the hotel,
where plumbers
were
thawing frqQpn
water pipes; and the fire was confloed to
two

has

Anthony Bye’s Saturday.

Portland to attend

BAR HABOR.

damaged tbe New Florence hotel
Thursday afternoon to the extent of between $4,000 and $5,000, according to the
estimate made by Miss Tillie Martin,

tbe first

Stanley

Adrian

guest at

Fire

ously
Heartburn and Stomach Dtrslrss will Disappear.
Distress after eating, sourness, gas
and heartburn can be quickly relieved
bv taking one or two MI-O-KA stomach tablets.
They are guaranteed to banish any
case of indigestion, acute or chronic
stomach ailment, no matter what it is
called or money back.
MI-O-.V A stomach tablets are small
andeasily swallowed. They are sold
by G. A. Pareber and druggists everyThey are
where for 50 cents a box
put up in a neat metal box that can
the vest
in
be
carried
conveniently
Sourness, Gas,

especially

with

horse.

ance.

are

in

cutting

ready to operate their
working in the mill one day

are now

While

j

always followed.”
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents.
Foster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, #New York,
sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan's—and take

results have

no

came

..

to me, and I
could soon see

and the best of

getting
discharged,

church

they were helping me, and I con- recently, Frank Truudy was quite badly
taking them until I was better in hurt by stepping through a hole.
Jan. 29.
B.
every way. Since then I have used Doan’s \

occasionally,

society

B. Reed for

tinued

Pills

here from Bernard

thanks of the

that

Kidney

member

new

year—Mrs. Willard Gott, who

^ ,paid to wipe out all bills; also to Rev. E. L.
William Knight, of Monroe, was here Bigelow for help in the matter.
Jan. 29.
Thelma.
Saturday night on business, returning
-x
home Sunday.
SOUTH DEER ISLE.
have finished
Rogers &

kidney
shooting pains across the small of my
back and the kidney secretions were irregular in passage. Doan’s Kidney Pills
finally began

I. society met Friday with
Lunt, with a good atten-

W.

One

new

moved

ORLAND.

C. Ridley is quite ill.
Harold Billings cut his foot quite badly
last week.

Some

German

it, but is doing better since it
He has suffered severely the past

W. T.

dance.

M.
NORTH

who had the

in

George

Mrs.

Mrs. A.

annoyed by attacks of
complaint. There were sharp,

recommended

was

to restore your land to Its natural state of productivity.
Natural because based upon the natural -condition of a
Effective because It is uniform and produces
fertile r il
the desired result—Active because It is applied in suctj

is

year

$5,762,25.

1,000 00

Sheriff

sioners :

72rceipfa.
treasury Dec. 31, 1910, $ 5.762 25
Municipal tax, 1911,
25,868 21
Balance in

Tax

incorporated places,

on

State and county tuxes,
Plantation road taxes,

#

Fines and

7,000

temporary loans,
Hancock county bar association,
tax
Municipal
overpaid, returned,
Supre me court bills of costa,

467
and

paid,

Temporary

110 20

62

Interest

loans

mu-

Clerk of courts,

482 98

Regiaterof probate,
Edward F. Young, juror, overpaid,
James E. Foster, juror, overpaid,
John A. Peter-, tiling cases,
Charles 11. Leland, telephone,
John E. Webster, telephone,
T. F. Mahoney, stenographer,
Check returned unclaimed, wit-

fee,
'Cdmporary loan,

290 75
3 00
12 00
3 00
20
45
512

Interest

7,030 (JO

balances in bank,
Aleobol distilled from confiscated

13 62

Maine, postage, express,

etc.,

57 98

Maine,

State of

State road

fund,

1910,

88 00

John E. Bunker,
stationery,

allowance

for
94

Total receipts,

25

$45,692 93

home

by the illness of her mother, Mrs.

R. W. Judkins.
Jan. 27.

Tbe fire will not seribusiness of the hotel.

H.
SOUND.

prisoners:
Hancock county jail,

633 92

Bangor work jail,
Clothing for prisoners,

241 12
40156

Medical attendance of prisoners,

18 70

Lighting

94 82

court bouse and

jail,

Water supply court bouse and jail,
Wood for jail,
Coal for court bouse,

461 14

Coal for

207 35

jail,
Telephone service,
Janitors,
Repairs Brooksville bridge,
Express, postage and telegrams,
Stationery,
Printing, binding and blank
books,

Investigation

75 00
98 95

269 90
523

50

43 73
294 10

violations of

liquor

Balance 1910:
George F. Newman,
Paul W. Scott,
Leander R Bunker,
H. G. Smallidge,

Investigation, 1911:
Eugene A. Green,
Charles A. Arey,
E. T. Finn,

Haynes,
Jellison,
F. A. Noyes,
Watson L. Mace,

law:
4 36
80 24

03

$10,498

406 44
93 28
153 28
9 84

$227

county commissioners,

Net increase in 1911,

(MW

TV

Higgins,

377 36

Allen,

39 08

tences,

tofltt
o»j

no

this -ten*meat

opp. postofflce.

Ends Life

Croup

Many Children Die of Croup KvrfJ
Year Before

is

Doctor

can

be

Summoned

Parents of children should he P*
r-nro *
pared at all times for a
cr.'up.

Keep in the house a reir.-iy ’.all
will give instant relief anil krep t®
child from choking until the irrivai a
the physician.
(Jet a 50-ceut bottle of III1 IklnlIP
day. and in case of an attach of
pour 20 drops iuto a kitchen ho*!*
boiling water. Hold the child's
over the bowl so that it can birath

72

ensj
k**J

soothing,

arises.

penetrating

van

r

ttj

IS*

In the meantime send f°r

physician.

This treatment has saved tin’
of many children and is a
that all parents should pron.; >'
HVOMKIla sold by G. A

year, 32; 3 males, 1 female,
males and 2 females in 1910.

7

Sargent,

doubt

42

during

7

R. L.

or

l

give full and complete »<ui»f«eMi
every particular. Two sir % 50 ceab
and f 100. Remember, you can bail
Kexall Remedies in Ellsworth ••:iiv at XI
atore—The Itcxall Store. K. O. Moott

The report ol SberiBO. H. Jellison, as
approved by the county commissioners,
with figures of last year for
comparison,
is as follows: Number of weeks' board of
prisoners for 1911, 211 1-3 against 390 2-7
last year. Number of prisoners com-

Kape,
Vagrancy,
Obtaining goods by false

F. E.

should scoff at

hair
nn

not

REPORT.

Arsou,

163 86
68 07

existence,

606 67

124 70

F. P.

in

they have put our claims tot hit
test, with the understanding that t*f
pay us nothing for the remedy if :t d*r

$606 67
|10,49» 79

3

18 26

Hair Tonic in the best

and restorative
until

Net resources, Dec. 30, 1911, $9,893 12
Comparative Statement.
Net resources, l>ec. 30, 1911,
$9,893 12
Net resources, Dec. 31, 1910,
5,?28 40

JAIL

has any tVou* 1*' wub lair
know that wo think ihat Hex-

who

378 25

Total liabilities,
Total resources, Dec. 30, 1911,
Total liabilities, Dec. 30, 1911,

Breaking and entering,
Debt,
Intoxication,
Illegal sale liquors,

4 60

all “93”

cor.

LiabUUiea.
Due on bills of cost allowed by
supreme court,
Due on bills of costs allowed by

•

ll”[

precavjj

druggists

an t a

everywhere,
anteed for croup, catarrh, a-ihiaa sw
and

bronchitis.

3

5

2

I

g

15

I

g

1
7
2
•

7

I

,N ALL COUMTRIFS.
**1
Business direct with Washington
and often the fatrnt.
I;
Patent and Infringement Practice Exc^j*:.e J* I

pre-

IcopjnuliM.

7

'■■

monty

W\ H. Puffer, jr.,
44337
Havey is quite ill.
Write or corn* to db at
29
32
J. T. Snow,
nafil
335 36
•U Mint* Street, opp United BUtee tu'M*
Mrs. Geneva Sargent is quite poorly.
A H*-n» In a Lighthouse.
State roads,
40 75
O Ch_WASHINGTON.
For years J. 8. Donahue. South Haven,
Mrs. Clara Murphy and Arthur Brown
When buying a cough medicine for chilCounty roads,
416 77
Mich., a civil war captain, as a lighthousedren bear in
mind that Chamberlain's
keeper. averted awful wrecks, but a queer have joined Mountain View grange at Work on indexes in registry of
fact is. he might have been a wreck, himself,
Congh Remedy is most eSectual for colds,
West Eden.
deeds,
362 90 croup and
if Electric Hitters had not prevented. "They
whooping cough and that it
cured me of kidney trouble and chills.” he
Robert Higgins and family, of Seal Har- Insurance,
308 50 contains no harmiul drug.
For Bale by
J
writes, “after I had taken other so called
all
dealers.
W.
visited
their
E.
M.
Hancock
Mun. coart,
parents,
93 66
Higgins Expenses
cures for years, without benefit and they also 1 bor,
at
I
am
J.
F.
Now,
improved my sight.
and wife recently.
seventy,
Kuowlton, writs redeemed,
37 97
feeling fine.” For dyspepsia, indigestion, all
A Olrl’a XV.1.1
Ml.iillicit. Klde.
John Tracy and family, who have been E. T. Robinson, decorating court
stomach, liver and kidney troubles, they’re
50
without equal. Try them.
cts
at
Only
bouse,
26 00
living in Charles Tracy’s house, have
all

Miss Vivia

druggists.

Medicines that aid nature are always
effectual.
Chamberlain’s Cough
most
Remedy acts on this plan. It allays the
cough, relieves the lungs, opens the scretions and aids nature in restoring tbe system to a healthy condition. Thousands
have testified to its superior excellence.
Sold by all dealers.

moved to Seal
Jan. 28.

Harbor.
H.

Files for B. H mun court,
Maine Register,
Sheriff’s services in Weaver case,
Sheriff s incidental expenses,

When given as soon as the roupy cougb
Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy Turnkey,
appears
and
will ward
an attack of
off

all danger and
Thousands of mothers
Sold by ail dealers.
vent

)

{

croup
preof anxiety.
use it successfully.
cause

Ice for court bouse and jail,

City
Ellsworth, sprinkling,
Expenses connected with drownof

fl

m

against 27
The various oBences for which
they were
committed with record of last
year for
comparison, were:
1910
1911
Assault,
7 —_
g

4 96

everybody
or scalp to

176 59

34 o>)

232 94

free,
matter, and bring- ab-'Ut
circulation of
blood, whaft
nourishes the hair roots, cau<*ing t.v.-m tl
tighten and grow new hair. W-

1,213 66

Total resources,

is

natural

restore

healthy

LIABILITIES.

and grass,

dandruff,

germ

62 75

mitted

E. L.

G. Green,
James S. Fernald,
J.J. Roberts,

40 77

13 88

O. H.

W.

17 50

225 00

judges’ expenses,
Due from State account of taxes in
unincorporated places, timber

*d*3” Hair Tonic

d'-viud h
eohr
when its loss has been brought about by
disease, and make the hair im:.:m!1> silky,
soft and glossy.
It does thi* because I
stimulates the boir follioli*. ■!*—:r.-vs ;a

26 00

$37.062

I

cases.

K-xall

26

banish

records,

AND

of

80 46
214

Resources.
Cash in treasury,
$8.610 30
11] 44
Unpaid taxes in plantations,
314 45
Unpaid road taxes in townships,
Due stenographers probate court,
72 35
Due from dtate account supreme

210 00
601 13

151 95

court surveyor,

RESOURCE*

liquors,

10 10
940 90

573 75
1,739 32

Total disbursements,

81 37

on

State of

Edgar 1. Lord,

00

500 00

Constables, serving venirca,
Court expenses paid Uy sheriff,
Auditor® and referees,
Agnes A. Lord, services rendered
judges,
Stenographers at equity hearings,
Expense* of court stenographer,
Wm. E. Whiting, examining clerk
of courts’

75

ness

If you happen to be trouble 4 * ithdtal*
ruff, itching scalp, falling hnr or
ness, we have a remedy wh o. *
Miett
will completely relieve th
trust**
We are /> sure of this that w offer it It
you with the understanding that ;t «i8
coat you nothing for the tr.s! if it dost
not produce the results w*. « Uun. Tint
remedy is vm I led ilexail “fti JUrTook
We honestly believe it to be tb- mmt
scientific remedy
for :*cmtp and m
troubles, and we know of in-thing flu
that equals it for effort tvciv--*.
ause of
the results it ha* produced in tb&uau*

112 00

on

r-.-tmg-ptaj

for microbe*.

45000
County treasurer.
2.25000
County commissioners,
600 00
Judge Ell* orth mun. court,
400 00
Recorder Ellsworth mun. court.
50000
Judge W. lUiu'ot k mun. court,
Recorder W. Hancock mun. court, 22300
750 00
Judge B. H. mun. court,

683 56

is

week.

past five weeks, has returned here,
with her aunt, Mrs. Annie

J. Clark, Surry Road, Ellsworth, Me.,

sore

broke.

Bar Har-

boarding

Jan. 29.

health

measles about three w’eeks ago, has been
having a baa time with bis ear, having a

wife, of Seal Hardaughter, Mrs.

their

who has been

Reed, jr.,

Edmund

Gilley.

says: “Doan’s Kidney Pills are certainly
an effective kidney medicine, and I cannot
them

this

balance

Following is a summary of the county
treasurer’s report, wbi<*h has been examined and approved by the county commis-

Zulma 8.

land.

for treatment.

David Marshall and

muscles

statement.

was

rash

Expenditures.
Repairs on court bouse,
$190 79
at
172 39
jail,
There were no services at the church Repairs
Court bouse furniture and supplies, 228 63
here Sunday, as the pastor, Rev. E. L.
Jail furniture and supplies,
87 92
Bigelow, went to his charge at Gott:s is- Board of

-—

recommend

The

$8,610.30. Last year’s balance

New England Animal Fertilizer

better.

busi-

Miss Linda Burns has gone to the hos-

pital

Don’t wait for the serious trouble—begin using Doan’s Kidney
Pills when you feel the first backache or
first notice
urinary disorders. This
remedy has given new life and strength to
thousands.
3.T.8
Proof of merit in an Ellsworth citizen’s

been

is in Bar Harbor

in the woods last week.

and vital organs.

had

grandmother, Mrs.
Clark, Sunday. Mrs. Clark’s

Carrol Meader hurt his leg quite badly

kidneys slacken their filtering
work and the uric acid circulates with the

years ago 1

year.

Reta, Leola, and Marie Rumill

Misses

ness.

The
Sick

E.

Reed

point.

Clark’s

OAK POINT.
Fred Murch

work, it is time to ask youself this ques-

nerves,

at

visited their

cause.

blood, attacking brain,

Julia and Grace Clark spent last
Manset. Miss Julia il still there.

spent Saturday and
Sunday at the home of Theresa Lunt, on

iting Mrs. F. J. Rich, went to West TreThursday to visit her son Dennis.
Jan. 26.
Kin.

runs

also W. H. Lunt.

as is

Miss Hazel

who has been vis-

mont

“Are my kidneys working
answer is in your condition.

Carrie

better,

Misses

cove.

Awaken to the Danger and Cure

tion:

who knew' and

est sympathy is felt for the family.
Guy Parker.
N.
Jan.2ft,
Capt. John Latty and wife are visiting
Capt. Latty’s home at Seal Cove.
WE8T TREMONT.
Mrs. Julia Holden, of Southwest HarThe local union will meet here Saturday
bor, is visiting her brother, E. B. Clark.
Feb. 3.
Mrs. Sidney Wallace is spending a short
F. W. Lunt has had a bad attack of grip
time at Bernard with Mrs. John Closson.

nephew, William B. Mitchell, at Mitchell’s

Kidney sickness
verge of collapse

friends

Minn., also two half-brothers in the far
West. Funeral services were held at the
borne
Wednesday, Jan. 24, Rev. Mr.
Brown, of the Southwest Harter Methodist church, officiating. Interment was in
the family cemetery at Center. The deep-

TREMONT.

but is

the Weakened

USE THE PROPER BRAND OF

costs, supreme
Stanley, of Baker's
nicipal courts and trial justices, 2,584 29
Island, and Mrs. Viola Phippen, of IslesFees
of county officers:
Grand jurors,
ford, and two brothers—Samuel H., of
Register of deeds,
2,080 24 Traverse jurors,
Salina, Kan., and Richard, of Duluth,
Mrs.

sisters

_

on

character.

leaves, beside her bus
band, a son and daughter, sixteen and
eighteen years of age respectively, two

Master

C. H. Norwood is working

Christian

but among the
loved her. She

Rice Wednesday evening.

home of W. H.

fine

Though domestic in her tastes, and a true
home-maker, she was ever ready to help
in religious and oocial work, for the uplifting of society, having the best interest of tUe community at heart. Her passing leaves a void, not alone in her home,

Capt. A. B. Holt and wife and Herbert
Davis and

of

woman

even-

Hodgkins attended the boys’
convention in Waterville as a delegate
from the Sunday school.

a

by

will be held

of this week.

Howard

child is called dull and stupid
when the whole trouble is due to a
lazy
liver. We firmly believe your own doctor will tell you that an occasional dose
of Ayer’s Pills, sugar-coated, will do such
children a great deal of good. Ask him.
MM.

postponed,

was

bat what about tomorrow?
Better be prepared tor it
when it comes. Ask your
doctor about keeping Ayer’s
Cherry Pectoral in the house.
Then when the hard cold or
cough first appears you have
a doctor’s medicine at hand.
This cough medicine is
especially good for children.
No anodynes. No alcohol.
Many

report shows a net increase |in reof f 4,161.72, against an increase in
1910 of $883 40.
The total expenditures for the year were
$30,082.63, not including a temporary loan
of $7,000 negotiated and paid during the
The

sources

-.-

Children
may not

His coat

been issued.

COMPANY

9ale.

on

smack.

The annual report of the county commissioners—Fred R. Page, M L. Allen and
W. H. Sherman—with reports of County
Trea urer Heath and Sheriff Jellison, has

COUNTY TAX.
caught in a set screw on the shaft of his
engine, and drew him upon the engine,
County Treasurer Heath’s report shows
cutting i^nd bruising his face, throat and all the county tax collected, except that of !
form that it is easily absorbed and quickly assimilated,
body in a terrible manner. It was thought No. 8 plantation. The assessment for the I
and Forcing because there is food for all ages of the
A new lot of books has been purchased
at first that he could not recover. Though
held in the soil until required at the different periods
year was as follows:
and catalogued for the public library.
plant
very weak from loss of blood, he is now33 Orland,
of maturity. There is some brand just suited to your needs,
$484 16;
Amherst,
$117
Mrs. Julia Gilley Marson, of Boothbay more
comfortable, and if no complications
69 01
72 35 Otis,
Aurora,
if you are not sure which ore yrill give you the best results
Harbor, is visiting relatives and friends arise, w ill recover.
375 14
878 87
Penobscot,
Bluehill,
here.
write us and we will help solve your problem.
Nanonie council had a raising of chiefs Brook I in,
344 74 j
339 21 Sedgwick,
Our Crop Book will be of service to you. Write for one.
The new Baptist minister, Rev. Mr. MacThursday evening, Jan. 23, by the D. D. Brooksville,
241 66;
446 57 Sorrento,
Ilvin, at Manset is winning a large meas- Great
Mrs.
asNettie
Milan,
Pocahontas,
1,225 73 .8 W Harbor, 687 83
Buck sport,
ure of praise for bis able sermons and
NEW ENGLAND FERTILIZER
sisted by the Past Pocahontas of tne coun724 63 Stonington, 861 35;
Castine,
BOSTON. MASS.
pastoral work.
1
cil. The chiefs are:
Mrs. Dora Stinson, Cranberry I.,
325:8 Sullivan,
529 63
'ftie Congregational sewing circle met prophetess; Mrs. li. W.Joyc*,Pocahontas;
FOR SSLB BY
ft56 0l Surry,
284 10 j
DeerlsD,
w ith Mrs.
Emily Freeman Jan. 17, with a Mrs. M. E. Hick more, Winona; M. E. Dedham,
155 69 Swan’s is!., 259 97
E. W. Wooster, Ellsworth.
larg* attendance. Plans were laid for a Bickmore, Powhatan; vlrs. A. M. Birbour
395 41
10139 Tremont,
East brook,
Fred Moore, Ellsworth.
February entcrtainpaent. On Jan. 24. chief of records; Mrs. Ella Morse, keeper
187 89
8.181 70 Trenton,
Eden,
twenty-two represented the circle at Mrs. j of wampum, Mrs. Sophia Sloekbridge,
102 83
2.696 38 Verona,
Ellsworth,
R. P. t irk’s, with one visitor, Mrs. Alby. collector of wampum. After the raising,
j
487 93
104 38
Waltham,
Franklin,
was
served
in
lo
the
lodge-rouin
Woodbury Gilley and Willie Knowles, j supper
551 96 Winter Bar, 618 12
Gouidsboro,
HKLPrt’L. HINTS UN IIAIR !
82 59
ing accident,
who went South lecently to investigate about seventy-five. The remainder of the
464 57 Long £ Flan, 48 87
Hancock,
HKAI/TII.
of changing Orland State
Expense
was
lots of land purchased in Alabama, spent evening
spent playing games.
116 48 Plan No8,
*31 97
Isle an Haul,
12 9H
road,
S.
Jan. 27.
very little time there and returned much
49 02
256 48 Plan No 21,
Lamoine,
Scalp am! Hair Troubles t^neraUy
County Commissioner®’ bills ofjjcost*:
disappointed and thoroughly digusted j
92 08
6127
Plan No 33,
C aused by «'»r*lr«*nesa.
Mariaville,
06
1.003
SEAL COVE.
Criminal
actions,
w ith
the boom circulars which induced j
Mount Desert, 2,467 25
IUndruff is a contagious di*.-*** ,ia^
444 00
Coroners,
conE.
and
wife
are
P.
Lunt
receiving
them to waste good money on worthless
$28,000 37
109 06 by a microbe which also produma t*14.
Agents, cruelty to animals,
land in a swampy district largely covered gratulations on the birth of a daughter, Amount assessed on towns
73 32 new. Never us© a comb or brush belayto children,
cruelty
22.
Agents,
born
Jan.
with water, and
with
as above,
no
industrial
$26,000 37
ing to ioim one else. No matter 'm
officers:
Salaries
of
schemes to warrant settlement,
Fannie, wife of Loren Herrick, died at Amount assessed on un00 cleanly the owner may hr. t v
of probate,
1,100
Judge
Spray.
her home here Jan. 21, of pneumonia,
incorporated places, $1,177 12
j Jan. 29.
1,000 00 may be infected with microbes a hid
Register of probate,
aged about forty-eight years. Mrs. Her- Timber and grass on
300 00 wlU infect your scalp. It i* far
LAMOINE.
Clerk
hire,
reserved lands,
36 54
of
rick was born at Center, daughter
to catch hair microbes than it ia to
of
2.101)00
Clerk
courts,
get
66
Miss Stella King is at home for a visit.
-1,213
the late Capt. William Ober and wife, and
3>X)0Q rid Of them, and a single strike of
Clerk hire,
H. L. Cootidge and wife visited friends nearly all her life was passed in the village
Grand total,
03
infected
comb or brush may u.-ji t<^d g
$27,214
1,3)0 00
Register of le^ds,
in Franklin Sunday.
of her birth, they having resided here
Never try on an v body elirt
•Unpaid.
000 00 baldness.
Clerk hire,
The Christian Endeavor social which only about two years. Mrs. Herrick was a
treasurer’s report.
hat.
Many % hat-band is a

the

fl. P. Blaisdeil and wife in honor
esteemed townsman’s birthday.

The severe cold prevented
but
about
coming out,

his lobster
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program, followed by games and dancing.
Harry Mills died Monday at his home in
North Castine. Mr. Mills had been suffer-
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two scales, and also cut and piled
and one-half cords of measured oord
wood last Thursday, all done inside of

NEWS.
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qutrlng

BBOOKUN.
a

H' H'
O- Allen h** moT'd int0

•rilett'»*®Dl‘

returned
yverett Ksne
ddieon Friday.
has

Hsrry Cousins
vm*

Sunday.
Mias Etta Young, assistant In the telephone exchange at Sedgwick, is home on a
three weeks' vacation with her parents, C.
H. Young and wife.
Xknofuon.
Jan. £>.

to hie home in

purchased

a

of

horse

Bandage.
W. Nutter visited friends in
I“t week.
house for F. L.
E. 1 Hi'1 *» keeping

£«

B

Jlrs.
winter.
Hen this
Small preached his farewell
8ev E. E.

*00 at the Baptist church Sunday,

to

a

r p congregation.

w-Cunningham and wife have Uker.
to the hoepital at Portleirson Virgil
nd lor treatment.
of the high school gave a
The students
to Mise Vera Bmall
nwe» reception
in grange hall.
ridsy evening
and wlfa returned from
H M Pease
Wednesday. While there Mr.

Mgla/id

w had
is nose.

operation performed upon

an

for BoaE. Farnsworth left Monday
there he will go to Rochester
jo. From
attend the cannera’ convention, Mr.
for a few weeks
hraswortb will viait
Fla., where Mrs. Farnst Orange City,
t

winter,
rorth is spv nding the
Uw* Femme.
jso 29.

SOUTH BBOOKUN.
ice is

The
reira here.

raising havoc with the herring

from a severe
Otis Hooper is recovering
Hack of grip.
There **» a pie aupper in the hall Satiday evening.
Edwin Carter loat
light, valued at $60.

a

Wendell Urant and wife, of Old Towp,
visiting Warren Burns and wife.

recently
ice, is improving.

who

was

put up here.
of

Tuesday,
Prompt

and

later in the

such intimate relations that no
one can be expected to be well
acquainted with success who does
not keep good hold on health.
Most serious sicknesses start In
minor troubles of the digestive
Thousands know by
organs.
actual experience that health and
strength—and therefore success—

from
back

to her

!

floe

damage.
anchorage

day.
G.
W

EST BROOKLIN.

Henry Bridges and Gilbert Carter are
chopping wood for Roy Allen.
Mrs. Mary A. Closson has sold her cow
to Irvin Candage, of Sedgwick.
Moulton Cooper and wife spent last
week in Rockland with

relatives.

Miss Maud Willey recently visited her
aunt, Mrs. Byron Ford, at Sedgwick.

Increased
By Use ol

Are

Isaac is

Mrs.

Brooklin

w

days at j
daughter, Mr6. Myrtle

spending

ith her

few

a

Powers.

Fourteen friends of D. H. Bridges and

in time, and betroubles become deepThis famous
seated and lasting.
family remedy will clear your sys-

Beceham's Pills

wife gave them a house-warming at their
A pleasant
new home Saturday evening.

minor

evening was spent.
Jan. 29.

tem, regulate your bowels,
late your liver, tong your stomach.
Then your food will properly
nourish you and enrich ymir blood.
You will be healthy enough to
stinsu-

B.

BLUER ILL FALLS.
The bay is frosen

over.

Austin Cbaito worked at Bluebiil for
last week.

McKay
Stephen Chatto

Mrs.

disease—strong enough to
take due advantage of opportunity alter taking, as needed,

resist

and

News has reached here of the illness of
Capt. R. G. F. Candage, in Gleasondale,
Mass.

Meservey

Mrs.
week
little

visited

Camden

last

Thursday to Saturday, her
daughter remaining with her aunt,
from

Mrs. Carrie

Cbaito, in her mother’s ab-

sence.

10c. tfc.

CEO Mbs.

Jan. <29.

FOR DOUBT.

WEST SEDGWICK.

Mrs. Mae Herrick is very ill.
Facts Backed by u
Miss Maud Gray, who has been ill, is
Htroug Guarantee.
We guarantee
better.
all
sufrelief
to
complete
|
erers from
Miss Flossie Varnam, of North Brookaconstipation, or, in every case
abere we fail, we will
meditbe
ville, has been visiting Miss Eleanor Gray.
supply
cine free.
Irving Peasiee, of Hancock, formerly of
Sexali Orderlies are a gentle, effective,
as teamster
is
! West

Statement

of

j

spendable,

and

Kren<tbener

and

Sedgwick,

employed

safe bowel regulator,
! by A. A. Uoodell.
tonic. They aim to reStella Carter, who is employed at Mrs.
Kttbligh nature’s functions in
a*quiet, \
Wessel’B at North Sedgwick,
*8y way. They do not cause incon- ! Mildred
with her parents,
venience, griping or nausea. They are so spent Sunday
*e*8aru to take and work so easily that
Emery Gray attended the party at
Goodell’s hall in North Brooksville Monmay be taken
one

j

j**y

by any
They thorougVv tone up

»me.

at

any
the whole

day night, given by Emery

W*® to healthy activity.
tteiali Orderlies are
unsurpassable and
for the use of
children, old folks and
licate persons. We cannot too highly
k°ooirnend them to all sufferers from any
®rm °*
constipation and its attendant
m*i* Three
sizes, 10c., 25c., 50c. Remember, you can obtain Uexall Remedies
“ this
community only at our store -The
Store. E. Q. Moorb, cor. opp.

Jan. 29.

Vulekeat

Dandruff Cure World baa
Ever Known.
40 get rid of dandruff
in tthrou.want
ie shortest
possible time get a
»otue of Parisian
sage to-day
«na use it.
*** banishing dandruff and

Mrs. Albion Saunders is very ill.
Talk about cold weather in the good old
times I We’ve received some of it this
winter.

I. E. Lufkin is hauling stavewood to
Patten’s pond for Hollis WiliinB and sous
mill
to be manufactured at M. A. Gasper’s

itching
eauty to

'0T lalr> but never found
any-

to PARISIAN SAGE
Svi?UaJ
*?g dandruff. It is also a

did

at

I

**.

everywhere

EAST BLUEHILL.
Mrs. Flora Thom and son John are
for a few
home from Northeast Harbor

proceeds, fl3.

D. Smith,

ter* S'^v °f Commerce Bldg., ItochesSAUE *» sold by G. A.
i'arciL^#UdVjdruggl8ls
for

50 cents

k*

a supper in
The Baptist society served
Net
the grange hall Thursday evening.

■tchint'! ,e8sing end quickly stops
last ,l calP' 1 bave used it for the
years.”
T.
Chami

North Bend.
Jan. 29.__

for weeks.

splen-

h

$4,000,428 78

Surplus to policy-holders,
GAINS DURING

$1,955,969 82
1911.

$238,623 41
Li8,262 89
106,870 55
Y. L. MASON, Agents,
ELLSWORTH, ME.

Jan. 29.

I

R'

the 1bowels,
Harsh physics reset, weaken
Doan a Beaulets
cause chronic oonstiDation.
cure constistomach,
the
tone
one rate easily,
A.k your druggist for them.

p£t(‘n £c

-Adit.

RESIDENT OWNERS.

Preble, Emerson
Smith, Wiimot
Smith, R V A S L
Tracy. Jackson A
Whitten. Ophelia A
Young, Mrs Lizzie
t

160

#760

#1 50

116
180

466
080
400

03
1 96

100
74

382
324

80
76
66

712

#3,802

#6 60

82

NON-RESIDENT OWNERS.

Ashley, Eben, est of
Bunker, Howard C
Baker, Colin, est of
Baker, C F

60

100

20

200

400

80

160

80
32
32

80

160

win W
Bunker. U G
Ct ndon, Frank B
Ellsworth Lumber
Co

2,000

4,000

600

3,200
1,200

Goodwin. F W
Noyes, Frank P
Hill, Sarah A
Hill. William

7,550

15,100

Dojle. Sidney E, Ed-

87
160

1,600

8

180

320

00
36
64

6

40

2

40
H

Havey. Benjamin
Libby, Frank 8
Martin, Wilijam R
Noyes, Frank P
O'Brien, Edward

Perry, Thomas
Plummer, J F
Smith, D C and
Buzzell, H 8
Smith, Everett

100
25
75
65
150
13
150
120
100
60

200

30 20
40

50

10

lfiO
130
300

80
26
60

26

05

300

60

200

40
40
30

200
150

to be within three months from the date of
the assessment.
Ellsworth, Maine, December 12,1011.
Fbtd R. Page,
)
Co Oomr'a
for
Melville L. Allen,
William H. Sherman, ) Hancock Co.

|

Bankrupt’s Petition
In the matter of
Herman D. Smith,

Bankrupt,

for

Discharge?

1

[in Bankruptcy.
)

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the District Court of the United States for the District of Maine.
d. smith,
of
Eden, in
the county of Hancock and State of
Maine, in said district, respectfully represents, that on the 10th day of July, last
he was duly adjudged bankrupt user the Acts of
Congress relating to bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all his
property and rights of property, and has fully
complied with all the retire roe ntB of said
acts and of the orders of cum-i touching his

Herman

Sant

bankruptcy.

Wherefore he prays that he may be decreed by the court to have a full discharge
from all debts provable against his estate
under said bankruptcy acts, except such debts
as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 11th day of January, a. d. 1912.
Herman D. Smith,

Bankrupt.

Order of Notice Thereon.
District of Maine ss.
On this 27th day of January, a. d. 1912, on
reading the foregoi' g petition, it Is—
Ordered by the court, that a hearing be
had upon the same on the 8th day of
a.
d.
before
said
court
March,
1912,
at
Portland, in said
district, at ten.,
o’clock
in
the forenoon; and that notice thereof be published in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper printed in said district, and that all known creditors, and other
person.! in interest, may appear at the said
time and place, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
And it is further ordered by the court, that
the clerk shall send ny mail to all known
credftorB copies of said petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of residence as stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale,
Judge of the sard Court, and the seal thereof,
at Portland, in said district, on the 27th day of
January, a. d. 1912.
James E. Hewey, Clerk.
[L. 8.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest:—J*mes E. Hewey, Clerk.

200
73
40
(Justine,
36
90
180
county, deceased. A certain iusti ument purto be the last will and tesiametit of
20
04
5
porting
reception
by said
40
decased, together with petition for proMisses Gertrude Mason, Dora Dunbar, Al- bate thereof, presented
400
200
80
by Nora £5. Conner, Smith, Alonzo
Smith, Helen W and
berta Dunbarand Persia Pickering. There tbe executrix therein named.
Whii ten, Louise H
135
54
270
George A. Foss, late of Hancock, in said
were many wedding
The
gifts.
20
60
100
couple county, deceased. A certain instrument pur- Sperry. Wil iam
500
2 00
1.000
will reside at their new home in Bucks- porting to be the last will and testament of Sione, Frank P
NOTICKj OF FORECLOSURE.
said deceased, together with petition for pro
5
20
04
Tracy, Isaiah
A.'H. Withee, of Surry, Han42
port.
bate thereof, presented by Frank A. Foss, tbe
105
210
cock county. Stale of Maine, by her
executor th« rein named.
46
Jan. 29.
M.
deed dated the eighteenth day of
mortgage
A.
late
of
8
and
Anderson,
John
Orland, in said Young,
May
Haucock
60
200
40 October, 1904. and recorded in
county, deceased. A certain instrument purKiuder, Lewis
registry of deeds in book 413, page 188. conGREAT POND.
porting to be tbe last will and testament of
to me, the urdersigned. a certain lot or
ve>ed
25
said deceased, together with petition ior pro- Total non-residents, 14,483
$29,128
$58
Mrs. Estabrook and wife, of Bangor, bate thereof and for the appointment of Wil- Total residents,
parcel of land situated in Surry, Hancock
6 60
702
8,302
county, Maine, and bounded and described as
with a party of friends, are expected at liam A. Anderson, administrator with the will
to wit:
follows,
Beginning on the northerly
85
the
15.185
$64
anuexed,
said William A.
Totals,
$32,428
by
her father's, Ezra Williams, Sunday, for Auderson, presented
side of the county road leading from Ellshusband of said deceased.
Said
The foregoing amount of $64.85 is to be ex- worth to Surry in the easteily line of the E.
to appoint an exdeceased
omitted
having
early Ashing.
*
ecutor in said will.
pended upon the county roads in township N. Osgood lot; thence running north (218)
Herbert A. Clement, late of Mount Desert, Number Seven in said county of Huncock and two hundred and eighteen ft. to a stake;
Every family in this town has received
and one-half
in said county, dece«sed. Petition that Addle R. V. Smith, of Steuben, is appointed agent to then easterly (94 1 2) ninety-four
from Mr. Whall, of Dorchester. Mass., a L. Clement Gault or some other suitable
the expendituie of eaid amount. feet to a stake; thence southerly (218) two
per- superintend
On township Number 9, South Division. hundred and eighteen feet to the center of
summer resident here, a hot-water botile
son be appointed administrator of tbe estate
said
of said deceased, presented by Addie L. Clem- We assess the sum of $115.20. as follows: Kate sain county road- thence westerly by
of pottery—a very acceptable gift this cold
of taxation, ten mills on a dollar. Valuation, center of said coun*y road to place of beginent Gault, wluow and also a creditor of said
ning, containing (20.601) square feet, more or
$11,520.
weather.
deceased.
No.
Valuless, it being my homestead where I now live
Ida N. Hodgkins, late of Ellsworth, in said
Tax. with all the buildings thereon. Also another
acres,
ation.
Name of owner.
Ezra Williams has gone to Brewer to county, deceased. Petition that Lewis Hodglot or parcel of land situated in Surry
kins
or seme other suitable
be
E
H,
Hamlin,
person
Greely,
ap
work on the survey of the Eastern Maine
bounded and described as follows, to wit: beH E» Crossmau,
pointed administrator of the estate of said de
all that part of the Witham lot, so called,
ing
railroad.
Mrs. Nellie Haynes and daughWalter B (formerly
Lewis
ceased, presented by
Hodgkins,
50 lying south of the Heath Meadow Stream and
$40
JP
$4,050
Of
s
id
deceased.
2,025
widower
Gordon),
ter Winifred have gone to Bangor to
bounded on the east by the Henry Phillips
00
10
£00
Nash
&
A.
1,000
Sewall,
Patterson, late of Bucksport, ip
Mary
lot, on the south by the said Phillips, the
meet Mr. Haynes, who has been on the said county, deceased.
First and final ac- Wymau, Jasper &
Fenn lot and Muck Hole lot and E. N. Osgood,
64 70
W. McAlister, administrator,
6,470
count of Guy
bon,
3,235
on the west by said E. N. Osgood and Patten's
survey some time.
filed for settlement.
stream, and on the north by the Heath
$115 20 Pond
$11,520
5,760
Mary A. Franklin, late of Sullivan, In said
Meadow stream, contaiug fifty acres more or
Friday morning a house belonging to
Second account of Amcounty, deceased.
and whereas, the condition of said mortless;
several
of
the
Frank E. Mace was burned. The house brose Simpson, executor, tiled for settlement.
each
We hereby assess upon
has been brokeu, now. therefore, by rea1
Elizabeth B. Jarvis, late of Ellsworth, in owners named in the foregoing list his respec- gage
was rented to Patterson & Williams to
son of the breach of the condition thereof, I
Second and fiual ac- tive proportion therein set down of said sum claim a foreclosure of said
said county, deceased.
mortgage.
Lincoln
hot
a
shave hoops in.
too
we
do
Are, count of Henry M. Hall, administrator de of $115.20 and
They got
hereby appoint
»
H. J. Millikkv.
C. Bragdou of Franklin, in said coupty of
and it caught in the chamber floor around boats non, tiled for settlement.
his a ttys.
By Peters A Knowlton,
Fiankie M. Jordan, late of Orland, in said j Hamock, as agent to superintend the exEllswoith, Maine. January 27, a. d. 1912.
the stovepipe. Fortunately there was no county deceased.
Final account of Charles penditure of said amount of $115.20 upon the
!
Dunn, administrator, tiled for settlement.
county road in said township Number Nine.
wind, or Mr. Mace’s stable and dwelling J.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Georgianna Wescott, a minor, of Eden, in ) On township Number 10, Western Part. We
would have gone.
Petition filed by Angus M. Mac- ! assess the sum ol $158.72 as follows: Rate of
said county.
L. Kenney, <t Verona,
TI/HEREASof Fred
Valuation,
for
license
to sell certain ; taxation, four mills on a dollar.
Donald,
Hancock. 8tate of Maine, by
guardian,
E.
\\
county
Jan. 20.
real estate oi said minor, as described in said $39,681.
his mortgage deed dated March 9 »©!♦', and reNo.
Valupetitiou.
corded in Hancock county registry
deeds,
Tax. ! in book 468,
AMHERST.
acres,
ation.
Name of owner.
Daniel or Daniel F. Davis, late of Buckspage 97, conveyed to the underPetition filed !
6 60
700
port, in said county, deceaced.
A & Co,
1,400
signed, Haitie M Mooney, of said Bueksport,
Campbell,
Mrs. N. H. Grover is ill.
4 96 | certain real estate situate in said Verona de619
by Annie Davis, widow, for an allowance out ; B aisdell, John W
1,288
A cerol the personal estate of said deceased.
2i I scribed in said mortgage as follows:
50
25
Emery, Charles
The ladies' aid society held a sale at the
Charles T. How, late of Eoen, in said conn- j Goodwin, J?' W
81 44
tain lot or parcel of laud situated in said Ve10,180
20,360
Petition filed by Samuel W. | Greely, E H. Hamlin,
*
grange hail Saturday evening. Refresh- ty. deceased.
I rona, on the west* rly side of the main road
bates and Frank C. bates, administrators
and bounded as follows: Beginning on said
H E> and Joy, Gidments were served. Receipts, fl3.
with the will annexed, that au order be issued
6 40 : road at the southeast comer of land of H. H.
800
eon L
1.600
the
at law of said j
distribute
to
6
80
heir?
Danfortb: thence running westerly by Danamong
850
1,700
met
with
Mrs.
ladies’
aid
Holman,
The
CVey
Bociety
2 92
deceased, tbe amount remaining in tbe hands Holman. Minnie Ross, 365
forth’e sou'h line about twelve rods to his
730
Leo Jordan
Wednesday of last week, of said administrators C. T. A., upon the eet- Nash, William M
5 60
southwest corner; thence northerly by said
700
1,400
21 68
Danforth’s land about ten rods to Bassett’s
Nash & Sewall,
5,420
The Bociety tlement of their second account.
2,710
twenty-four being present.
Bassett’s
Levi Franks, late of Brooksville, in said Oubutt, Joseph
1 22
south line; thence westerly by
308
58
in
Edmond
Giles
two
will meet with Mrs.
1 10 south line (N. 66° W.) 87 rods. 15 links to a
4
275
county, deceased. .Petition filed by Susan G. ! Robbins, James A
thence
an
order
isthat
be
of
Friend's
Franks,
4
80
the
corner
land;
stone
at
administratrix,
600
A
L
&
1,200
Stewart.
Sons,
weeks.
sued to dist ribute among the heirs at law of Ward Bros & Wy8. 53° W. by Friend’s land 18 rods, 15 links to
8 00 ; the
north side of a pair of bars near his
2,000
man.
1,000
Dr. Edgerly returned home Sunday, said deceased, the amount remaining in the
I barn; thence south 61- east 56 rods, 17 links to
hands of said administratrix, upon the set- Wyman, Jasper &
after having spent a week in Old Town, tlement of her first account.
300
1 20
I said road and thence northerly by said road 13
150
Sou,
H. McCullough, late of Philadel6 80
EdmuntT
1.700
rods, 8 links to the place of beginning, con850
death
of
called
the
been
there
by
having
First
00
of
deceased.
8
state
Pennsylvania
taiug seven acres more or less, ana Dting
phia,
his wife’s mother, Mrs. Weymouth. Mrs. account of The Provident Life and Trust Comsame premises convey ed to me by Hattie M.
of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, execu$168 72 Mooney, aforesaid, by warranty deed dated
$39,681
mother
her
pany.
19,811
who
has
been
with
Edgerly,
March's*, a. d. 1910. and to be recorded. And
tor, filed for settlement.
has
through her illness, is expected home
Edmund H. McCullough, late of PhiladelWe hereby assess upon each of the several whereas the condition of said mortgage
First owners named in the foregoing list his restate of Pennsylvania, deceased.
been and now remains unbroken, now therephia.
Tuesday.
of
the
condition
breach
the
Life
and
Trust
reason
of
The
Provident
said
account
of
set
down
of
therein
fore,
by
proportion
Jan. 20.
P. j Company, of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, spective
thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said mortsum of $168 72, and we do hereby appoint LinHattie M. Mooney,
trustee, mea ior settlement.
coln C. Bragdon, of Franklin, in Bald county gage.
late
of
PhiladelH.
the
exEdmund
By T. H. Smith, her atty.
to
McCollough.
superintend
MARIAVLLLE.
of Hancock, as agent
Bucksport, Maine, January 26, 1912.
phia, state of Pendsylvania, deceased. Peti- penditure of said amount of $168.72 upon the
Isabelle Frost is at Otis visiting her sis- tion filed by The Provident Life and Trust county read in the Western Part of said
Company, of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Township Number Ten, to wit: Commencing
STATE |OF MAINE.
ter, Mrs. Lizzie Young.
trus.ee in the State of Maine, under the will
at the east line of Township Number 9, and
Hancock as.—Ai a probate court held at
said deceased, that said trustee in Maine, extending to a stake marked “A” standing on
Charles Higgins and wife, of Bar Harbor, of
said county of Hancock,
be ordered by said court to transmit certain the northern side ol said road in said Town- Ellsworth, in and for
on the second day of January, in the year
are guests of Mrs. Higgins’ aunt, Mrs. Mary
funds received from the sale of certain real ship Number Ten.
nine hundred and
estate of said deceased, in said State of Maine,
Eastern Part. We of our Lord one thousand
Number
On
10,
Township
Marsh.
to*the sta'e ol Pennsylvania, where the tes- assess the sura of $155.10 as follows: Rate of twelve.
instrument
CERTAIN
purporting to be
taxation, fifteen mills on a dollar. Valuation,
Martin Moor and wife ‘are receeiving tator had his place of domicile.
of the last will and testament
a copy
benjamin F. Dunham, late of Castine, in $10,310.
of
a daughcodic.lof
on
birth
and
the
B
E.
that
deceased.
Petition
said
Valu*
No.
congratulations
county,
Tax. MARY FISKE STOUGHTON, late ;of CAMation.
acres
Tracy or some other suitable person be apName of owner.
ter.
BRIDGE,
pointed administrator of tbe estate of said Campbell. A & Co,
94 05
6,270
2^508
in the county of Miadlesex, and CommonAlice
J.
Harmon,
at
Lead deceased, presented by
Frank Frost, who is operating
1 80
120
60
Cook. M H
wealth of Massacliuse:t8. deceased, and of the
of said deceased.
daughter
5
70
380
189
Mountain pond this winter, spent Sunday
probate thereof in said Commonwealth of
Frances C. Dunham, late of Castine, in said Downing, George
McDevitt, John L
Massachusetts, duly authenticated, having
with his family. Emery Morrison, who is countyvdectased. Petition that B. E. Tracy
90 been
60
30
A Ralph
presented to the judge of probate for our
or some other suitable person be appointed
00
86
960
2,400
William
exr
M,
said county of Hancock for the purpose of beworking for him, was also at home Sun- administrator of the estate of said deceased, Nash,
9 00
600
260
Robertson. W H
filed and recorded in the probate
allowed,
of
ing
Alice
J.
Harmon, daughter
presented by
5 85
390
day.
Small. Woodbury, est, 166
court of our said county of Hancock.
said deceased
1 »0
120
50
Wooster, Aaron
F.
Ordered. That notice thereof be given to
Jan. 29.
J EROME H. KNOWLES, Judge of said Court.
interested therein, by publishing
all
A true copy of the original order.
$155 10 ! a persons
4,152
$10,340
copy of this order three weeks succesAttest:—T. F. Mvhqney, Register.
ORLAND.
in the Ellsworth American, a newspasively
several
each
of
the
assess
We
upon
hereby
STATE OF MAINE
per printed at Ellsworth, in said county
named in tde foregoing list his reMrs. 8ewall Ginn is improving, after a
sixth day of FebHancock ss. At a probate court held at owners
therein set down of said of Hancock, prior to the
Ellsworth in and for said county of Hancock, spective proportion
severe illness.
ruary, a. d. 1912, that they may appear at
sum of $155.10, and we do hereby appoint Samthe year of
f-e held at Ellsworth
then
to
on the second day of January in
a
court,
in
probate
the county
N. Campbell, of Cherryfleld,
Mrs. Lena Gilpatrick is with friends on our Lord one thousand nice hundred and uel
in and for said county of Hancock, at ten
of Washington, as agent to superintend the
twelve.
o’clock in the forenoon, and fhow cause, if
of said sum of $155.10 upon the
Leach’9 point.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be a expenditure
Num
any they have, against the same.
roads in the Eastern Part of Towuship
copy of the last will and testament of
Mrs. Milton Wardwell has gone to BlueJEROME H. KNOWLES, Judge of Probate.
her 10, commencing at a stake marked *‘A” on
CLARENCE STOUGHTON FISKE, late of
and extending to
said
road
side
of
A true copy of the original order.
north
the
hill tor a long visit.
PETERSHAM,
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.
the west line of Cherryfleld.
in the county ol Worcester, and CommonDivision.
Middle
Number
22,
On
ia
anr
Township
it
to
late
arrangements,
Owing
wealth of Massachusetts, deceased, and of the
follows: Rate
of We assess the sum of $151.61 as
To all persons interested in the estate hereill
said
Commonwealth
bate
thereof
masthe
ladies
that
nounced
attending
Valuof taxation, four mills on a dollar.
inafter named.
iassachusetts. duly authenticated, having
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
querade ball at Orland tow n hall Feb. 14, been presented to the judge of probate for our ation, $37,904.
ValuNo.
for the county of Hancock, on the sixsaid county of Hancock for the purpose of beare not required to leave a valentine at
Tax.
ation.
acres,
Narue of owner.
teenth day of Januafy, a. d. 1912, being an
ing allowed, filed and recorded in the probate
Campoell, Geo R
the door.
adjournt a session of the January, a. d. 1912
court of our said county of Hancock.
21 92
2,741
6.482
& CO,
term of said Court.
be given to
notice
thereof
That
D.
Ordered.
Jan.
18 47
3,368
A A Co,
1,684
all persona interested therein, by publishing Campbell,
following matter having been pre640
2 56
Frost. Mark, heirs of 320
a copy of this order three weeks successively
sented for the action thereupon herein2
66
640
320
E
Mace. Albert
DEDHAM.
lu tbe Ellsworth American, a newspaper
it is hereby ordered that noafter
indicated,
at Klh worth, in said county of Whitcomb, Haynes
tice theredT be given to all persons interested,
6.087
12,174 48 70
A Co.
Leslie Burrill ia ill of acarlet fever at hia
Ancock. prior to the sixth day of February
a copy of this order to be pubcausing
40
62
by
15,600
10,400
a
a. d.
1912, that they
may appear at
boarding-place in Bangor.
Ill 10 lished three weeks successively in the Ellacourt then to be held at Ellsworth,
worth American, a newspaper published at
Miaa Mary Crane fell last week on a
n and for said county of Hancock, at ten
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may ap$15161
$37,904
21,662
if
show
cause,
in
the
and
forenoon,
o’clock
pear at a probate court to be held at Ellsslippery floor, fracturing her hip.
We hereby assess upon each of the several worth, In said county, on the sixth day of
any they have, against the'-kame.
Misa Hazel Cowing has gone to Gorham JEROME H. KNOWLES. Judge of Probate. owners named in the foregoing list his re- February, a. d. 1912, at ten of the clock in the
A true copy of the original order.
spective proportion therein set down of said forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see
to attend normal school.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register. sum of $161.61 and we do hereby appoint Her- cause
bert T. tsilsby, of Aurora, in said county of
John T. Miller, late of Bluebtllv in said
to
Northeast
Misa Ethel Rowe baa gone
subscribers, Langdon B. Wood, of Buf- Hancock, as agent to superintend the ex- countv, deceased. A certain instrument purfor Judge-of-ProHarbor aa
falo, in the state of New York, and penditure of said sum of $151.61 upon the porting to be the last will and testament of
Charles P. Wood, of Castine, in the State of county roads in said Township Number said deceased, together with petition for probate J. H. Knowles.
»
Maine, hereby give notice that they have been Twenty-two.
bate thereof, presented by Nellie l. Ridlon,
Jan.
duly appointed execctors of the last will and
On Township Number 28, Middle Division. the executrix therein named.
testament of
We '.ssess the sum of $88.16 as follows: Rate JEROME H. KNOWLES, Judge of said Court.
of taxation two mills on a dollar. Valuation,
FRANK P. WOOD, late of CASTINE.
SEAL HARBOR.
A true copy of the original order.
in tbe county off Hancock, deceased, no bonds $44,080.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney. Register.
No.
ValuWork has commenced on the new cot- being required by the terms of said will.
Tax.
acres,
ation.
e
owner.
the
Sta
in
Name
of
Langdon B. Wood resid:ng out of
on
built
the
Sea
which
is
be
to
subscriber hereby gives notice that
tage
with section 43 of chapter 66, and Campbell, A A Co,
64
180
320
W. W. Card, of compliance
she has been duly appointed adminisCliff drive for Mrs.
20 05
section 14 of chapter 89, of the revised statutes Nash. William M
6,012
10,024
tratrix
of
the estate of
be
near
the
Rhodes
It
will
Pittsburg.
has appointed George H. Worster. of Bangor, Nash, William M,
16 42
4,105
8,210
cottage, and on one of the most desirable in the State of Maine, to be bis agent, so that
exr.
CHARLES 8. 8PURLING. late of CRANa«
executor
if
him
sites on the island, with a broad view of any legal process against
Whitcomb, Haynes
BERRY ISLES,
same legal
51 06
A Co,
12,763
25,626
the ocean. It is on one of the wildest and made on asid agent shall be of tbe
effect as if made on Langdon B. Wood per
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
most rugged parts of the coast.
All
Maine.
said
State
of
within
per16
$88
sonally
$44,080
22,040
given bonds as the law directs. Ail persons
sons
having demands against the estate
demands against the estate of said
We hereby assess upon each of the several having
of said deceased are desired to present
deceased are desired to preoent the same tor
“Suffered day and night and torment of the same for settlement, and all indebted owners named in the foregoing list his reand all indebted thereto are resettlement,
therein
6et
down
of
said
itching pile*. Nothing helped me nntil I thereto are requested to make payment i*n
spective proportion
quested to make payment immediately.
used Doan’s Ointment. It cured me perma- mediately.
sum o! $88 16 and we do hereby appoint Her
Langdon B. Wood,
Edna M. Spurling.
Hon. John R. Garrett, Mayor
bert T. Silsby, of Aurora, in said county of
Charles P. Wood.
nently.“
Jan. 12,1912.
Girard, Ala.—Advt.
Hancock, as agent to superintend the exJanuary 22,1912.
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the ceremony,

held and
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a

short

lunch served
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A
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THE

gristed

WEST SURRY.

falling hair and
S?.,*® *}ttPimpart
life and b

thin!

C.

At the annual meeting of the ladies' aid
society the following officers were elected:
Lida Green, president; Angie Cousins,
vice-president; Pbyona Green, secretary
and treasurer.
C.
Jan. 29. __

Dandruff Goes

^ a'rld
”f
'tpebester’s most prominent
ba?v1e
“•leers writes:
“l aln a barber of flt
t4nev!ie®en:
thiimo ,8 experience, have used many

Snow.

_

NOKTH BROOKSVILLE.
Mrs. Windsor Bowden and sons, of Penobscot, visited her parents, Alonso Snow
and wife, taBt week.
Lelia Doyle haB gona to Portland for
medical treatment. During her absence
her son Ivan will stay with Harry Green.

postofflefc.

th,.

Total assets,

AND

208,685 65
150.(00 00
MO.OfoOO
1.806,909 82

j

wife, of Brooksville,

visited relatives here last week.

BEECHAM’S
PILLS
la bomaa

up
serious

ashore

tbe

breaking

Jan. 27.

ire

KKASON

nearly

carried her

yacht
towed

was

in extent

acres

upon the yacht Genevieve

work in

saved tbe
She

ice several

down

swept

Health
And Success

NO

Reserve for losses, taxes and all
Other claims.
Reserve for contingencies,

of $8818 upon the
Township Number
Thirty-three.
It it hereby ordered that a list of townships
and of the foregoing assessments thereon be
published in the Ellsworth American, a paper
printed in the county where the lands lie,
three weeks successively, the last publication
pe nature of mid tain
county roads in said

WHEREAS,

people are harvesting their ice.
crop of 1912 will be the largest ever

Several
The

A sheet

MlovxmviMn

JANUARY

In assets,
In reserves,
In surplus,
C. W. A

was

Mrs. Augusta Redman is working for
Mrs. Albert Gray.

■Ifinrcttsnnnits.

fore

Capital,
Net surplus,

dred Gros.*.

pond.

at the salt

in-

hy a fall on the
Leslie Flye snd Arthur Cole cut and
tiled snd marked eighty-flve logs, many
it the logs being twenty feet snd over, reured

Harold Parker has moved into the house
recently vacated by W. T. Wilt, which is
owned by the Penobscot Bay Electric Co.

MAINE.

Hancock 88.
At the coart of county commissioners begnn
sad holden at Ellsworth within and for the
county of Hancock, on the second Tuesday
of October, a. d. 1911, and by adjournment on
the 12th day of December, a. d. 1911.
now the county commissioners in accordance with Section 68 of Chapter IX
of the revised statutes of Main®, having first
made an annual i spection, in the month of
September, a. d. 1911, of all the county roads
in the unincorporated townships and tracts of
laid in Said county and having thereupon
made an estimate of the amount needed to
put said roads in repair so as to be safe and
convenient for public travel, have assessed
upon the following described unincorporated
townships and tracts of land in said county of
Hancock, exetneive of water and land reserved for public use. f >r the above named
purposes of putting and keeping said roads in
repair during the year a. d. lwl2, as follows, to
wit:
On township Number 7, South Division.
We assess the sum o» #64,85 as follows: Rate
of taxation, .002 on a dollar. Valuation, #32,428 00.
No.
Valu*
Name of owner.
acres,
ation.
Tax.

Steybns, Pres.

J. Q. Adams, Sec.
I, 1912.
Reserve for reinsurance,
$1,836,778 86

Mary Gray.

Miss Edith Howard has employment in
Sedgwick.
Good catches of smelts are being made

te

Hartwell Bandage,

CO.,

H. T.

Mrs. Susan Mosley is with Mrs. C. E.
W. L. Wentworth is catting ice on
Billington.
Toddy pond. Almost everyone is busy
John Wolvin, who haa been visiting his filling ice-houses. There is a good deal of
mother, has returned to his home.
complaint that the ice is too thick, being
The smelters are not doing very much • bout eighteen inches, which makes it
iUgal Xoticra.
hard to handle.
Just now, as the main bay is frozen o'ver.
To all persdns interested in either of the esMiss Amy Partridge and Karl Blaisdell
tates hereinafter named.
All schools in town, wl^i the exception
At a probate eourt held at Ellsworth, in anil
of the high school, have closed for the were married Jan. 20 at the residence of
for the county of Hancock, on tbe second
Rev. Mr. Kiock, in Bucksport. They came
day or January, a. d 1912.
winter vacation.
following matters having been pre
A sociable was given at the home of immediately to their home here, which
•seated for the action thereupon herein
THE
was ready for
Their many after indicated, it is hereby ordered that no
occupancy.
Mrs. Lucy Emery Saturday evening for
tice thereof be given to all persons Interested
friends are congratulating them.
the members of the Baptist Sunday school.
by causing a copy of this order to be pub
A pretty wedding took place at the lished three weeks successively in the EllsGames were played, and at 10 o’clock light
worth American, a newspaper published a
refreshments were served. All enjoyed a home of Mr. and Mrs. F. F. Mason, when Ellsworth, in said couuty, that they may ap
their daughter, Bern see Ethel, became the pear at a probate court to be held at Ells
pleasant evening.
worth, in said county, on the sixth day
bride of Widber F.
Hill, of Bucksport. ol February, a. d. 1912, at ten of the clock
The new Methodist Episcopal church
The bouse was prettily decorated in white in lh* forenoon, and be heard thereon if they
was dedicated
At
10.30
the
set cause.
yesterday.
and yellow, with the exception of the parsermon was delivered by Rev. $. P. Judd,
Abby M. Fulton, late of Southwest Harbor,
which was decorated with a profusion in said county, deceased. A certain instrulor,
Bar
of
Harbor. At 3 the dedicatory
ment purporting to be the last will and testa
of evergreen and white pinks, woven into
mem of said deceased, together with petition
address was delivered by Bishop John W.
an arch from which a bell
probate thereof, presented by Abby 8.
suspended. At for
Hamilton l). D., LL. D. At the close of
R. binsori, one of the executors
therein
4 o’clock the bride, becomingly gowned in
named.
*this service a subscription was started to
An-irew J. Whitney, late of Southwest Harwhite silk over white taffeta with pearl
help pay tbe debt, and a large sum was
bor, in said county, deceased. A certain inrealized.
Rev. Mr. Judd had charge of trimmings, escorted by the groom and at- strument purporting
to be tbe last will and
was
tbe evening service, and his talk
tended by Emily and Helen Dunbar as tes:ament of said deceased, together with petion
for
e
thereof
for
the
proba
presented
Mary
young. Large congre- flower
especially
girls prettily dressed in pink, Kaier and Lizzie O’Neill (formerly by
Hulbert)
gations attended all the services.
marched to the parlor, where the cere- tbe executrices therein named.
Anon.
Jan. 29.
Ellen Donovan, late of Ellsworth, in said
mony was performed by Rev. William county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
CAPE ROSIER.
Forsyth, the single ring service being said
deceased, together with petitiondor proJohn Lundwal is at Castine carpenter- used. Only relatives were present. The bate thereof, presented by Mary Ellen Linnemarch was played by Miss Mil- hau, ihe executrix therein named.
wedding
ing.
William H Colson, late of
in said

Saturday

cow

W. H.

Legal Kotlas.

ftgal Kotte*
STATE OP

Miss Marion Gibbs is at home, having
finished her school in the Crane district.

Miss Winifred Gray, who is attending
Castine normal school, drove home Friday
to spend a few days with her mother, Mrs.

SUKRY.

WATRRTOWN,

OF

Russell Harriman is ill.

Lester Conary, of Bluehill Falls, visited
his sister, Mrs. Leslie Flys, Saturday and

entente.

66th ANNUAL STATEMENT
AGRICULTURAL INSURANCE

EAST ORLAND.

nine hours.

to Boston Monday for
C H,ll went

Insurance $ta

COUNTY NEWS.

one

firobate

stenographer

THE

29._B.

THE

—

COUNTY NEWS.
Portland,

was

in

town last week.

There was a horse trot
this afternoon.

sympathy and sincere good wishes of

the

on

meadow

Chaffey and wife returned from
Portland Thursday. Mr. Chaffey is much
improved in health. Miss Maude, who
accompanied them went to Gloucester for
a

visit with her sister.

P. M.
_

About thirty-five from this place went
to Flye’s point Friday afternoon to surprise Owen L. Flye at the Lookout. A

BROOKSVILLE.
C. Roberts and daughter, Mrs. O. M.
Gray, were in Bluehill Friday, guests of
Mrs. Susan B- Billings.
L.

Olin H. Closson has returned home for

been coasting with
picnic supper was served and a good time the winter. He has
Jacob Cousins, of South Brooksville.
enjoyed.
Among those on the sick list are Mrs. J.
W. E. Sylvester and wife are the proud
H. and Mrs. F. H. Billings, Mrs. May
parents of a little daughter, born Saturday. This is the first baby in tha Sylves- Wescott, Mrs. L. F. Gray and Mrs. Charles
ter family for twenty-five years, and was Young.
received with open arms.
Several men from South Brooksville, with
The Willing Workers gave a surprise their axes, and J. H. Billings, F. M. Billparty to one of their number, Master ings and L. O. Fowler, with their teams,
Wallace Cooper, Thursday evening, it went into the woods Saturday and cut and
being the occasion of his fifteenth birth- hauled about six cords of wood for Stillman Kencb, who is ill, and haB been unday. Cake and ice-cream were served.

The mask ball Saturday night was well
attended. Among the most noticeable
costumes were those of Miss Cora Carter
as “Queen of Hearts”, Mrs. Flora Parsons
Harriette Bridges as
as “Night”, Miss
“College girl”, Arnold Allen as an

“Indian”, Henry Kenney as a “Sailor
boy” and Jay Small as “Uncle Sam”.
Miss Carter took the prize.
Mrs. Mary
Mrs. Lillie

cake, coffee and

Robbins

served

ice-cream.

H.

Jan. 29.
_

SUNSET.
Mrs. Freeman

Robbins is quit6 ill.
son has a broken

Herbert Stinson’s

arm.

Charles Pocard, who has been ill, is
valescent.

con-

The Knights of Pythias have purchased
the Sunset house.

William Powers is harvesting
other parties.

ice for

himself and

Freeman Howard and wife are with Mrs.
parents at Florence Saunder’s

Howard’s

place.

Eggemoggin

Weed,

of

most

reach is still clear of

Mrs. Bert Young, who has been at the
The home of Mrs. Victoria Butler was Eastern Maine general hospital in Bangor,
Wedlast
scene
of
a
the
pretty wedding
ia expe^ed home this week.
nesday afternoon, when her daughter^
The usual baked bean-supper was given
of
became
the
bride
Miss Helen L. Butler,
Jan. 27, with a large attendance.
Saturday,
of
Bar
W.
Everett
Harbor.
Richardson,
or more came on horae-sleds and
Twenty
an
was
The parlor
prettily decorated,
sleighs from the Bond district.
arch of evergreen and white being the
Seven of the young girls in the eighth
been
had
exchief feature. Invitations
with their teacher,
tended to quite a number of relatives and anu nineth grades,
were invited to tea w ith Miss Edna Bunfriends.
The
oride
was
immediate

of

a

carnations.

and

gor

a

young

Sim.

Agnes Sargent, who has

been

til,

Jan. 29.

of

pneumonia, and Mrs.
They are both comfortable
at the present.
All hope they will have
a speedy recovery.
School closed last Friday.
Miss Mattie
Grindle, of Surry, has taught a successful

SOUTH BROOKSVILLE.
Fred S. Austin is in the hospital at
fast for a surgical operation.

gaining.
Kenneth

Hamilton

visiting friends

is

in

Freeman has returned to her
borne in Milbridge.
Mrs. E. Robinson, of Macbiasport, is
working for David Sargent.
Miss Abbie

Z.

Miss

Bel-

Mrs. Clara Clapp is with her
Gale Page and wife

are

son

pils
Joy,

were

bank has

been in

business

nearly sixty
Pascal P. Gilmore,
president; Harold O. Hussey,
cashier; Parker Spofford, Thomas F.
Mason, Harry F. Googins, Pascal P. Gilmore and Fred S. Blodgett, directors.
Its officers

years.

are:

Mrs. Walter Clark has gone to the Bar

hospital to have her
Frank Powers, who has
time, is not gaining as fast

Bar Harbor last

his

some

friends

poor health,
most of the

M’KINLEY.
home from Portland Saturday in poor health.
Luther Albee visited George Arey and
wife in Stonington last week.

Thursday

replace the

few weeks ago.

ill

advanced age of eighty-six
years there is slight hopes of his recovery.
There were two new arrivals the past
month—a little daughter [Luella Margaret] was born to Capt. and Mrs. Watson
Bunt, Dec. 28, and a little son [Olney
Smith] to Mr. and Mrs. Henry Graten,
Jan. 2.
Jan. 29.
M.

came

Vera Seeds is quite ill of whooping

been
as

At his

Miss Annie Gott

MUs

horse to

The drama, “Down in Maine,” will be
given by Mountain A iew grange for the
benefit of the ball.

time.

r.
BAY8I0E.

knee treated.

wish.

Edward Higgins is in very
being confined to the bed

Southwest Harbor Jan. 16.
friends extend best wishes.

cough.
J. 0. Kemick and W. A. Trim went to

WEST EDEN.
Harbor

Their many
Jan. 29.

one

bought

a

Mr. Trim lost

a

and

Marion Trask

prised by

Roland.

Visiting Ira Page

Berved and

enjoyable

evening

was

Seth

Stockbridge, Roecoe Joyce, HerHolbrook and Augustus Dolliver
C. Robbins’ camp for a few days’
gunning trip last week. The number of
birds killed was not large, but all
report
the fun immense.
Jan. 2Sj.
man

went to

_8.
OOKEA.

Miss Maude Stewart is visiting friends

Francis.

guest

Decker and wife have gone to Milbridge to spend a few days with relatives.
Levi

George Crowley and wife, who have
been visiting Mre. Crowley’s
sisters,Jirs.
Henry Burke and Mrs. Oarl Strout, of
Milbridge, came home Sunday.
Howard, son of Ephraim Crowley and
wife, was operated on at his home Wednesday for appendicitis by Dr. Simmons,
of Bangor, assisted by Dr.
Bragg, of Win-

also very

pleasant.

Jan. 29.

A.

;

-—-

^

SOUTH BURRY.
Union river bay is
as one can

now

see; also

entirely closed
Morgan’s bay.

a

critical

con-

8.
BASS

Men and teams

have been

visiting

relatives here.

Jan. 29.

Tramp.

WEST GOULD8BORO.

F. I). Ashe was in Bar Harbor last week
R.
on business.
SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
Miss Rena Springer visited Mrs. A. W.
Twenty-three ladies met at the home of Gordon last week.
Mrs. Mamie Norwood Thursday evening,
Uspt. Charles Bobbins is at home with Jan.
Mrs. B. E. Tracy, of Winter Harbor,
25, to organize a Christmas club.
his daughter, Mrs. W. P. Murphy.
Mrs. Norwood is president for the ensu- visited Mrs. James Hill last week.
Mrs. Gertrude Gott is very ill. She was ing year. The next
Charles H. Wood, of Bar Harbor, was a
meeting will be held
attended last Monday week, by Drs. February 1, at the home of Mrs. Aiioe week-end visitor at 8. G. Wood’s.
Wakefield, of Bar Harbor, Phillips and Trundy at Mountain View cottage.
Mrs. Mansel B. Young, of Ellsworth,
Neal, who operated on her lung. She has
Jan. 29.
Spec.
and Allen Kingsley, of Bar Harbor, were
Jan. 29.

telephone, or con-

a

in your

change

a

present

HARBOR.

T.

are

W. Jackson

gave

a

quilting

party Thursday afternoon, which was
very Jolly affair.
J»n. 29.
X. Y. Z.

a

so

Telephone the Local flanager, free of charge,
and

a

contract

agent will call

on

you.

New

England Telephone

and

Telegraph Company

hen* Sunday evening, Heh. 4.
COUNTY NEWS. !j p-ngram
for that day
ill he

!

WEST 8IT.LIVAN.
short

Havey

H.

is

!

Portland fora

in

visit with friends.

in Bangor
Abbott.

last

Havey spent

week,

the

few

a

low

returned to his duties
New Florence hotel at Bar Harbor.

Mrs. Edgar Jellison and daughter Ler*
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Orville
Gordon.

Misses Maxine and Hilda Brown hire
a viail to their
grandparents.
Pearl L. Laiand and wife, at Trenton.

turned from

1

At the annual meeting of Mt. Desert
and A. M., Jan. 27, the following
officers were elected: C. Q. Bordeaux, W.
M.; T. M. Klcberdaoo, B. W.; L. E. Prey,
J. W.; J. A. Somes, treasurer; J. M.
Walker, secretary; E. D. Richardson,
8. D.; W. Norwood, J. D.; W. Morris,
8. 8.; W. 8. Brown, J. 8.; C. B. Richardson, chaplain; J. J. Somes, tyler; H. E.
Heed, marshal. Officers will be publicly
installed Thursday evening, Feb. 8, after
which there will be a social dace and refreshments.
B.
Jan. 28.

lodge, F.

Mrs. Stillman Webb and family have
Cherryfleld, and are occupy-

moved from

the Gordon tenement.

Mrs. F. E. Pettingill is in Massachusetts
with relatives. She will visit in Connecticut before

aero.

Fred P. Smith and wife are receiving
congratulations on tha birth of a son,
born Jan. 22.

lene

ing

show.

For several mornings the pait week the
mercury here has registered 26 degrees be-

days

guest of Theodore

Mrs. Helen McGee has returned to Winterport, after spending a few weeks with
Henry Bunker and wife.

haa gone to B aton to

attend the motor-boat

Mr*. Joseph Walker haa been confined
past week with a tad
cold.

Leon Thomas has
at the

,d.,

to the house the

visiting Oscar Hysom and wife.

Master Merton

rinlad

;

M. L. Allen has. been confined to ha
home the paat week by a had cold.

Miss Ina Willey, of Bangor, spent Sunday with her family.
Mr. and Mr*. Linscomb, of Bar Harbor,
are

Capt. beater Pray

The
foil,,

returning.

Dr. A. L. Chase and wife and Mrs. Henry
Workman, of Bangor and Brewer, were
guests of E. F. Ulapbam and wife last week.
William Moore and wife, of Prospect
Harbor, are at the home of H. H. Havey
and wife for the remainder of the winter.

CKANHERHt

isles.

Dr. G. A. Phillips and wife started to-day
for Baltimore, Md., for a month’s sojeurn,
during which time Dr. Phillips will tak&a
post-graduate course in dentistry.

Mrs. Daniel 8t*nley bad the misfortune
to fall and break three riba recently.

The joint installation of Masons and
Eastern Stars Tuesday evening was an enjoyable event. The officers of the Star
were installed by Dr. Arthur Chase, of
Ban go*, with Mrs. Mary Robertson as

week.

marshal.

A. P.

Havey

acted

as

It is with keen regret

we

record

the

and are remembered for their
many deeds
of kindness while among us. Mrs. Phelps
was at one time president of the Golden
Rule society, and did much for its advancement. She was a member of Oasis
chapter, O. E. 8., also a member of the
Pythian sisterhood. The sincere sympa-

thy

of all is extended to the

Jan- 29.

family.

Vox Populi.

PROSPECT HARBOR.
Miss Ethel Crook, one ol the teachers at
Winter Harbor, was a week-end guest ol
Miss Alta Cole.

week.

Daniel Libby and wife and L. P. Cole
wife were guests of Mrs. Arthur
Btrout, of Winter Harbor, Sunday.

«

Walter and Lewis Stanley are having as
addition built on one of the boat bouses
at the boat-dock.
The lady members of the gymnasium
played basket ball with the gentleman
Refresh runt' were
Tuesday evening.

installing

officer for the Masons, with Andrew Doran
as
marshal. The work was done in a
most creditable
manner.
A delicious
supper was served at the close by D. A.
F.
and
A. M.
Hooper lodge,

j

Ea. Bunker, of Base Harbor, »pent a lew
day* with Mrs. Richard Hardin? last

j

served after the game.

|

About fifty gathered at the bonne of
Willis Bunker aud wife to serenade tbeir
son Percy and wife last Monday evening.
Delicious refreshments were in store for
the party, and every one bad a pleasant
time.
Jan. 2Sl
Rooney.
ISLE AD HAUT.

Tyler Coombs, of Vinalhaven,
ou

business.

j

is in town

*

A. J. H. Turner has gone to Boston lor a
week% to visit his daughter, Miss
Hattie A. M. Turner.
few

j

Mrs.
Margaret Lufain, who went to
Portland for medical treatment, is
ting aloug as well as can be expected.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis, of Bath, are keeping house for Elmer Lufkin while Mrs.
Lufkin is in

Portland.

Barter, who recently underwent aD
operation for appendicitis, is at Rockland
visiting friends fora few days.
J. K.

j

Jan. 25.

ana

Schoodic lodge, K. of P., held its installation
Saturday
evening.
Bradbury
Smith, of West Sullivan, assisted by members of the lodge, installed the officers.

ert tsnnnua.

KIDNEY

TROUBLE

in Three
Months Thanks to PR-R U-NA.

Suffered Ten Years—Relieved

Baskahegan tribe of Redmen had its inThursday night, which was
semi-public, members of'Winnetka council being invited.
Deputy J. R. Stratton,
of Hancock, was
accompanied by Mrs.

*

1 ■'

■

■

■

>

stallation

—

WEST 8TONINGTON.
Sterling Stinson is hauling ice (or W.

ser-

that your name
may appear in the forthcoming issue.

vice, ORDER NOW

Charles Colwell, of Hancock, visited his
father, G. W. Colwell, the laBt of the

busy on Benson’s
pond, barvesting ice.
Miss Frances Murphy gave a leap-year
party Thursday evening, Jan. 26.
John L’losson and wite have a little
daughter, born Jan. 23. [Margaret.]
Mrs.

!

He is yet in

_

ville,

template

passing away of Mrs. 8. E. Phelps, of
Milbridge,
Farmington, Conn. Dr. and Mrs. Phelps
John Dibbln, of Newfoundland, is the were
formerly residents of West Sullivan,
of Mrs. Ines

party of twenty-eight spent the evenJan. 29 with Mellie Henderson and ter Harbor.
I ing
dition.
wife at the Webber farm. A fine
supper
Jan. 29.
was served.
All spent a pleasant evening.
The drive up and back on Billings’ pond i

Bayside grange presented the farce
Ice-cream was served to a select com“Popping by Proxy” to a large and appre- pany at the club last Saturday evening.
ciative audience last Thursday evening.
Charles Cunningham left last week to
Much credit is due the members who
gave join friends in Newton
Center, Mass., lor
the play, and cleared f49 for the hall funds.
a trip to Florida, where C. H.
Sawyer is
Jan. 29.
R.
spending the winter.
The sudden death of William W. MaySALISBURY COVE.
hew at his home in
Braintree, tease., reCapt. Young and Thomas Liscomb are
cently was a shock to the community
cutting ice.
here. Mr. Mayhew and wife have
a
Misses'Lizzie Fogg and Susie OeLaittre part of each summer here for somespent
years
were guests of the Misses Rich
Sunday.
past, and have by their kindly and helpSunday morning brought out an un- ful ways gained many friends. Much
usually large congregation at the Eden sympathy is felt for Mrs. Mayhew. They
had no children.
Baptist church.
Mrs. Norton Tinker, of Northeast Harbor, and Mrs. Clifford Tinker, of Somes-

If you intend to install

at

of

far

an

spent.

A

as

pleasantly

sur-

a party of her
friends, Saturday
Jan. 27, the occasion being her
twentieth birthday.
Refreshments were

and wife.

was

was

'evening,

There will be a circle supper in Union
eight weeks. The following puhall Saturday evening, Feb. 3.
perfect in attendance: Hugh
Sumner McKay, Christie McKay,
John Thurston sold his driving horse
The schooner Laurence Murdock, CapL to W. H.
Leon Stewart, Carlton Stewart and Lester
Pervear last week.
Sabans. The pupils showed their esteem J. E. Coombs, arrived with freight from
Mrs. Grace Condon has been visiting Q.
for their teacher by presenting her with a Portland tor local merchants Friday.
M. Allen and wife a few days.
toilet set.
Miss Doris Condon, teacher of the
priThere will be preaching at the church
Jan. 28.
M.
mary school at BuckS Harbor, sprained
as Mrs. Treworgy is
her ankle quite badly Friday of last week. Sunday morning,
BUCKSPORT.
coming this week.
Jan. 29,
C.
Ed. Gray, of Naskeag, is
The remains of
Margaret, widow
boarding at
Foster Pierce’s while at work for John
of James Cunningham, aged seventy-six
BEECH HILL.
v
years, who died Sunday in Auburndale,
Miss Freda Blanchard is visiting her Thurston.
Mass., at the home of her daughter, Mrs. grandmother, Mrs. Elia Mason.
Saturday evening quite a number ot
Edith Langley, with whom she was spendMrs. Florence Reed and little daughter young people attended the masquerade
ing the winter, arrived here Tuesday. The
ball at Riverside hall. The prize for the
Gladys, of Bar Harbor, visited Mrs. Harry
funeral services were held in the afterbeet costume was awarded Cora Carter.
noon, Rev. Thomas Whiteside officiating. Tracy Sunday.
There was a free-tor-all trot on ThursFred Blanchard, who is employed at
The handsome new building of the
ton’s meadow Jan. 29. Allan C., owned
visited
his
Eden,
Ambrose
parents,
Bucksport national bank was thrown
by Roy Allen, won first money. Harry J.,
Blanchard and wife, Sunday.
open to public inspection Saturday afterowned by Jacob Closson, won second
Miss
Flora
of
and
this
Richardson,
noon,
many* visitors inspected the
place, money; Bluehill Belle, owned by William
handsome new quarters of the bank. This and Harry Latty, of West Tremont, were
Tapley, third money.
married at
term of

FEB. 5, 1912.

Mrs. H.

Milbridge.

NORTH SEDGWICK.

J. P. Lunt and wife have gone to Boston
for the remainder of the winter.
Ernest M. Condon, who has been in the
hospital at Buffalo, N. Y., is at home.

goes to press

is

pleasant evening gathering.
holding interesting meetings here the past
Elmer Hanna and family, of Asbville,
A. L. Webber and family have returned
Walter Stinson is quite ill. He will be two weeks.
were goests Sunday at G. 8. Hanna’s.
taken to the Maine general hospital at
Opt. H. H. Powers, who was called to from Massachusetts, where they have reMrs. Florence Myrica and daughter
Portland Monday to undergo an opera- Boston by the death of Sheriff Seavy, sided for several months. Eugene Bunker
tion.
whose yacht he has sailed many years, re- and family, who have been living in their Ernestine are visiting in Prospect Harbor.
house, have moved to the Jay building on
Mias Rena Springer spent the week-end
Mrs. Sarah Smith, who has been visiting turned home Friday.
Main street.
with Mrs. A. W. Gordon at West GouldsJan. 29.
Rex.
her siBter, Mrs. L.
A. Beck, several
boro.
Several from here plan to attend the Mt.
months, returned to her home in MassaDesert local union at West Tremont Satchusetts Monday.
George Leavitt and wife have returned
FRANKLIN.
from a visit to friends in West GouldsMiss Isabel Dodge, who is employed by
News has been received here of the urday.
The following delegates attended the boro.
Mrs. D. Jewett Noyes at Stonington, is death of Elizabeth
May Ellis, daughter of
Mrs. Arline Jacobs, son and two grandspending a short vacation with her par- the late Isaac W. May and Adeline boys’conference at Waterville last week:
ents, George Dodge and wife.
French, aged about seventy-two years. James Bunker. R. F. Lurvey, Clarence children, of Ironbound isle, are spending
John
Jan. 29.
*%adie.
Manchester, Chandler a few weeks at her home here.
Mrs. Ellis is survived by two sons—Wil- Lurvey,
Jordan, Fred Lurvey,
Jan. 29.
liam 1. and Henry S. Collier, and a sister— Graves, Walter
H.
FRANKLIN ROAD.
Mrs. John E. Day, of Chicago, who is leader.
ATLANTIC.
Charles Graves, of Brewer, is here for a
The cup contest at the Neighborhood
spending the winter in California. Mrs.
few days.
A. J. Staples caught a fox Friday. Quite
j
Ellis’ mother was a sister of the late house began Monday evening. The capa number have been
Miss Sadie Mullan was home from La- Arthur, William and John P. French and tains of the eight teams
trapped here this
participating are:
winter.
moine*over Sunday.
j1 Sarah Scammon, of Franklin and East- No. 1, S. B. Brown; No. 2, George E.
Miss Goldie Staples went to Hurricane
The many frieDds here of William Miles brook, and she had many relatives who Turner; No. 3, D. Branscomb; No. 4, J. C.
and wife, wTbo are spending the winter in will be grieved to hear of her death. The Pedder; No. 5, Ernest Ooer; No. 6, D. Island last week to spend a few days with
Brockton, Mass., with their son Henry, funeral was held Monday at her late home, McEachern; No. 7, M. Butler; No. 8, N. E. Vira Joyce and llszel Stockbridge, who
Beale.
are teaching there.
were sorry to hear that
Mr. Miles haB 44 Chandler street, Boston.
been very ill
Miles of grip.

regular edition of the
TELEPHONE DIRECTORY

The next

week.

SOUTH GOULDS BORO.
Mrs.

noon.

a

0

<

Elliot, who ha* been in Banfew days, returned borne Monday.
Eva

Capt. Charles Southard, who has been
Capt. George H. Spofford, of schooner'
week.
Thelms, is spending a few days with his with his daughter at Bevtrly, Mas.-., several weeks, is home.
Mrs. Arthur Powers went to Stonington family.
Miss Alice Pearson has resuoied her
Marine lodge, F. and A. M., will hold a
Monday, called there by the illness of her
in V. R. Smith’s store.
mother, Mrs. Clara Lufkin.
public installation of officers Tuesday duties as clerk
0
The Willing Workers will meet with
William Powers and wife celebrated the evening.
fifth anniversary of their wedding, enterBe?. Mr. Smith, an evangelist, has been Mrs. Ansel L. Manchester Thursday aftertaining

last

as one

Jan. 29.

NORTHEAST HARBOR.
Mrs.

are

closed.

The

The ceremony

tended.

Listed?

They report a fine time,
lady exclaimed when she
got home: **Oh, mamma, such a ^lpperas
we had!” It goes without saying that Mrs.
Bunker must have given them a delightker

gown of white batiste trimmed
with velvet and lace, and carried a bouquet

attired in

ice, al-

of the bays and harbors

Are You

BUTLJSB-RICHARDSON.

couple was unatwas performed by
Rev. P. A. A. Killam, of Ellsworth, using
ful time.
the single ring service.
Jan. 29.
S'
After hearty congratulations, refreshments were served by Miss Mary E.
SARGENTVILEE.
Hutchins, Mrs. Wallace Foss and Mrs.
John T. Sargent is visiting friends at
George Stewart. Each guest also received
Sooth Bluehill.
a piece of the wedding cgke in a dainty
Hon. Henry W. Sargent is spending a
package.
able to work for a year.
The esteem of many <*f their friends was few days in Boston.
#
Jan. 29.
A.
Mrs. Fred Cole visited Mrs. Fred J.
finely expressed in (he large number of
•
useful and beautiful gifts. Mrs. Richard- Sargent last week.
ASH VILLE
son was born and brought up in North
William Higgins is at home for the reGeorge Young, of Hancock, spent Tues- Hancock, and comes of a musical family, mainder of the winter.
her mother being gifted in that direction,
day at E. E. Hammond’s.
Archie Gordon, of East Franklin, is emC. G. Small fad chickens batched Janu- and together they have added greatly to
ployed at the ice works.
of
the
social
and
church
functions
many
ary 17, for the early market.
Calvin Billings, of the steamer Minneola,
of the community, where they are held in
Mrs. Eunice Bunker fell on the ice last
is at home for a few dayB.
high appreciation.
week and sprained her wrist badly.
Lawrence Grindle, of North Sedgwick,
Mr. Richardson is a native of Mt. Hesert,
Mrs. Abbie Taft, of West Gouldaboro, is
and is held in high esteem by a large is driving the stage for Reuel Dority.
visiting her sister, Mrs. E. E. Bragdon.
circle of friends, who wish him well as he
Mrs. Cyrena Turner is spending a lew
H. D. Hanna and wife, of East Sullivan, becomes a benedict. The bride and
groom weeks with Miss May Millikcn.
visited W. H. Hammond and wife recently. left on the evening train for a short wedCapt. Charles Babson ar.d w ife have reMrs. Abbie Taft and Mrs. Jessie Bragding trip, after which they will make their turned from Lawrence, Mass where they
North
home
at
Hancock.
don spent Wednesday with Mrs. Eva
visited friends.
Hammond.
Quite a delegation of relatives from Bar
Mrs. William Robbins, of Sedgwick,
Harbor
attended the wedding, among
Walter Donnell has moved his family to
several days last week with Miss
the groom’s parents, A. W. spent
part of Alfred Preble’s house, formerly the them being
Jennie Grindal.
Richardson and wife, bis sister, Mrs.
Hall homestead.
John ii. Gay, of Philadelphia, was in
Henry Young, his ancle, A. H. Lynam,
Jan. 29.
Phcxbe.
town last week, looking after the cottage
with Mrs. Lynam and daughter.
he is having built at Byard’a point.
DEER ISLE.
though

Bar Harbor, visited his
sister, Mrs. Carrie Eaton, a few days last
Arnold

Mrs. Mary Kingslfcy.
Mrs. Abbie Taft ia visiting her sister,
Mrs. Jessie Bragdon, at East Sullivan.

NORTH HANCOCK.

—~

abbcrttronintt.

last week visiting their mother,

in town

everyone.

Jan. 29.

There was no preaching at the Baptist
church Sunday
morning, as Rev. E.
Sanderson is ill.

Bracy and

COUNTY NEWS.

Lewis

SEDGWICK.
John G. Bradley, of

the

B.

Thnrlow.

Stratton.

Refreshments of ice-cream and

cake were served
during the social hour
Sterling Barbour spent a few days last
which followed the installation.
week in Blnebill, the guest of
BarHngh
bour and wite.
Capt. John 8. Coombs and wifa opened
J. W. Stinson, seventy syears of age, their hospitable home Thursday afternoon'
takes care of and milks seven cow* daily, to a large company of guests. Their house
is admirably
adapted to a large gathering,
goes six miles to the village to market his
and the usual social
milk, besides doing all the rest of his work,
evening followed the

Jan. 28.

Mvm.
OCEAN VTLLE.

J. C. Harmon and wife spent Sunday
with W. B. Hatch.
Mrs. C. L. Webb and daughter are vis-

iting relatives

in

Stonington.

C. M. Gross is in the hospital in Portland for treatment for hie foot.
Alice Lane, Deborah Webb and Boy
Gross were in Bocklend last week.
Jan. 27.
A.

dinner. Cards furnished the
chief entertainment. Carroll Dunn and
wife, with
Miss Pauline, and Miss Julia
Guptlll, were
guests from out of town.
Jan. 29.
j,

c. B.

FIZEB.

Mias Basel Brown, of
Trenton, is visitlog her old home here.
Mrs. Pearl Leland was the
guest on Sunday of Mrs. W.S. Brown.

C. B.FIZER.Mt. Sterling, Ky.,s»ys:
••I have muttered with kidney end
bladder trouble tor temyenre pest
“Lut March I commenced Ds'
Parana and continued for three months
I have not used it since, nor hare I »»*

Christian Endeavor
day will
served by the Christian
Endeavor

Ask Your Druggist for a Free Parana
Almanac for 1912.

MT. DESERT.

be ob-

society

a

pain."

j

